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FOREWORD

ICOM has always given special attention Mike problems of children
and museums, and in 1948, wilt support front UNESCO, it decided
to publish a report on then,.

The preparation of this publication has met with many
difficulties. lire originally planned a world-wide survey; it is not
perhaps surprising that this was soon seen to be too ambitious.
We had hoped that it could be ;trifler. cy a single author; it was
soon found preferable to divide the work among three rapporleurs.
We intended that, at the least, the three reports should conform
to a common plan; but the material conditions and the theoretical
approah differed so much front continent to continent that even
this proved impossible.

We hope that, now Mat the publicoliot is finally ready, it will
prove useful. Though, for reasons outside our control, it draws
very little front the ,:xpericnee of the Eastern countries, it neverthe-
less covers a very ,Hide field and ranges over Western Europe, the
British Commonwealth, and the New World. The authors of the
three reports have attempted to give I critical account of practical
work of which they have had first-hand experience, rather than
lengthy analyses of the theoretical issues involved; and if their
ideas differ, readers in the various countries should find them the
more interesting. The introduction was not commissioned till the
three reports had already been written. It might therefore, have
been nothing more than a chairman's after dinner speech: in fact,
it is a most important chapter in the volume, and its great merit
is that it harmonises and fills in the legitimately varying points of
view of Me other Ohree writers, and does so with both gravity
and wit.

These problems concerning children and museums are by no
means as stra:,:ht forward as they seem, as witness the extraordinary
contrast between the proliferation of Children's Museums in the
United Slates and their almost complete absence elsewhere.



Moreover they are the subject of much discussion and disagreement
between museum officials and educationalists all over the world.
It is our earnest hope that the three reports and the introduction,
however provisional may be their conclusions, will form a valuable
contribution to this continuing debate.

Two of ICOM's international committees the Education
Committee and the Children's Committee concern themselves
with the problems raised in this publication. Let us trust that,
as a result of their joint efforts, more and more museums become
aware of, and fulfil, their responsibilities towards the younger
generation, and more and more children come to learn from, and
enjoy, their treasures.

GEORGES-11E5AI R11'IERE

Direct 7r of /COM.



INTRODUCTION

TT is no exaggeration to say that the dominant trend in museum
I development over the past 3o years has been the increasing
emphasis on the educational role of museums, and, as part of
this, on the responsibilities of museums towards children.

Before the rozo's few museums made special provision for
children. Today more and more curators are finding themselves
compelled -- some willingly, others reluctantly to appoint
special staff, and even to set up special Departments, to deal with
children's activities, and those who hesitate or refuse to cater for
children are in danger of being labelled as hopelessly reactionary
and old-fashioned.

The pressure which has produced these developments has usually
come from outside rather than inside the museums from
enthusiastic educationalists and teachers, rather than from
professionnal museum workers. Consequently many curators have
been pushed into work with children without any clear idea of its
limitations and possibilities, and often with considerable scepticism
as to its value. Older museum officials are puzzled by the new-
fangled educational activities of their younger colleagues, while the
latter are left to devise and carry through their children's
programmes with little guidance or interest from their superiors.

In this situation nothing but good can come from the widest
possible dissemination of the experience already gained. This
varies greatly from country to country, and discussion of it can,
therefore, only be really useful if it is carried on on an int.rnational
level. I.C.O.NI. is the only body which can initiate such
a discussion, and the main task of this publication is to provide
some sort of basis from which it can proceed.

The present is a peculariy suitable lime (or such a publication.
In the United States of America children's activities in museums
have been a matter of regular practice and thought for over a
generation. In the rest of the world, with a few notable exceptions,
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organised children's work in museums has only recently been
started. Consequently, while the Americans are now for the first
time beginning to be able to make a long-term estimate of their
work, and to sort out the solidly worth-while from the ephemeral
and trivial, museums in other countries are still in a positionquickly
to adapt their own techniques and programmes so as to profit
gratefully from American mistakes. Our task therefore is to marry
the mature experience of the Americans with the neophyte
enthusiasm of the rest.

The three reports which make up the bulk of this book give a
comprehensive, though necessarily brief, survey of the practice of
museums in their work with children in the New World, the British
Empire, and Continental Europe respectively. They deal pri,narily
with practical day-to-day problems, and raise theoretical issues
only in passing. Moreover, the views which they express are
deliberately representative rather than personal.

By contrast the task of this Introduction is quite different, and
is, in a sense, a residual one. Instead of a comprehensive survey,
it deals only with certain specific topics. These have been selected
as being those which raise in the sharpest form the fundamental
theoretical issues which mug underlie al; museum work with
children, and which are at present the subject of controversy and
disagreement particularly disagreement in current thinking
between country and country. In effect this means focussing
zdtenti,x, on just those marginal points at which agreed principle
c.r.d practice give way to doubt and uncertainty. It follows that
the views expressed are personal rather than representative,
st,eculative rather than circumstantial, and tentative rather than
final.

The topics which have been selected for consideration are the
following :-

2

t. The Danger of Separate Children's Museums.

2. Exhibition Problems in Work with Children.
(i) The Neglect of Permanent Collections in Favour of

Temporary Exhibitions.
(i.) The Excessive Use of Explanatory Labels.
(iii) Exaggerated Logic and Comprehensiveness in Exhibi-

tions.
(iv) The Misuse of Models.
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3. Teaching Problems in Work with Children.
(i) The Over-Regimentation of School-Parties.
(ii) The Misuse of Questionnaires.

I. The Danger of &tiara 1c Children's Museums.

In the United States of America there are about 35 separate
Children's Museums. In the rest of the world there are hardly a
dozen.

This striking discrepancy is partly the result of the simple fact
that the main growth of the European museum systems took
place at a time when little emphasis was being placed on the
educational functions of museums, whereas the period of most
rapid expansion in America came a generation later and therefore
coincided with the development of interest in the responsibilities
of museums to children. It is a153 to some extent a reflection of
the unusual importance which American society generally gives
to the child. Nevertheless, it is mainly the result of a genuine
divergence of opinion as to the value of separate Children's
Museums.

Let us first analyse the arguments put forward by those who
favour separate Children's Museums. Their case rests on the basic
assumption that the standard adult museum cannot be expected
to cater satisfactorily for children, for many different reasons.

In the first place the physical environment of art adult museum
can hardly avoid being irksome to children. The need for keeping
the exhibits behind glass frustrates their natural desire to touch
and handle them and quickly extinguishes interest. The need for
preserving the quiet decorum legitimately demanded by those using
the museum for study and research frustrates their natural high
spirits and capacity for spontaneous enjoyment and enthusiasm.
Even the normal height of showcases and the size of labels may
well be unsuitable for smaller children.

Secondly, and more important, the type of material to be found
in adult museums, and the normal methods of displaying it, are
unsuitable. The need for assembling cornprehensixe type-series in
such fields as natural history, geology, ethnography, and
archaeology, and for arranging the material in accordance IA ith
accepted scientific classifications, inevitably produces a display
which would be practically meaningless to a child. Moreover.

1
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descriptive notes and labels addressed to an adult audience will
almost always assume a prior knowledge, a capacity for inference
and comparison, and a power of concentration, which are quite
beyond the average child.

Finally, and most important of all, the professional and technical
training and qualifications required of museum curators are likely
to unfit them for understanding the point of view of a child or
for interpreting their material ,o children. Therefore even if,
theoretically speaking, the other disadvantages could be overcome,
there is very little reason to hope that existing museum staffs will
in fact overcome them, or will even be aware of the need to do so.

Even the most enthusiastic advocate of separate Children's
Museums does not claim that all these disadvantages must always
operate, or that all adult museums are necessarily useless for
children. What they do claim is that the needs of children and
the needs of scholars are so different that the former can always
be better met by the establishment of a separate institution devoted
exclusively to them than by some compromise which tries to
satisfy both without in fact satisfying either.

Let us now analyse the arguments put forward against separate
Children's Museums.

Their opponents admit at the outset that most existing museums
are unsuitable for children. They are, however, equally unsuitable
for adults and for the same reasons. The setting up of
separate Children's Museums therefore avoids the real issue,
which is, how to change existing museums so that they Ixcome
useful to adults and children alike. If an antithesis is made
between the needs of young children and the needs of scholars
and research workers, it is indeed possible to build up a case for
separate museums; but such an antithesis is misleading, for a
museum which caters only for research is not (except in the case
of specialised University Museums) fulfilling its responsibilities.
The really significant comparison should be between the needs of
children (and particularly of adolescents) and the needs of the
uninstructed general public; and it will be found that these needs,
so far from being conflicting, are almost identical.

All the arguments which are adduced to show that the average
museum collection, as normally presented, is uninspiring and even
unintelligible to children,apply equally to the ordinary adult visitor.
Many investigations into the reactions of the latter have proved
beyond doubt that they are quite as lost as any child could be
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when confronted with the usual routine museum display. They
may have a greater fund of knowledge to help them in interpreting
labels and drawing inferences from the museum specimens, but
this advantage is counter-balanced by the school-child's extra
receptivity and freedom from self-consciousness. In some ways
the adult is even less equipped to enjoy himself and to profit from
museums visits than is a child, for he may well be perhaps
only half-consciously oppressed by a sense of frustration, and
even of guilt, at his own ignorance, without being able to fall
back on the unsophisticated curiosity and wonder of the young.
If the reaction of the average visitor actually found in our adult
museums is so negative, how much more discouraging would it
be if we could test the potential reactions of that great majority
who never think of visiting a museum at all.

There are a few museums --- the Soane Museum in London
is a clear example -- which can never be made intelligible to
the uninitiated, and there are some subjects -- such as the
Principles of Atomic Energy or the Development of Design in
Japanese Sword Guards which no museum could hope to make
simply intelligible. But the great majority of museums must
hope that the great majority of their material can be made
intelligible to the uninformed visitor. This means in practice
that it must be presented so simply and clearly that it will incident-
ally be intelligible to a child. If this is so, then the establishment
of separate Children's Museums is a grave disservice to the cause
of museums progress as a whole, for it means that skill and
enthusia,rn that might be used to improve existing Museums for
the benefit of both the general adult public and children, are
drawn off and diverted to the benefit of children alone.

This argument is strongly reinforced by the fact that almost
all separate Children's Museums find themselves handicapped by
a shortage of really good specimens, and have to make do with
inferior, second-rate, examples. It can hardly be otherwise, for the
funds at their disposal for purchases do not usually compare with
those available to adult institutions, collectors are unlikely to
entrust their treasures to them, their staffs, being less specialised,
are less well-equipped to search out and to identify authentic
specimens, and -- perhaps the greatest difficulty they are
simultaneously more liable to attract, and less in a position to
refuse, useless, unwanted, material. It must be admitted that
there are one or two Children's Museums which do include among
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their collections excellent, and even rare and important, specimens,
but in these cases one often feels that the specimens could be
of much greater use if made available to a wider public in an
adult institution. However, Children's Museums with such
resources are the rare exception, and it is far more normal to be
confronted with the wasteful and paradoxical position of a group
of enthusiastic and skilled curators in a CHdrea's Museum
manfully improvising with inferior material, while a fine collection
stagnates uselessly in a neighbouring adult museum for the lack
of intelligent presentation and display.

For one very good reason, European Children's Museums, if
established, would probably be even worse off for material than
are their American prototypes. Every European visitor must have
noticed the important part which the Red Indians play in all
American Children's Museums, and the skilful way in which they
are used in the teaching of geography, history, anthropology,
sociology ai.d art. They form a ready-made means of linking
the child's natural love of romance and adventure to a clearly
established material base. At the same time as being strange,
wild and remote, they are nevertheless close enough to be quits
tangible and real, and they have left bekind them quantities of
authentic but cheap specimens in the form of costumes, tools,
weapons and so on. In no European country is there anything
equivalent, and the poverty of malefal in European Children's
Museums would be that much the greater.

A further, more theoretical, argument is sometimes used against
Children's Miseums, particularly in Europe. It is mentioned in
the European report, which refers to the Swedish emphasis on
the belief tbat museums must never forget that all children in due
course become adults. In this generalised form this argument
is somewhat metaphysical and it is a little difficult to see what is
really meant. If it means that separate Children's Museums
tend to surround their children with a world of make-belief and
fantasy which is a poor preparation for the realities and hazards
of adult life, then it is unjust to the majority of American
Children's Museums. These certainly make use of the young
child's capacity for fantasy in play-acting, imaginative drawing,
story-telling, and so on but in ways that are directly related
to the material world -- whether of man or of nature and
the very reverse of escapist. If it means that the provision of
separate Children's Museums may give children the impression that
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mus.,ums are only for children, and thus inhibit them from visiting
them in adult life, this is an argument that can only be confirmed
or refuted by empirical observation, which unfortunately has not
yet been undertaken on any convincing scale. American museum
workers admit that adolescents often keep away from Children's
Museums which they previously frequented, on the ground that
they are "only for kids", but other evidence shows that if tactfully
IlkIJ died they can easily be persuaded to graduate to the adult
Museums, and will then quickly find themselves at home as a
result of their previous experience at the junior institution.

A related criticism is that the segregation of children in separate
museums prevents them from gaining the intangible benefits of
actually working alongside, even though not necessarily together
with, adults. Every teacher knows how depressing it is that so
many children believe that learning is something that only children
are forced to do, something that you need never again bother with
after leaving school. An afternoon sketching in the galleries of
an adult museum where scholars are also working, will do a lot
to break this down, and may even transform it into a dawning
realisation of the real meaning of learning and knowledge. This
possibility is largely lost in a separate Children's Museum.

A more tangible criticism is that one of the main hopes for the
future of the Museum movement generally is that children will
persuade their parents to visit museums, and that this is less
likely to happen if different institutions are provided for the two
generations. Itere again empirical evidence is lacking, but the
argument carries conviction,

A final administrative, but nevertheless serious, criticism, is that
the establishment of Children's Museums almost certainly
perpetuates the inadequacies of the adult museums against which
they were originally a protest and a reaction, for it conveniently
confirms the opinion of those curators who hold that their adult
museums have no responsibilities towards children. Curators who
have hitherto felt a little uneasy about the uselessness of their
museums to children, may now sit back with a clear conscience,
secure in the belief that this particular task should be, and no
doubt ultimately will be, taken over by a separate Children's
Museum.

All these criticisms, when added up, make a formidable case
against separate Children's Museums, and go far towards explaining
the scepticism and hesitancy generally felt about them in Europe.

7
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It m*.ght be thought that these largely theoretical objections would
not carry much weight in face of the overwhelming practical
evidence that most of the separate Children's Museums in the
United States are extremely successful and popular. Paradoxically,
however, their very success is itself one of the factors reinforcing
the general European scepticism, for it is suspected that it is due
to entirely extraneous factors, and throws no direct light on
and can certainly not be taken as a reliable index of the logic
or otherwise of the original establishment of separate institutions.

It has to be admitted that this original establishment has not
normally been preceded by a close examination of the arguments
for and against Children's Museums. Usually a band of
enthusiasts has gone ahead, in the knowledge that it is often
easier, and always more rewarding, to set up a new institution
than to attempt to improve, and perhaps transform, an old.
Moreover it must often, initially, have seemed feasible to set up a
new Children's Museum without too heavy an outlay, and, in any
case, it is notoriously easy to interest philanthropists in projects
dealing exclusively with children. Once they have been established,
they naturally tend to continue and to multiply, for they have met
needs previously unmet, and harnessed energy previously wasted.
and this has seemed an adequate reason for supporting them.

In addition, the staff of Children's Museums will almost certainly
be more socially conscious, and therefore more publicity-conscious,
than the average scholar-curator of an adult museum, and
Children's Museums, once founded, can therefore be relied on to
get their full share of publicity. Furthermore, in a country where
emulation between city and city is as strong as in the United
States, the success of one or two Children's Museums naturally
leads to a demand for their establishment elsewhere, and communi-
ties feel that they are lagging behind if they remain without one.

In another sense, also, Children's Museums tend to produce
their own ex post facto justification. In the face of the indifference,
suspicion, or veiled contempt of some of the older and more learned
institutions, their staffs develop a common loyalty to Children's
Museums as such, reinforced by the comforting feeling that they
represent the youngest, and therefore the most progressive, wing
of the museum profession. The resultant solidarity throws up
its own spokesmen and apologists, who have provided Children's
Museums with an integrated body of doctrine and belief. Moreover

a makt important point the mere existence of a group of
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separate institutions catering exclusively for children tends to
attract to them all those museum workers who are most actively
interested in museum education.

It can be seen, therefore, that there is some justification for
the European view that the success of these American institutions
is due to extraneous factors, and cannot be used as an argument
in favour of the general establishment of separate Children's
Museums. And yet one cannot help feeling that this criticism
does not really dispose of the issue, and that it is unfortunately
buttressed by a strong feeling of "sour grapes"; for no fair-minded
European who has visited the American Children's Museums, and
who has had a chance of comparing their galleries, full of busy
and enthusiastic children, with the empty and soulless halls of
many European Museums, can doubt for an instant that Europe
has a great deal to learn from them, or that the general European
suspicion of them includes an element of envy at their bouncing,
extrovert, self-confidence.

Perhaps the solution to this paradox lies in the fact that the
most self-confident and successful activities in most American
Children's Museums are just those which, in a sense, lie outside the
tinge of the criticisms which we have listed. It is such activities as
the dramatisations of Red Indian life, the field-trips made by the
Junior Naturalists Clubs, and the painting and modelling classes,
that most impress the European visitor, and it is significant that
these are just the activities which have the most attenuated
relationship to the normal functions of museums, and which stand
in least need of extensive or important museum collections. In
fact many of these activities especially as carried out by the
younger children hardly require the use of museum specimens at
all. Their success depends far more on the provision of spacious,
friendly, premises, and most important of all on the
personality of the adult group-leaders, than on any access to
collections, and they often differ very little from similar activities
carried on elsewhere and often in America itself by non-
museum bodies such as Boy Scouts, Community Youth Centres
and similar voluntary organisations.

On the other hand, the aspects of American Children's Museums
which are most likely to discourage the European are just those
which attempt most closely to imitate the functions of adult
museums, namely the permanent displays in which curators have
tried to eke out inferior specimens with pretentious captions, or

1 7
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where a miscellaneous collection of dolls and tourist souvenirs has
been presented as if each were a rare and precious treasure. In
fact it would almost be true to say that with the exception
of the two cc three largest and richest institutions separate Chil-
dren's Museums in the U.S.A. tend to be lively and imaginative in
inverse proportion to the importance of their permanent collections.
Those which possess practically no specimens of importance are
compelled of necessity to rely on their ability to keep the children
interested and busy through what may be termed extracuratorial
activities, while those which are saddled with valuable but unrepre-
sentative collections, or whose galleries house expensive and all-too-
permanent dioramas, habitat-groups and the like, may find them-
selves too preoccupied with these to be able to pay sufficient atten-
tion to the children.

It is, in fact, difficult to avoid the conclusion that so long as
they are solely engaged on the organisation of activities for the
younger children activities which are much closer to the work
of the Youth Clubs than to that of adult museums Children's
Museums can hardly avoid doing good, and that there are many
purely circumstantial advantages in their being organised and
housed separately from existing adult institutions. On the other
hand, the needs of the older children and adolescents are different,
and it may well be that they can only adequately be met by an
organisation which can make use of the scholarship, the standards,
and above all the objects, which only adult museums can supply.

In practice this means the establishment of Children's Depart-
ments within existing adult museums. From the arguments which
we have already put torward, it follows that they should be staffed
by educationalists rather than by academic specialists, and that
they should not have control of separate children's collections
(except, of course, a small collection for direct demonAre.tion
purposes) nor attempt to organise special displays for children,
whether permanent or temporary. On the other hand it is

essential that they should be brought into active consultation on
all matters concerning the display of the collections, and also that
they should have their own offices, and, especially, their own
work-rooms, and demonstration room or lecture theatre. It is in
such a combination of separate staff and accommodation, with
joint collections and exhibitions that the solution surely lies.

It remains to refer to one particular type of separate Children's
Museum, which, though catering for adolescent rather than younger
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children, yet justifies its independent existence on rather special
grounds, namely the Children's Museum which is a repository
of teaching aids rather than a mweum in the ordinary sense of
the word. There are several in the United States and one or two
in Europe. Such museums have as their function the provision
of teaching aids such as simple laboratory equipment, charts, maps,
scale models, stuffed animals, fossils, geological specimens, coloured
reproductions and the like, for use by teachers in the classroom.
They usually also provide projectors, lanterns, film strips, lantern-
slides, and gramophone records. It stands to reason that such
centralised lending institutions can be of the greatest value in
helping teachers to give added interest and vitality to their lessons,
but it is also evident that they should not be classed as museums
in the strict sense of the word. Even in the rare cases where the
normal procedure is for teachers to bring their classes to classrooms
established at the central depot rather than for the material to
be sent out to the schools, the principle remains the same, and we
are justified in treating them as a category apart. Their advantages
are obvious, but throw very little light on the main controversy
concerning separate Children's Museums as such.

2. Exhibition Problems in Work with Children.

The Neglect of Permanent Collections in Favour of
Temporary Exhibition;.

Every curator has to decide whether to concentrate attention on
permanent or temporary exhibitions. for it is impossible to do b_th
simultaneot.sly.

There is always a temptation to give more attention to temporary
exhibitions. In the eyes of trustees, members of committees,
benefactors and the like, the vitality and usefulness of a museum
is often measured by the number and success of its temporary
exhibitions, and even the worst and most shoddily arranged
temporary show is sure of a mention in the local press, whereas
a major reorganisation of the permanent galleries may go completely
unnoticed. Moreover go-ahead curators will naturally be eager
to experiment with new ideas which can best be tried out in the
form of temporary rather that permanent displays, and in the
case of art museums, temporary loan exhibitions often offer the
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delight of dealing with material of a higher quality than anything
in the permanent museum collections.

This emphasis on temporary exhibitions is normally regarded
as healthy and progressive, and it is, of course, true that there
must be something wrong with a museum which never puts on
such shows. Nevertheless, from the point of view of chiluren and
the uninstructed adult public which we have equated with them,
it may well be a retrograde step.

We must make a distinction here between art museums and
the rest. In the case of art museums the whole visiting public,
including children, stand to gain great benefits from temporary
exhibitions. In all art fields the finest objects are so rare and the
enjoyment to be obtained from them is so much greater than
from even the best second-rate examples, that, for the majority
of museums, temporary exhibitions especially those made up
from material borrowed from private collectors -- afford the only
means of representing many aspects of art. It may almost be
said that children outside capital cities are only able to see great
works of art through the medium of temporary exhibitions.

The same is obviously not true for such subjects as natural
history, geology, technology, ethnography, and so on. In these
fields it is possible for many provincial museums to build up
collections which provide an adequate representation. If curators
of such museums have to choose between concentrating on
temporary exhibitions or on their permanent galleries, then the
latter is surely the more profitable procedure as far as service
to children is concerned.

In the first place, visitors to temporary exhibitions expect
something new, or unusual, or topical, which will provide the
raison d'ktre of the show. Children, on the other hand, are best
served by exhibitions dealing with the basic, the normal, and the
established. For example, the fundamental subjects of local
ecology -- local fauna, flora, weather, industries, architecture, and
so on - which should form the staple material of most local and
regional museums, lend themselves much better to permaent than
to temporary display.

In the second place, one of the great advantages of permanent
displays is that they can be visited more than once and without
special effort. In the case of school classes this is a decisive
advantage; the visits can be arranged to suit the stage of
development of the children instead of having to be made when
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the class may be quite unprepared; the teacher has better
opportunities of getting to know the display and preparing the
visit accordingly; and a very important factor there is not
the temptation that always exists in the case of temporary
exhibitions of trying to cover too much in a single visit. How
often has one seen classes of bewildered children being rushed
round a temporary exhibition by a teacher who seems to feel that
just because the objects will be dispersed next week, it is essential
that all of them must be seen before it is too late. In the case
of permanent exhibits this danger is nothing like so strong, and
an intelligent teacher should have no difficulty in arranging for the
children to see no more than is enough.

For the unaccompanied child the advantages of permanent
exhibitions are just as great, for familiarity is a great help to
the child who comes to the museum with a real desire to learn.
He will get to know the arrangement of the galleries and the location
of his favourite exhibits, and the knowledge that they will still
be there if he comes again or takes a friend to admire them, is
a powerful incentive to a further visit. If the well-known exhibits
are being constantly removed and rearrarged to make way for
temporary exhibitions, then he will feel disorientated and deceived.

These arrangements apply at their strongest to shows which
consist mainly of material borrowed from outside the museum.
They admittedly do not apply with the same force in the case
of those temporary exhibitions which are really nothing more than
a sniall section of the permanent collections rearranged and
temporarily displayed in a separate gallery. Many museums find
that the prestige value of temporary exhibitions is so great that
funds can only be obtained for the reorgar.; ation of permanent
collections if the reorganisation can in some way be made to look
like, and for a lime serve the purpose of, a temporary exhibition.
Such a device is obviously justified and is not susceptible to the
criticisms just enumerated. Moreover, the holding of such
temporary exhibitions as a means of spot-lighting particular
sections of the permanent collections has the great merit of
combining the advantages of both freshness and familiarity, and
is probably the ideal procedure as far as children are concerned.

OH The Excessive Use of Explanatory Labels.

This is another field in which practice in the United States
tends to differ from that elsewhere. The difference is perhaps
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traceable to the fact that most American museums have enough
money to be able to recruit trained teachers and educationalists
to supervise their work with children, whereas in Europe all that
has been usually possible has been to hand this responsibility
over to one of the existing curators. Inevitably, therefore, while
American museum educationalists are likely to be up-to-date in
their ideas, and in touch with current pedagogical theory and
practice, their European counterparts often flounder along in
bewildered isolation relying on educational theories which, having
been already current for some zo or 3o years, have just begun
to seep down into the general consciousness of non-specialists.

In the field of exhibition-design this difference of approach
becomes very noticeable. American workers have usually been
through an educational training which will have continually
emphasised current thinking on the advantages of active and
participational methods of learning, whereas the academic and
bookish training of the average European curator will have
conditioned him to an almost unconscious belief in and reliance
on the magic of the written word as the automatic basic of all
teaching. This by itself would not be too serious were it not
for the fact that once academic museum workers set about the
task of producing didactic exhibitions, many considerations make
it almost certain that this tendency to an over - reliance on written
labels will be accentuated and exaggerated.

In the first place there is the natural reaction against the older
method of showing museum objects with no explanatory labels
at all. The young curator who has been disgusted by the
uselessness of the traditional museum galleries and has been asked
to take over the job of making them more intelligible to the
general public and to school classes, will almost certainly feel that
the first task is to provide each show-case with a general descriptive
note and to intersperse the objects with maps, charts. diagrams,
and so on. In the second place there is the anxiety of the average
curator to demonstrate his own learning and scholarship. In small
museums. where financial considerations make it difficult to
impro\c the collections by intelligent purchase, and Where the
collections themselves are not remarkable enough to justify research
and publication, the curator may have no other outlet for his
scholarship than to compose long descriptive notes for the galleries.
Furthermore many curators in provincial towns will naturally tend
to model their display methods on those in use in the large national
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and University Museums. As a result, small miscellaneous '')cal
collections will be supplied with a critical apparatus of labels and
notes that would only be justified in the case of a systematic type-
collection arranged for the use of senior research workers.

The cumulative effect of these factors is that in many European
museums old galleries have been reorganised during recent years
and fitted out with a formidable array of descriptive matter,
excellently printed and tastefully disposed. The reorganisation
has been acclaimed as a vast improvement on the old methods and
as a triumph of modern Museography, and has no doubt excited
the enthusiasm of trustees and committee members, and of visiting
curators. But has it really made the exhibits more accessible
and attractive to the average visitor, and have the labels and notes
and charts and diagrams really been read and understood ?

In many cases the answer can, unfortunately, hardly be in doubt.
The average uninstructed visitor or child finds it difficult to
concentrate for long on a book even when sitting down. How
much less likely is it that he will be przpared to tackle what
appears to be a similar task standing up; and even if he succeeded
by dint of considerable concentration in working his way through
an explanatory label on the chronology of the Ice Age, how much
inclination or energy does this leave for the essential task of
studying the objects. The matter would, perhaps, not be too
tragic if the average visitor merely ignored the labels and went
straight for the objects, but many people are so put off by the
sight of large quantities of print that they will prefer to pass
the whole exhibit by. The reaction is surely a natural one, for
a child who is confronted with a closed group of a dozen objects,
each briefly described, will feel some sense of satisfaction and
achievement at the end of his inspection, whereas the experience
of having glanced at a few labels and left quantities unread will
leave everyone - - and perhaps most of all a quick-witted and
inquisitive child - with a feeling of frustration and incompleteness.

Even if we could be sure that the average visitor -- or even
only one or two among them would read all the descriptive
-natter, would this provide an adequate justification for the copious
explanatory notes that accompany so many didactic exhibitions ?
Surely not; for an exhibition in which the labels are read like a
book, with the objects intruding like occasional illustrations. ignores
the whole purpose and possibility of visual display, and is based
on a misunderstanding of the functions of a museum. The primary
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task of a museum exhibition must surely be to persuade people
to look at the objects, and everything else must be subordinated
to this. Admittedly, everything must he done to make the objects
more interesting and intelligible, but as soon as the ancillary
material becomes an end in itself and diverts attention from rather
than to the objects, it defeats its own end.

This point is true enough for the general public, but it is doubly
true for children, and particularly for adolescents. All teachers
know that the requirements of the examination system make it
almost impossible to avoid an over emphasis on the book as a
source of learning. The museum is one of the few institutions that
can help to counteract this bias by using material objects to appeal
directly to the senses and emotions without the necessity for verbal
mediation. So soon as the museum attempts to display its
collections on the model of an enlarged illustrated book, it forfeits
this great advantage and loses its special opportunity as an aid
to learning and understanding.

(iii) Exaggerated Logic and Comprehensiveness in Exhibitions.

Directly linked with the problem of the excessive emphasis on
explanatory notes, is the problem of the appropriate size for
didactic exhibitions.

We have already referred to the sense of achievement and
satisfaction that can come to a museum visitor, and particularly
to a child, who feels that he has worked through an exhibition
and mastered its material; and yet this is a satisfaction that is very
rarely catered for in museum displays. 'Ti'e paradox of the
situation lies in the fact that this fault can usually be traced back
to precisely this same need for completeness on the part not of
the visitors, but of the arrangers of the exhibition. In fact curators
are allowed to indulge their own need for complete and
comprehensive exhibitions, even if this means, as it almost certainly
will, that the spectator is deprived of any chance of that rounded.
digestible, self - sufficient exhibit, that would satisfy the same need
in him.

In the case of curators this need takes two forms. On the
one hand there is the urge to include too much material in the
interests of completeness, on the other hand there is the urge to
extend the held of the exhibition in the interests of comprehensi-
veness.
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The danger of including too much material is perhaps the better
recognised of the two, but it is reinforced by so many different
factors that it is very difficult to avoid. The acquisitive instinct
of the pathological collector must form some part of the
psychological background of every successful museum curator, and
this implies a strong compulsion to stuff exhibition galleries with
too many objects as a means of showing off the wealth and range
of the collections. The natural sense of orderliness and logic
plays in the same direction, and ruins many otherwise excellent
exhibitions. How often, for example, have displays of tr,th century
drinking glasses or of ornamental horse-brasses been made
completely indigestible by the urge to include a specimen of every
known variation, and the same applies with equal force in the
fields of anthropology and archaeology.

The danger of making the field too wide in the interests of
comprehensiveness is perhaps more insidious. It is especially
dangerous in small general museums and particularly affects those
who attemp to rearrange the collections of local museums on
progressive, didactic, principles. Many of these smaller museums
contain miscellaneous collections of geological specimens, fossils,
stuffed animals and birds, neolithic artifacts. Roman remains,
mediaeval pots, and so on. At first sight it might seem wise
to try and use the whole collections to tell the systematic story
of the earth and life on it. Many local curators have started
out on this prodigious task, intending to devote one room to the
origin of the earth, another to the coming of man, and so on.
Others, less ambitious, have limited themselves to the animal
kingdom, starting off with the orders and families and hoping
in time to cover the whole field.

In almost every case these ambitious efforts come to grief before
they are completed, for lack of funds, or as a result of changes
in staff; and the museum is left with a few cases, or at most
a single gallery, that suddenly stops at the end of the Jurassic
period or leaves out the Ungulates. Rut it is very questionable
whether such a scheme would be advisable. even in the unlikely
event that it could be carried through to completion. Its
disadvantages for the casual visitor whether adult or child -
are very great, for it means that no object has any significance
unless the spectator is prepared to study its precise place in,
for example, the hierarchy of the animal kingdom. Labels and
descriptive notes assume that the visitor has started his tour at
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the beginning and worked right through, and no allowance can be
made for those who come in by a different entrance or who want
to move around the galleries at random. The disadvantages are
perhaps less glaring in the case of conducted school parties, for
the teacher can often limit the visit to that small section on which
she wants to concentrate attention.

How much more satisfactory, however, even for school parties,
are those general museums where the existence of miscellaneous
collections has been used by the curator as a justification for
dividing the galleries up into a number of unrelated, but compact,
exhibits, each centred round some set of specimens in which the
collections happen to be rich. Some fossils which would otherwise
be thinly spread out in a vain attempt to represent the whole
field of paleontology, are instead collected into a small exhibit
illustrating "What are Fossils are Where tn Find Them"; similarly,
stuffed animals are no longer ranged along the walls in an effort
to reconstruct the "Story of Life", but are used in small groups
to represent such ideas as "How Animals Get Their Food'', and
the curator has no compunction in banishing some of his more
outlandish specimens to the storeroom, and no regret that he is
unable to exhibit an example to represent every known sub-species
of the Muridae.

No adult or child who really wants to learn anything from a
museum will find such a fragmentation of the collections a handicap,
for, if the groups are well done, one, or at most two, of them will
provide quite enough interest for a single visit, and their
compactness satisfy that sense of having learnt all about some
subject -- however small which is such an important element
in the enjoyment of learning. Mole comprehensive and systematic
displays may satisfy the curator's desire for logic and symmetry,
but the value of a logical sequence from object to object, case
to case, and bay to bay, is completely lost if the normal visitor
becomes exhausted after one of two cases at the most, and the
existence of a rigid sequence can become a real hindrance to
enjoyment if it means that the visitor is constantly being made
aware that he has started in the middle or left out sonic vital
step in the argument.

One final disadvantage of logical, comrithensive, didactic
displays is that they are so permanent. Having once been set
out, nothing can be changed without throwing out the whole
sequence. The enlargment of a window, the removal of a radiator.
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the gift of a new collection, will involve a major upheaval. In
practice, of couese, these changes are made, and the logical
sequence goes by the board with disastrous effects, and for years
afterwards bewildered visitors will be puzzled by instructions such
as "compare specimens in adjoining wall-case" when the wall-case
has long since disappeared.

What is needed is that those curators who have managed to get
away from the over-logical, over-comprehensive, approach which
we have been criticising, and who have succeeded in rearranging
their collections in more self- contained and digestible units, should
publish full scenarios of their displays (short generalised descriptions
are no use in such matters) for the guidance of their colleagues.
Only in this way will it be possible to break down the ingrained
assumption of so many curators that the didactic value of a
display must be measured in terms of the completeness of the
material and the quantity of written matter accompanying it,
and that the school textbook should be their model when preparing
exhibitions for children.

liv) The !Innis( of Models.

:Museum workers dealing with children are under a strong
temptation to make use of models. Their advantages in terms
of ease and security of handling, portability, and so on, are obvious,
and it is not surprising that almost all didactic exhibitions include
them, and that many school loan-services rely almost entirely on
them and use them to illustrate such diversified processes as the
working of a coal -mine, the digestion of a rabbit, or the lay-out
of a Roman fort.

Though the use of models is still increasing, they are now the
subject of a good deal of criticism and scepticism. This can be
found on both sides of the Atlantic, but in rather different forms.
American museums, with their large financial resources, have
often bean able to indulge in the use of models on a grand scale,
and particularly in the use of the more expensive types of working
models; and yet it is often just those museums which have
previously made the most use of them, which are now most
sceptical about their use with children, or, for that matter, with
adults. In Europe. on the other hand, the use of any but the
simplest models has always been limited, evea in national
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institutions, by financial considerations. Scepticism here, there-
fore, is based on far less experience than in America, though it
must be admitted that this is often more than compensated by an
element of 51hada:fro/de at the thought that some of the more
grandiose, and originally envied, American models have turned out
to be white elephants.

The primary source of this scepticism is the belief that children
should be confronted with the real and not the spurious. In its
purest form this would mean excluding children from museums
altogether, on the ground that as soon as objects enter a museum
they become dead and falsified. At a less exalted level it means
that it is better to take a party of school children to the local
gas.-works, however small and obsolete, than to see in the museum
a model of the most up-to-date gas-works in the world, and that
the dullest and most provincial 18th century chair should be shown
to children in preference to a loth century reproduction, however
impeccable, of Chippendale's finest example.

Nevertheless, in the majority of cases the choice is not, as here,
between the spurious and the real, but between the spurious and
nothing at all, and in such cases we must be guided by less
metaphysical considerations. One decisive criterion is whether or
not the children realise the difference between a model and the
real thing.

This realisation is by no means automatic. Casual comments
overheard in natural history museums often disclose extraordinary
gullibility, even on the part of adults, over such exhibits as enlarged
models of insects, and it would be quite wrong to assume that
young children easily grasp the idea that something is a model.
There is also the reverse danger, that they assume that nothing
in a museums is real. It would be interesting to test this point
empirically, for it might well he discovered that present-day
children, who arc conditioned to regular cinema-going, tend to
assume that the objects behind glass eases in a museum must be
just as "unreal- as what they see on the cinema or television
screen. At all events, whichever is the danger, it is essential that
if models are being used with children, they should realise from
the start just what they are.

There are only two satisfactory ways of ensuring this. Firstly
by allowing the children to handle the models, and preferably to
take them to pieces, and secondly by getting them to make models
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themselves. As with maps, so models; once one has been
made, the principle is easily understood, but not otherwise.

There remain certain types of model which can hardly be made
intelligible to children under any conditions, such as, for example,
symbolic models. We have in mind, particularly, models which
are really three-dimensional diagrams, such as those in which
Mendelian theory is explained by a symbolic genealogical tree, or in
which coloured balls are used to demonstrate the molecular structure
of a drop of water. The difficulty is especially great in the case
of models which rely on the use of a conventional symbolic notation,
such as circles divided into coloured segments to compare propor-
tions, or cut-out figures of varying sizes to represent comparative
quantities.

The question of scale has a great deal to do with the intelligibility
of models for children. A model, for example, of a viking ship, or a
miniature diorama of Egyptians building the pyramids, is easily
understood, for children are used to this degree of scale-reduction
in toys. Quite different, obviously, is a scale-model of the
planetary system, or, at the other extreme, of a protozoa, for in
this case the child has no accepted yardstick, and the result will
almost certainly be confusion.

Special difficulties arise in the case of working models. Many
museums, particularly of science and technology, base their work
with children almost entirely on the use of working models actuated
by push-buttons, whereas many museum- educationalists deplore
their use. Though children obviously love visiting galleries filled
with such models, it only needs the most superficial observation io
discover that they usually rush from one model to anther, pressing
the buttons furiously but hardly waiting to see the ace's go round.
The dangers are obvious. They come to equate the museum
galleries with a free fun-fair, and to despise any exhibit which is
unequipped with a button.

And yet it would obviously be ridiculous to abolish all such
working-models, for in many cases they provide the onlysatisfactory
means of demonstrating a working-process. What is needed is
that those museum -educationalists who have had long experience
of them should attempt to answer some of the criticisms, and
analyse which of their uses are valuable and which not. It would
for example, be helpful to know whether models which depend on
the operation of a handle or crank are less open to abuse then those
worked by a push-button. AThether it is advisable to limit the
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speed of operation, so as to prevent the temptation to set all the
wheels racing to the exclusion of any understanding of the process.
Whether it is legitimate to differentiate between models in which
all the stages in the process can be displayed visually in miniature,
as in a model of a water mill, and those in which an essential
part of the process has to remain unrepresented as in a model of
an internal combustion engine in which the piston moves, but
without an explosion. Whether there is any means of avoiding
the confusion that arises with those models in which, because
the working is activated by a small, invisible, electric motor, the
process appears to be continuous and self-generating and the layman
is unable to discover where the movement begins and ends.

These are technical matters which can only be decided by experts,
but their solution affects a very wide range of activities in the
field of museum education. Hitherto the scientists have tended
to fill their galleries with working models and hope for the best.
while the educationalists have become more and more sceptical
as to their value, without being able to suggest practical alternatives.
There is no subject that would better repay a close empirical
investigation undertaken by both sides together, for more children
willingly visit scientific and technological museums than all others
put together.

3. Teaching Problems in Work Izith Children.

(i) The 01.er-Regimollation of SehoolParlies.

There is almost universal agreement among museum workers
in condemning the old type of school-visit, in which the teacher
takes a party of thirty or forty children to see, not any individual
exhibits, but just the Museum", or, worse still, the Museums".
The children and often the teacher also have no idea what
they are going to see; they are herded into the first gallery they
come to, they wander about bewildered and soon exhausted and
return home having learnt nothing and enjoyed little. Though,
unfortx,nately, many such visits are still made, they are the result
of ignorance, and not conviction, and everyone who has given any
thought to the matter agrees that they are useless.

Similarly there is general agreement on the prerequisites for the
success of organised school-visits. The pally mutt be small - --
preferably not more than t5 children. The visit must be planned
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to fit in with the school syllabus, and should be discussed in
advance between the teacher and the Museum's Children's
Department. Its purpose should be explained to the children. On
arrival they should be welcomed into a special Children's Room
before being escorted to the appropriate public gallery. They
should not be left there long enough to get tired, and should
return home, or to school, stimulated and refreshed.

This is the ideal to which most museums are working. It is

still so far ahead of, and preferable to, the actual practice in most
museums, that it is accepted as the appropriate goal without much
question. And yet there are several questions that should be
asked.

Firstly there is the question of the proper use of the separate
Children's Room, and the relation between it and the museum
galleries.

Some museums regard the Children's Room as primarily a
classroom. They deliberately equip it with desks and a blackboard,
on the theory that children will concentrate better and learn more
easily if they find themselves surrounded with the familiar
paraphernalia associated with the process of learning. Once this
step has been taken, it is natural to arrange for the major part
of the visit to be spent in the classroom. Instead of the children
milling round a show-case in the gallery, uncertain as to which
object they are supposed to be looking at, and constantly distracted
by the unexpected architecture and by trying to guess the identity
and use of unknown exhibits, their interest is held by a fe.v
selected specimens which are available in the classroom and arc
held up for inspection or handed round to illustrate the particular
point made by the teacher. Their whole attention can be
concentrated on the lesson, instead of being dissipa!ed in a vague,
but fatiguing and unsatisfied, feeling of novelty and excitement.
At the end of the lesson they may spend ten minutes or so in the
galleries, but under conditions which enable the teacher to limit
their attention to those exhibits which are relevant to what they
have been taught.

This is the procedure favoured by many museums, and parti-
cularly by those which have comprehensive arrangements with
Education Authorities, under which a steady stream of school-
parties visits the museum as part of the syllabus. Such methods
arc naturally popular with the schools, for they enable whole classes,
even of 3o or .40 children, to visit the museum at a time. They
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are also popular with the Museum Authorities, for they keep the
children out of sight of the general public for the greater part
of their visit and thereby minimise congestion in the galleries.

Though museums working on these lines usually pride themselves
on their efficient arrangements ald enlightened approach, it can
surely be argued that they are adopting a fundamentally wrong
attitude to the whole problem. Most children who visit the
museum in an organised school-party do so very rarely; perhaps
once in thei: whole career, or once a year at most. The museum
should theeefore regard these visits as a great opportunity the
only opportunity it has of inspiring children with the idea that
museums are wonderful places, full of remarkable and interesting
things. If the v,sit is merely treated as an occasion for imparting
information to st.pplement that already gained at school, then its
whole point is surely being missed. If, in addition, the museum
especially emphasises the similitories between school and museum,
it may be doing a positive disservice to the whole museum
movem:nt by reinforcing the impression that museums are places
to which children have to go, but to which no-one, whether child
or adult, would ever go for choice.

If this view is accepted, then the task should rather be to
emphasise just those aspects of school-visits which differentiate
them from other school activities in the eyes of the children, so
that the museum visit, so far from fitting the normal classroom
routine, stands out as a treat to be remembered and repeated.

In the first place this means emphasising the informal atmosphere
of the Children's Room, by eliminating desks and arranging it so
as to allow the children to move about, to a questions, and to
chatter. Quite apart from any value in itself, this has the great
advantage that, having let off a good deal of steam, the children
will be prepared for a little discipline when they move into the
galleries, whereas if they have been cooped up in desks for half-
an-hour or so, the transference to the galleries will come as a
merciful release, with consequent difficulties.

In the second place it means relying first and last on the objects
themselves, rather than on talking or showing slides or films. The
museums's only advantage over the school is that it can provide
real objects, and a visit that does not exploit this advantage to
the full is virtually wasted. This does not, of course, imply that
the Children's Room need be filled with many objects, but rather
that the teac,er's whole effort should be concentrated on persuading
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the children really to look at and examine those that have been
assembled. Ten minutes will be infinitely better spent in handling
some ammonites, or taking to pieces a 17th century pistol, or
drawing a stuffed weasel, than in listening to a talk about fossils
or pistols or mammals in general.

In the third place it means that, despite the practical difficulties,
enough time should be spent in the public galleries themselves to
ensure that the children should carry away with them some
realisation of the general value of the museum as a storehouse
of treasures worth visiting for its own sake long after the school
curriculum has been forgotten. This benefit is lost if too much
time is spent in the separate Children's Room.

In the fourth place, it means the minimum of conscious direction
in the galleries themselves. Many museums workers, in their
anxiety to avoid the futilities of the old general tour, cause almost
equal frustration by refusing to let the children examine objects
which may catch their eye, and by closely shepherding them from
object to object. Almost every museum displays in its entrance-
hall some unusual, though probably irrelevant, exhibit, left there
because it is too large or heavy to be moved. If the children's
attention is caught by it, it will surely be wiser to allay their
curiosity by a brief explanation, than to hurry them past, leaving
them puzzling about its identity throughout the remainder of the
visit. The plain fact is that the extent to which the children
will be persuaded to pay attention to the objects they are supposed
to he looking at, will depend not on the skill of the teacher in
physically guiding them to the appropriate show-case, but on the
extero to which their interest in the objects has been aroused by
what they have seen and handled in the Children's Room. More-
over, the sense of individual choice is often decisive. It may be
necessary for the teacher to direct the party to a particular
show-case, but the children must then be free to examine which
pieces they want without interference, for it is surely better that
they should intently examine an irrelevant, but sell - chosen, example,
rather than gaze at the correct one, uninterested and unseeing.

The decisive difference between the academic, classroom,
approach, and the more informal approach just outlined, can be
traced back to a disagreement as to the primary function of
museum visits. The academic apt. roach regards them as
supplementing school-lessos by providing infmmation not readily
obtainable in the school-r.)o.m. where& the informal approach
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assumes that the function is to provide a new experience, different
in kind from anything available at school. To put the matter
concretely, the one hopes that a visit to a Museum of Roman
Antiquities will add to the children's knowledge by enabling them
for the first time to understand the lay-out of a Roman fort and
to recognise specimens of Samian ware, whereas the other does
not vorry too much about the amount of new information
accumulated, but tries to use the visit to give life and dimension
to the information already gained from books, so that the children
realise, perhaps for the first time, that the Romans about whom
they have been taught were real people who once lived in their
own town and had similar tastes and needs their own.

It may be argued that such an informal approach may well
be advisable in the case where the class is paying a single visit
to the museum, but that the academic approach is the correct
one where regular, even if fairly infrequent, visits are involved;
for in this case the sense of delight in explor:ng a new world
can be concentrated into the first visit, while the subsequent
visits are devoted to helping the children to get the additional
information that they need if a continuing interest is to be aroused.
Though this may well be so, such a procedure still does not avoid
a further more insidious danger, namely the danger of treating
museums as if they were merely repositories of teaching aids,
or reference collections of specimens to be brought out for a
moment to illustrate a particular point in a history or geography
lesson.

This danger may not be important in the case of science museums
-- though even here it involves a real degradation of the full

functions of a museum -- but it is very serious in the case of :1rt
Museums, for it implies an indifference to the essential fact that
the xalue of the objects in Art Museums, by contrast with those
in al! other museums, lies primarily int their own intrinsic merit
and lieauty, and only secondarily in their function as illustration
and evidence.

It follows from this basic fact that if children are taught to
look, for example, at an tSth century embroidered waistcoat in
the same spirit in which they would examine a penny-farthing
bicycle, namely as evidence of the quaint habits of our ancestors.
then they are missing much of the raison dare and almost all
of the pleasure, of a visit to an Art Museum. An intelligent
teacher will avoid this danger and will see to it that her legitimate
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desire to use the waistcoat as material to forward a classroom
project in i8th century social history, does not blind the children
to the fact that it is an object of beauty to be enjoyed in its own
right, and is displayed in the museum for that reason. However,
this will be made much more difficult if the school-visit is treated
like a classroom lesson, and if the objects are brought out for
inspection at a particular point in the proceedings as if they were
pieces of laboratory equipment and are quickly removed from sight
as soon as their illustrative function has been exhausted. By
comparison, what we have called the informal approach should
make it much easier for the children to realise that they are
surrounded in an Art Museum by objects which are quite outside
their normal range of experience in the classroom, and to feel
that the museum-visit has opened up to them the possibility of
all sorts of pleasures of which they were previously unaware.

There are, therefore, strong and varied arguments against over-
rigid methods in dealing with organised school visits, especially
to Art Museums. It is true that at present the main danger is
still that school-visits are too little organised and that the children's
interest is dissipated for lack of guidance. But the establishment
of special School Service Officers in Museums, and the blanket -
co-ordination of visits between the Museum and the Local

Education Authority, in some cases even over the heads of the
teachers, is spreading so rapidly that before long the danger of
too much codification and uniformity will be much the greater.
museum specimens will be in danger of being relegated to the
statuts of mere "visual aids", and school parties will pass in
succession through the museum classroom with as little flurry
or excitement as if they were attending school prayers. To avoid
such an outcome should be one of the main aims of all museum
educationalists.

Thr lisc of 0a-5th-on:aims.

It is not surprising that many museums centre all their children's
work round the questionnaire, or "quiz", for its advantages are
obvious. It gives the child something to search for, and thus
prevents the usual aimless wandering. It introduces an active
element. and thus breaks the nionotoly of passive gazing. It
helps to imprint on the child's mind the information absorbed.
and it provides an objeetixe test of the extent to which the child
ha actually looked at and undertoorl !he exhibits.
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It is deceptively easy to introduce the use of questionnaires
and to believe them to be successful. Their actual drafting does
not take long. They are certain to impress a meeting of Trustees
or Governors when quickly passed round the board-table, and
they are almost certain to be popular with the children or at
least with boys. Unfortunately these criteria of success are no
measure of their real value. An unpopular questionnaire is, of
course, useless, but a popular one may well be equally so. Its
real merits can only be assessed by a continuous and painstaking
analysis of the use which the children actually make of it. Few
curators can spare time for this, with the result that many
museums continue for year after year to use, and be proud of,
questionnaires that ought to have been scrapped long ago. The
tendency to have them printed plays a part in this, for a busy
curator can salve his conscience with the argument that it would
be uneconomical to print a revised version while large stocks of
the old remain unused.

Most museum-educationalists are agreed on one fundamental
fact about questionnaires, namely that their primary purpose is not
to fill the child with information, nor to extract information from
him, but to persuade him to look at and understand the exhibits.
The questions and answers have no value in themselves, but are
merely a legitimate teaching device to concentrate the child's
attention. Correct answers and high "scores" are therefore of no
interest unless they are the result of a careful inspection, and some
understanding of the objects. In practice, however, it is very
difficult for n the most enlightened curator to keep these

:dearly in mind, for there are a number of powerful
factors pulling in the opposite direction.

Firstly, just because the questionnaire must be regarded as a
means and nut as an end in itself. it is important that the actual
process of filling it in should be made as simple as po.ssible. The
questions should be so framed that the writing in of the answers
takes the minimum time, thus leaving as much time as possible
for the study of the exhibits. This would be advisable for adults,
but is doubly so for children; for some children take an obsessional
delight in filling in any form, and will spend the whole visit
neatly printing their name and address and the answers to the
first two or three questions, while others will be so intimidated
by any form that they will only be able to fill it in if the answers
can be monosyllabic. Consequently there are very strong reasons
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for framing the questions so as to make the actual process of
answering as rapid and painless as possible, and for making full
use of the normal devices such as, "Put a tick against the correct
word'', or "Strike out those that do not apply". An additional
reason for preferring such devices is that children wandering round
a gallery with nothing stiff to write on can hardly be expected
to fill in more than one or two words for each answer.

Secondly, this need for simple questions and answers is reinforced
by the children's own psychological requirements. They like
questionnaires precisely because they appeal to their love of
competition (whether with others or with an ideal) and their
desire for praise. The questions must therefore be framed so that
the answers can be clearly said to be right or wrong, and so that
the correct ones can be added up to form a "score". Everything
points. therefore, to the need for precise, cut-and-dried, factual
questions, which can be answered by "Yes" or "No", or by a name
or a number.

These two considerations very much limit the didactic value of
questionnaires. In the first place they make it difficult to include
question that involve elven the smallest amount of inference
or deduction. For example, the bald factual question, "How many
legs has a wasp ?", is obviously less useful didactically, than
questions such as 'How is a wasp's nest constructed ?", or "Where
would you look for a wasp's nest near your home ?", and yet the
need for brkf, cut-and-dried questions clearly puts a premium on
the first question at the expense of the other two. In the second
place it is even more difficult to include any questions that require
the exercise of some personal choke, such as "If you lived in
the Harbadoes, what job would you like to have ?", and yet such
a question would obviously be preferable to the factual alternative
such as "Name three of the principal exports of the Iiarbadoes".

These disadvantages are serious enough, but they are far
outweighed by a further factor, namely that the emphasis on
factual questions inevitably turns the children's attention not to
the objects, which should be the sole purpose of the questionnaire,
but to the labels. This can hardly be avoided, for facts are much
more readily obtained by reading the labels than by inspecting
the exhibits. It might be thought that the one would automatically
lead to the other. Experience shows that this is not so. As
soon as the child has copied down the correct answer from the
label, it passes en to tie next label, anxious to make a record
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score in the minimum time without bothering with the objects at all.
Many museums completely ignore this difficulty, and happily hand
out questionnaires which satisfy all the requirements of brevity and
precision, but at the expense of framing all the questions in such
a way that they can be answered by copying out the labels without
any reference to the exhibits.

Some curators have realised this dilemma and have consciously
framed their questionnaires with a view to ensuring that no
question can be answered without actually looking at the object.
This is, no doubt, a laudable procedure, but the result can hardly
avoid being unsatisfactory for the simple reason that at least
in the case of scientific museums all the important facts about
the objects will be included in the labels, and the questions will,
therefore, have to be directed to irrelevant secondary considerations.
The result, therefore, will be a series of totally unrelated and
deliberately trivial questions, such as : "What colour are the
tail-feathers of the Black-Capped Kingfisher ?", or "Which of these
coins is decorated with an elephant ?". There might be no harm
in this were it not for the fact that the child will inevitably carry
away a false impression of the significance of the questions. The
curator may know that the actual questions are unimportant and
are merely designed to compel attention to the objects, but the
child will not (in fact if he did he would not think them worth
answering), and he will certainly be confused as a result.

In practice the great majority of curators ignore this problem
of label-copying when framing their questionnaires, and simply
make a list of the most important facts about the exhibits and
then transform them into questions, thus producing a questionnaire
which reads exactly like the questions that so often appear at the
end of each chapter in school-textbooks. In fact they ask
questions which are appropriate to the classroom rather than to
the museum. This usually involves a further disadvantage. As a
result of that desire for comprehensiveness to which we have
previously referred, the curator fells compelled to cover far too
wide a subject in a single questionnaire, and thus either has to ask
too many questions or else to spread them far too thinly through
the galleries. Both alternatives are equally unsatisfactory; in the
former the child is exhausted before the questionnaire is completed,
in the latter he is bewildered by finding that each question :elates
not only to a distinct object, but to a distinct class of objects,
and he finishes the series without a clear idea of anything.
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Obviously the only solution is for the questionnaire to cover a
verj small segment of the museum perhaps not more than
two show-cases, and for several different questions to be asked
about each selected object. At least the child will then be left with
some definite visual impressions to take home.

All these considerations, when taken together, mean that it is
almost impossible to produce a questionnaire which is both
practical and popular and yet conforms to the general principles
that ought to infuse all progressive museum education. And yet
many curators will continue to use them on the grounds that they
are a useful help in keeping the children out of mischief, and
cannot do much harm. Admittedly the positive harm which they
can do is not very great in the case of Science Museums, but
the situation in the case of Art Museums is quite different.

Whereas label-copying in Scientific and Technical Museums is
merely wasteful, in Art Museums it is positively pernicious, for
it gives the child the impression that the important thing about
the picture is the name and date of the artist. So many educated
adults go round Art Galleries carefully studying the labels but
giving the actual pictures nothing more than a knowing nod of
recognition, that all Art Museums should make it one of their
primary tasks to fight against this attitude in children.
Questionnaires, however, can hardly avoid reinforcing it. Mor-
eover, wh-reas in Science Museums they can at least draw the
children's attention to the most important facts about the objects,
in Art Museums they cannot help concentrating on the most
irrelevant ones, such as biographical details of the artist's life, or
the technical processes involved. In fact the average Art Gallery
questionnaire will contain questions such as "Which French artist
left Europe and painted in Tahiti ?", or Who first discovered
porcelain in Europe ?", or "What is Cuir bouilli ?", but nothing
about the actual objects.

A few curators attempt to get away from these extraneous facts,
and ask questions involving considerations of style; but the
difficulties are very great. The questions must assume no prior
knowledge on the part of the child, and can therefore only extract
from him what has been absorbed from the actual exhibits.
Consequently they have to be phrased on a very elementary level,
and usually end up with such banalities as "A Gothic arch is
round, humped, pointed, square ? Underline the correct answer."
A more sophisticated device is to arouse an interest in style by
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the use of matching puzzles and the like, in which the recognition
of stylistic similiarity can be tested without the use of words. The
danger here is that the children concentrate entirely on the doing
of the puzzle as such, and hardly pay any attention to the content
of the answers, just as it is possible to complete a jigsaw puzzle
without noticing the final picture.

In the last analysis all these difficulties resolve themselves into
the fact that, however skillfully they are worded, questionnaires
cannot avoid encouraging a series of basic misconceptions about
art. Firstly they give the impression that it is the extraneous
facts about the objects which are more interesting and important
than the objects themselves. Secondly they imply that there is
a cut-and-dried answer about each object, instead of emphasising
that all art objects require a personal judgement and choice.
Thirdly they lead to the belief that objects in Art Museums are
there to be learned about rather than to be enjoyed. No tricks
of presentation or phrasing can alter these contradictions.

The arguments which we have brought forward against
questionnaires, whether in Scientific or Art Museums, apply
primarily to those which are intended for the use of isolated children
who complete them individually. Admittedly different considera-
tions apply in the case of questionnaires for the use of organised
school-parties. The main difference is that in the case of the
latter it is possible to bring into the questionnaire not only the
bald facts found on the labels and in the objects, but also any
general information which the teacher, or museum-educationalist,
may have imparted to the class in a preliminary talk. This is
a very great advantage, for it makes it possible to frame the
questions in a much wider context, and thus to avoid the dangers
of mere label-copying. Moreover, if the questionnaire is freshly
drafted for each individual party, then it should be possible to
frame the questions round a specific, limited theme, and thereby
get away from the usual string of unrelated factual details.
Perhaps the ideal arrangement is to have four or five separate
questionnaires each covering one aspect of the subject, to distribute
each of these to one group of children, and to get each group
to complete its form as a communal task. Such an arrangement
makes it possible to ask a series of questions about a single object
or group of objects, thus ensuring that they really are intensively
inspected.

Even if special devices of this sort are adopted, it is still doubtful
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whether questionnaires are really suitable even for school-parties.
If a party has been sensibly dealt with along the lines suggested
in the previous section. not much time will be left for the
paraphernalia of handing out the forms, explaining their function,
filling them in, and collecting them up again, with the result that
they will be completed in a great hurry as a race against time.
Moreover the preliminary discussion and handling of objects in the
Children's Room should have made unnecessary the main purpose
of the questionnaire, namely to guide the children's attention to
the right objects.

On balance, therefore, there is every advantage in the case of
school-parties in dispensing with the questionnaire altogether. If
it is felt that the value of the visit is dissipated in the absence
of some written memento of it, then this purpose can surely be
far better served by getting the children to write short essays on
their trip and what they saw, when they get back to the class-room.
The long-term didactic advantages of this method over the
questionnaire as a teaching device are obvious.

In conclusion, therefore, we can hardly avoid agreeing with those
museum-educationalists who regard the questionnaire with suspicion
and scepticism. In the case of large national museums, which
have to cope with the problem of hordes of unaccompanied children,
it may well serve some pur,x).,e as a means of instilling order
in the galleries. In the case of Science Museums generally it can
perhaps play some part in helping the children to gain factual
information, but at the expense of spreading a basically false
conception of how to took at exhibits. In Art Museums its dangers
undoubtedly outweigh its advantages. Its uses are strictly limited,
and in no case can it legitimately claim to be regarded as a serious
contribution towards the evolution of a new and progressive
technique of museum education.

This Introduction has dealt with a number of specific practical
problems. The justification for their selection is that they are all
questions %%Ilia must sooner or later face anyone who is concerned
with museums and children, and, moreover, are all questions which
raise fundamental problems concerning the aims of niuszum
education.

if there is any consistency running through the views put
forward on these somewhat disparate subjects, it arises from a
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conviction that the greatest danger facing the museum movement
in the future is not that museums will fail to appreciate their
responsibilities towards children, but that they will interpret these
responsibilities too narrowly and academically, and may forget that
the specific ingredient which museums have the power to inject
into contemporary education must be visual rather than verbal,
and emotional as well as intellectual.

If this conviction has been expressed with an unbecoming
assurance and dogmatism, this may, perhaps, be excused on the
ground that all these problems are of urgent importance, and that
on their speedy solution depends whatever influence museums will
have on the coming generation.
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WE would like to have been able to collect detailed information
from all the countries of continental Europe. A summary

of the aims and results of the Latin, Slav and Nordic countries
would have given the reader, whatever his particular interests, a
chance of finding art answer to the intricate problems of the
relationship between young people and museums. Such a work
would also have shown, by its very variety, what valuable
instruments of culture museums that are capable of adapting
themselves to many different needs, can be.

Unfortunately we were not able to make contact with all the
countries of Europe. Therefore we have had to abandon our
original plan and to be satisfied with what detailed information
we have been sent or have been able to obtain at first hand.

The limited space at our disposal has obliged us to make a
selection. Obviously we could not describe every experiment
attempted in continental Europe, and we have therefore chosen
to describe more fully those which seemed to us the most
characteristic, and those which have the advantage of being easily
carried out and being adaptable to differing circumstances.

A

CHILDREN'S MUSEUMS

Children's museums, which are numerous and well organised in
the United States, are still rare in the countries we have studied.
To the best of our knowledge there is only one institution which
answers exactly to this description : it is the Museum of Education
at The Hague which, in the way it is arranged and organised, is
most useful to both teachers and children.

This institution was founded by private enterprise about forty
years ago, and has been a municipal museum since 1920. It is
housed in a building of its own in a working class quarter and it
works in close collaboration with the schools of The Hague and
the surrounding region. It is visited each year by an ever
increasing number of school children, (more than forty thousand
in 1947).

The collections, which are mainly devoted to natural history,
are divided into different sections : e.g. geology, botany, sociology,
ethnography, etc. Each section occupies several small exhibition
galleries in which carefully labelled specimens are classified subject
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by subject. Thanks to this classification and to the methodical
presentation, lessons on a definite subject (for instance birds,
reptiles, etc.) can be given in one room without unnecessary moving
about and therefore without tiring the children or distracting their
attention. A fine collection of specimens from the Dutch Indies,
(costumes, weapons, tools, works of art), give the children an exact
idea of this exotic civilisation and suggest interesting comparisons
with their own. Finally, various scientific apparatus makes
possible experiments physics and chemistry in which the
children themselves take an active part.

In addition to exhibition galleries, this museum also contains
bright and cheerful class rooms equipped with proje'tors. Ilere
the children are given short preparatory talks either by the teacher
who brings them or by a museum lecturer. Thirty-eight subjects
are available : the list, drawn up according to the requirements
of the school curricula and the resources of the museum, is sent to
the schools at the beginning of each year.

Outside these "guided activities" the initiative is left to the
children who can come on their own and visit any galleries which
have a particular interest for them.

To keep up interest in the museum and to encourage more
visitors, temporary exhibitions of an educational nature are
arranged two or three times a year, sometimes in collaboration
with other organisations. These exhibitions, presented in a large
gallery set aside for the purpose, have as their themes subjects
likely to awaken the curiosity and increase the knowledge of
historical as well as scientific subjects. For instance, after an
exhibition on the Dutch Indies, an exhibition on the telephone
followed to teach the children how this marvellous invention was
made and developed, and at the same time to give a technical
explanation of how it works.

It is unnecessary to insist either on the success of such an orga-
nisation with children or on its educational value. Even though
the principle of children's museums seems debateable to certain
people when it is a question of museums of art or history, there
seems little doubt that institutions like The Hague Nfuseuni, which
are relatively easy :o organise, could render great services in
science and natural history. At all events it would be a valuable
help to smaller, poorer schools who have not the means to obtain
those collections ohich are so necessary to make class lessons
more real and more coniprehensihle.
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OTHER MUSEUMS

In Continental Europe, generally speaking, the aim has been
to try to make ordinary museums available to children rather
than to create special children's museums. This state of affairs
is partly explained by a theory often expressed in Sweden, a
country which has ben very much concerned with this problem
for nearly a century. The child should be considered as a

continually evolving being, "a potential adult" : there is therefore
no place for special institutions whose contents would soon be seen
to be inadequate for his ever changing needs and his ever widening
knowledge. On the contrary, it is very important to allow him to
familiarise himself little by little with all the museums which are
able to give him, in proportion to his increasing knowledge,
elementary information in the sciences, in history, and in art.
This method has also the advantage of putting the child or the
adolescent in contact with original material and of giving him
access to museums with greater resources for the presentation of
collections than the smaller museum has at its disposal.

We shall not discuss here the advantages and disLdvantages of
this theory in comparison with that which advocates children's
museums, but shall confine ourselves to describing methods used
to put it into practice.

As the museums to which we shall refer were not established
specially for young people, we shall not go into their practical
organisation or the classification and presentation of their
Icctions, though naturally, everything that can be done to make
a museum pleasant and instructive is valuable for children as
well as for adults. It seems to us more profitable to discuss
the educational principles learnt by teachers through long
experience, which will be useful to those who have to deal for the
first time with children in a museum.

Educational Scniccs

There is nothing new in the use of a museum in education :
the Nordic Museum at Stockholm has ken visited by school
children sirce 1906, and there is a sch e.)ol in Varis which was
already sending parties to the Lou \ re in about 'Soo. But these



are only isolated examples where the initiative came from the
teachers and the museum played a passive part. Today, on the
other hand, as the idea of the museum as a ''centre of culture"
gains ground, the museums is beginning to play an active part. It
has gradually become the auxiliary of the school with which it
often works in close co-operation, putting a part of its resources
at the service of the school children. In those museuilis visited by
children it has therefore become necessary to produce new
educational services.

These Educational Services as they are generally called, are
usually directed by a member of the n-,useum staff who must know
thoroughly not only the collections of his museum, but also present
day methods of teaching; he can then arrange an educational
programme which links up with the school curriculum under
the best conditions and according to the resources of the museum.
lie is nearly always assisted by voluntary helpers or by students
paid merely a nominal salary.

Sometimes, and it is to be hoped. increasingly, these educational
services have at their disposal a lecture room in the museum,
with a projector and teaching material in the form of educational
films, film strips, photographs and, less often, a small collection
of original specimens from the museum store room : finally the
children who want to work in the exhibition galleries can find
folding stools, light drawing boards, easels, and even paper and
pencils.

The Educational Services vary little, except in detail, from one
country to another and their activities can be summarised under
the following heads :

r. organisation of educational visits and activities connected
with the visits.

z. training of lecturers to guide the educational visits,
3. organisation of educational exhibitions,
4. organisation of exhibitions to be sent outside the museum.
5. publications and lectures.

Few museums in Europe possess an educational service that
functions regularly. That is not to say they do not exist or that
there are no educational activities : but they are less varied and
less systematically organised than in the U.S.A. They are limited
in general to guided visits, talks or lectures, sometimes illustrated
by films. and didactic exhibitions. The xvrk is done either by
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a member of the museum staff, who takes it on almost always
over and above his ordinary work, as in the Rijksmuseum in
Amsterdam, or else by the whole body of the scientific staff, who
share the work between them. At Copenhagen the National
Museum places at the disposal of schools that ask, a museum
assistant with knowledge of the particular galleries they want to
show to the children. Sometimes the museum calls on a teacher
of a special subject, (history, natural sciences, etc.), who may be
officially attached to the museum to which he devotes all his time,
but more normally he is employed as an assistant coming only a
few hours a week when he is free from his ordinary teaching.
This is a system which is increasing and which ensures closer
collaboration between schools and museums.

We might also mention the smaller museums whose total staff
consists of a single curator with his time already fully taken up,
where, in spite of this, children find a kind welcome and a ready
understanding of their needs.

Hut there are still many museums in Europe where children
would derive great benefit but where nothing is done for them.
It is therefore up to the teachers to take their children and to
know how to arouse their interest in the collections : rarely
will they fail to find a warm welcome and useful assistance from
museum officials.

2. DifiCrent Types of 3fuseums

The practice of taking groups of children to a museum with no
definite aim except to wander from room to room, is fortunately
being gradually abandoned. They are not now taken unless it
is certain that they will find something there to illustrate or
complete what they already know. Experience has shown that
some types of museums are especially well adapted for this
purpose, for example, museums of ethnography, history, science and
technolop., whose specimens almost always interest the children
and give the teachers excellent material for demonstration.

Nevertheless it is still important that these museums should
seem welcoming and should possess cheerful galleries with carefully
presented specimens which are easy to see even though shown in
glass cases. Every day modern exhibition methods increase the
number of museums to which children will enjoy going. Such are,
for example. those technical museums which have been established
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in accordance with modem teaching principles, Nrhe ee the child
has only to press a button to set a complicated piece of machinery
in motion. The same limy be said of natural history museum
where the specimens are no longer arranged only in systematic
order but also in groups representing natural habitats and of the
history museums where the life of a period is evoked by the
grouping of different objects (weapons, costumes, tools,
fabrics, etc.), to form a coherent whole. Art Galleries are in
a more difficult position and visits need very careful preparation
so that the individual appreciation and taste of the children
are not lost. Certain connoisseurs' collections and museums where
order and clarity are over-ruled by the picturesque should be
avoided; they might appear depressing and boring to the children.

Once a museum has been chosen, the children have to be guided
so that they derive the most benefit from the visit and feel
encouraged to come again on their own. It is towards this double
objective that the different systems of educational visits, which
have taken shape in most of the European museums, are striving.

3. Educational Visits

The educational visit is the method often used because it is the
best means of arousing and keeping up the children's interest.
Most of them are visits orFanised by the schools or at their
instigation. These visits can be either "guided" or "unguided'',
or sometimes both methods are combined.

a) Guided School Visits

Guided school visits generally take place during school hours :
in Norway and Sweden they even form a regular part of the
school curriculum and in one particular town the children are
taken to the museum ten or twelve times during their years at
the primary school. The programme is arranged at the beginning
of the year by the museum education service according to what
is on view in the museum; it is then sent to the schools with a
'eallet introducing each of the topics chosen. This means that
the teachers can prepare their children before bringing them to
the museum : sometimes they even make them do a piece of
work on the subject to be treated at the museum. Then the
children are taken to see the collections, and as they have been
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prepared they can follow the lecturer's explanations quite easily.
Finally they are left to themselves to complete the visit on their
own by drawing or making notes on whatever has specially
interested them.

In the museums which have a lecture room, these visits are
often preceded or followed by a short talk illustrated by lantern
slides or films. In this way it is easy to draw the attention
of the children to details which they could not see in the specimens
in the glass cases, or to show them, for instance the site of an
architectural whole from which were taken sculptures seen in the
galleries. If the educational service has any original specimens
these are put out for the children who can then see at first hand
the material and method of making a prehistoric axe, a roman
helmet, a mediawal weapon, etc. This direct contact always arouses
very great interest in the children : once they have held in their
hands a specimen like the more valuable ones in glass cases they
lose the feeling that they are looking at something inaccessible and
totally devoid of human significance.

Many countries, however. still lease the organisation of school
visits to the schools, thinking that the teachers know the needs of
their children better than anyone else. It is left to the teachers
to chose the best museum to which to take the children, to arrange
the programme each term and to decide whether they or a museum
lecturer should guide the children. If a museum lecturer is required
it is important, if the visit is to be a success, that he and the
teacher should meet beforehand to discuss the subject matter, the
method of presentation and the way in which the children can
take an active part in the work. Moreover in the opinion of
those who practice this method, any teacher who decides to take
his class to a museum or an exhibition, should have prepared the
children very carefully. Ile can sometimes get help from courses
arranged specially for teachers in certain museums.

If they are prepared in this way museum visits are usually very
valuable, and muddles and unnecessary searching for specimens
which are difficult to find, are avoided. It is searches such as
these which upset the children, distract their attention, break up
the groups and cause the confusion which sometimes gives rise to
the remark that muscums were not made for children. If on
the other hand the child is taken straight to the specimen which
he has heard discussed or seen on the screen, he enjoys comparing
what he has seen and heard with the real thing. Ile already
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knows its history, the place it occupies in the development of
civilisation, he tries to make comparisons and, if the visit is not
too long an hour is normally considered long enough he
will leave the museum with a desire to come back. All this applies
particularly to historical and scientific museums : in art galleries
it is sometimes better to leave to the children the joy of discovery.
and it is therefore not until after the visit that the lecturer's
comments can be most useful.

However well prepared a visit has been, it is not really successful
unless the number of children is kept low. The best results are
obtained with groups of not more than twenty of about the same
age and intellectual standard. It is then easy to question then,.
to follow their individual reactions, to arouse in them the desire
to do their best, which is not the same thing as competition but
a good means of making them exercise to the full their faculties
of observation and criticism. Finally, there does not seem to be
any advantage in taking very young children to museums which
have not been specially designed for them. Experience has shown
that it is between the ages of ten and fifteen that children profit
the most from visits : if younger than that they probably lack
the background necessary to make them really interest-.11 in what
they see : if older, they are more interested perhaps in gong on
their own to the museum, which they will not fail to do if they
have been given the desire.

In order to encourage children to come back, certain museums
in Sweden and Norway distribute to each of them at the end of
the course of visits, a free entrance ticket for one child and two
companions : and it is not unusual apparently, to sec during the
next few days, a boy taking his parents round the museum and
explaining in his turn what he learnt himself a few days p-eviously.
In Holland some museums have instituted a yearly season ticket
which allows children to come back as often as they like for a very
modest price.

b) Unguided School Visits

Unguided visits usually take place outside school hours : a group
of children comes on the instruction of the teacher to collect
information for work to be done at school, for instance a decorative
painting, a literary or historical essay, scientific research, etc.
Sometimes they come with their teacher who keeps in the back-
ground, but mostly they come on their own. The present day
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method of teaching, known as the "active method" which aims to
develop initiative and personality in the young, lends itself very
well to this type of visit. In France for example, the museum
is often used by children making an "enquiry" on a given subject.
Care is taken wherever possible to send the children only to
those museums which they already know, so that they do not tire
themselves wandering in the galleries searching in the cases for
things they will never find.

c) Visits partly guided and partly unguided

This approach has recently been tried in several museums and
seems to give good results.

The visit is divided into two distinct halves and interest is

therefore kept up so that it can last longer than an ordinary visit.
It has great advantages for the distant schools who have problems
of transport. The first half of the time is spent in a guided visit
prepared and carried out in the way we have already described.
Sometimes the preparation is completed by a small exhibition of
specimens arranged in the lecture room by the lecturer : he uses
them to help to demonstrate what he is saying and to ask the
children questions.

In the second half of the visit all the initiative is left to the
children: they split up into little groups and go out into the
galleries: each group has to make an "enquiry" on a detail of
the problem all were studying together a few moments earlier.
Complete freedom is left to them to choose what examples they
like and to carry out the enquiry in their own fashion. During
the next few days, drawings or sketches, and notes taken during
the lecture and completed individually afterwards arc put together
and used as a summary f'.,r the whole class. If this is particularly
successful it forms a short guide and has the honour of being
included in an exhibition of the children's work.

The enthusiasm of the children, the attention with which they
listen to explanations given them and the care with which they
take notes and draw, all go to prove the success of this method.

d) Que.sticnnaircs

.1 good way of nuking the child think about what he is seeing
is to give h'm questionnaires pThlished by the mweurn. which he
has to fill in during the course of the visit or in the dr-1,-s following it.
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These questionnaires vary very much according to whether they
are for use in historical museums, museums of science and
technology or art museums. Those for historical, scientific and
technological museums can be more academic in character : they
are a means of checking the knowledge acquired by the children
during a visit and making sure that they have listened attentively,
understood the explanations which have been given them and
looked carefully at the collections or specimens they have had to
study. Such for example, are the questionnaires at the Royal Tro-
pical Institute at Amsterdam where questions are asked about the
population of the Dutch Indies, native customs, costume, etc. The
one fault of these questionnaires, of making too many demands on
the child's memory, seems to us to be compensated for by the
way in which he is made to learn by looking and to make use
of his powers of observation.

Questionnaires at art museums have to be more imaginative
in character; they must appeal much more to the child's feelings
than to its memory. "Which picture do you like best ? Why ?
Are you more attracted by the colour and composition than by
the subject ? What does it call up in your mind ?" These are
some of the questions that are most often asked. They are meant,
it is true, not for young children, but for children of 15 IS years
old who have already had some experience of art and are capable
of analysing their reactions. This method is often used in Sweden
and in Norway for exhibitions of painting : it has the great
advantage of leaving the liberty of choke to the child and of
guiding him to aesthetic appreciation without interfering with his
taste and personal judgement. Later when some of the question-
rakes are read in class interesting discussions may arise.

e) litho- School .Icti:111.s after Ike l'isir

Other activities very often follow and complete the museum
visits, such as simple reports and drawings, the making of a
model of a machine after visiting the museum of technology, short
plays, the collection of botanical and geological specimens for
which the natural history museum has given valuable
information, etc. This. work then forms an exhibition either in

the school or in a more important centre, such 3.; the Mus'c
l'edagugique in Paris
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f) Financing of School l'isits

Generally speaking only the lecturer's fee is paid by the school;
either it is paid in a lump sum at the beginning of the year,
which is u.,Jal if the visits are part of the school curriculum, or
after each lecture according to a fixed scale. Nearly always school
groups are allowed into the museum free : some museums extend
this privilege, on certain days, to children coming on their own
(the Musk du Louvre for example). If an entrance fee is charged,
it is usually for a deliberate reason of principle : however small
the sum demanded, it represents an effort on the part of the child,
especially if it comes out of his pocket money. As a result it is
unlikely that he will come to the museum just in an idle moment;
he will come there because he really wants to, and there is,

therefore, every chance that he will pay attention to what he sees.

g) Training of Lecturers

The success of a guided visit depend largely on the person who
guides, whether he be a museum assistant or a class teacher.
There has been much discussion on the advantages and
disadvantages of both these solutions; on the one hand the assistant
who has at his finger tips all museum questions, can give more
complete explanations than a non-specialist; on the other hand
the teacher understands the capabilities of his children better than
the assistant and can adapt his talk to their intellectual level.

Whoever is chosen, it is important that he should be trained,
and in certain museums free courses are organised for teachers.
The programmes are arranged as school programmes and the
lectures, generally held in the exhibition galleries, are given by the
scientific staff of the museum. In Denmark, the museum is
responsible for organising such courses. In France, where similar
courses are held in the larger museums in the Paris region, the
education authority and the museum combine to organise the
course.

The training of the museum lecturers is usually left to the
assistant in chaige of the Education service though sometimes with
the help of the curators. The training is mainly concerned with
the museum collections, but it does also include the essentials of
leaching practice. Sometimes the prospective lecturers take an
examination before finally entering upon their duties. It is to
be hoped that future children's lecturers will have some knowledge
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of different methods of teaching, curricula, and systems of
education, etc., and that teachers' courses. such as have existed
in France for several years, will be open to them.

1. Permanent and Circulating Exhibitions

Educational exhibitions organised by museums are not meant
only for children; however, if they are arranged to teach something
and to be comprehensible to a large public, children can usually
find something to interest them. Here again the visits must be
selective; for it is important to avoid taking the children to so
many exhibitions that they lose interest in outings even to
exhibitions of exceptional interest; and it is also important to
limit the visits to those which do not require too great an
intellectual effort, and to realise that a visit to a museum ought
to be a relaxation and not just a mere exercise. For this reason,
all exhibitions which appeal to their eyes and ears as well as to
their spirit of curiosity are particularly suitable for children. ..1

scientific discovery, an important historical fact, the life and work
of an artist or a man of learning, will mean more to the children
if it is presented not only in pictures and in the written word,
but also in films and on gramophone records which will help to
create an idea of the background of a famous man. Certainly the
travelling exhibition which Poland recently dedicated to Chopin
owed a large measure of its success to the gramophone records of
his most famous works which it contained. And there is every
chance that the adolescent, halting for a moment in the Norsk
Folkemuscum at Oslo in front of Ibsen's study and seeing his
unassuming writing table and Erni) with its green cardboard shade.
will not for 7et the author of the Doll's House and may even
want to kn.).r better the work of the writer into whose life he
has scenic(' to penetrate. These are examples which should be
borne in mind by those thinking of children when they organise
an exhibition.

School groups are nearly always given special facilities in
exhibitions like these, such as entry at reduced ices or even free
at certain times. Moreover special lantern lectures are often
arranged to present the exhibition to children and to enable them
to go round it later on their own.

In France when especially important exhibitions take Cace,
teachers are informed and ins ited to bring their children : these
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visits are naturally in school hours and are usually preceded by a
short talk by the teacher. When there are exhibitions of this
sort in Paris the children are brought from the suburbs and even
from villages as far as 5o miles away. They are entertained by
the Paris schools and lycles and the cost is borne partly by the
school itself and partly by a small contribution from each child.
It is in this way that exhibitions like those organised by the
Palais de la Decouverte and the .11usee de I'llomme or the
Exhibition of Treasures from the Museum of Vienna, have been
visited by thousands of school children.

Some educational exhibitions are arranged so that they can
travel from town to town; in these cases it is a great advantage
if the material used in presenting the exhibition can also serve for
packing. An ingenious method which we saw in Sweden consisted
in fixing the specimens on light but strong panels. These panels,
surrounded with broad strips of wood, are hinged together in
pairs. When closed one over the other they form a sort of packing
case deep enough for the specimens to be protected with paper. etc.
and to run no risk of being broken, Once the cases have arrived
they have only to be opened, placed up against the wall and
sometimes to have feet attached; then the exhibition is ready, and
a room in the town hall, the school dining room, a room in a
shop will do to house it. Short explanatory notes are sent with
it and sometimes even a lecturer to introduce it to the public.

In Poland where citculating exhibitions are used a great deal
for the cultural education of the people, a bus has been specially
equipped so that such exhibitions can reach the most remote
villages.

There is not, of cour,e, any question of sending first class
exhibitions to all the small towns because their size and value
alone make that impossible. But it is to be hoped that the practice
will spread of sending round small exhibitions, easy to handle and
not too difficult to organise. In the case of art exhibitions; they
should, whenever possible, include at least one or two originals -
a principle almost always respected in Scandinavian countries.
However perfect a reproduction of a picture or a cast of a statue,
it never equals the real thing : for those who have already had
the chance of studying a painting or a sculpture it can evoke
the quality of the paint or the suppleness of a ulodel. but it can
mean very little to these who have noel seen great art at first
hand. Naturally, it is not intended to send the greatest works
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of art round the countryside, but rather to train the public to
take an interest in art through showing them specimens of less
value. Many museum have in their store rooms pictures by lesser
masters or, for example, statuettes which would help people to
understand and feel the beauty of a Rembrandt or a Greek marble
better than any reproduction.

5. Loan Collections for Usc outside the Museum

There are very few museums with collections of this kind in
Europe. However the Royal Tropical Institute at Amsterdam already
has for the use of schools and cultural associations severalcollections
of specimens about the life and civilisation of other lands. There
are lantern slides, maps and diagrams to go with the specimens, as
well as a booklet in which the teachers can find the necessary
information to present the exhibitions themselves; in addition
lectures to give more information are organised at the Royal Tro-
pical Institute for their benefit.

In certain countries central loan schemes have been specially
established to make teaching material available to the schools and
other teaching organisations. This is the purpose of the "MusCe
P6clagogique", a state institution founded in Paris in tS7o. The
collections, originally entirely of educational publications. r..-v
include very valuable material of all subjects taught in the

classroom. At the present moment nearly soo,000 slides and about
12,000 educational films are available to the public. Slides and
films grouped in series according to subjects, and supplemented by
an explanatory leaflet, are sent free all over France. For the better
distribution of this teaching material, local centres have been
established in the chief provincial towns.

Following the same principles, the Mu4e Scolaire de Berne
circulates dioramas, maps. photographs, models and even biological
exhibits. An annual subscription enables schools to make use of
the collections.

6. Publications and Lectures

In addition to information leaflets, some museums put at the
disposal of teachers other useful publications, such as question.
naires for the children, reproductions of works of art and
monographs illustrated by examples taken from the mil-eum. An
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interesting example is the enterprise at the National Museum of
Stockholm : when there are large exhibitions it publishes calendars
in the form of small cataloguc5 containing reproductions of the
chief works exhibited. School children undertake to sell the
calendars and with the money raised the museum offers to the
school which sold the most calendars, an original work of art
(a print, a painting, a statue, etc.).

In order to draw a larger public and to extend their scope some
museums, notably in Denmark and Belgium, send a delegate to
the youth camps and to the village schools to organise cultural
activities, such as archaeological and geological expeditions,
discussions on artistic subjects and lectures to illustrate specimens
borrowed from the museum. There is an interesting experiment
at the Museum of Fine Arts, Oslo : every so often a young artist
is asked to make a print, usually a coloured lithograph, of a given
subject, to decorate the schools. In this way young artists make
themselves known and at the same lime children have the advantage
of seeing original work of high quality.

CONCLUSION

These are the chief ways in which the different countries of
Europe are making better contacts between museums and young
people. It is important to realise however that the success of
such enterprises depends less on the means used, than on the people
who use them. No matter how bright and alive a museum may
be, there is little chance that children will go on their on if
no one has revealed its delights to them; and, however well
prepared a visit may be, it is likely to be boring for the children
unless some one has succeeded in arousing their curiosity first.

Obviously frequent contact between the museum staff and the
teachers should be the basis of all activities properly adapted to the
needs of children. The task may seem difficult to those who wish
to take it on, but it is worth while attempting; for is not to open
wide the doors of the museums to young people to enable them
to learn the finest pages of the history of the human race ?
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INTRODUCTORY

Tins report is put forward very tentatively and with full
knowledge of its inadequacy. It has been thought best not to

attempt a survey on a geographical basis, but to summarise briefly
the types of service for young people which are provided by
museums in the British Commonwealth and to give an indication
of the basic educational principles underlying them. The author
has had no opportunity of seeing museum services throughout the
whole area but correspondence with a number of Museum Directors
in the Commonwealth has established that developments and aims
in those countries are along very much the same lines as those
within Great Britain.

It is very doubtful whether any good purpose would be served
at this very formative stage in museum education work by
describing in detail the work of individual museums. Circumstances
vary greatly from country to country and from area to area and
time is required for museums to work out individually and by
trial and error the particular contribution which they can make
to the very difficult and distinct problems of the contemporary
world. An adequate account of their contribution cannot be given
until a later stage, when our present society has become established
in its new shape and our museums have found the most appropriate
ways of helping in the new education which is needed in the
modem world.

PART I

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

The British Commonwealth possesses museum resources equal
in richness and variety to those of any area in the world and
annually expends large sums of public money upon them. Few
people today would deny that these museum resources should be
used for educational purposes but there is as yet little general
agreement about whom the museums should educate or which are
the Ii of appropriate methods for doing so. During the past two
or three generations much thought and experiment have been
devoted to the adaptation of museums and their often unpromising
material to the needs of children of all ages. The result has been
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that in recent years provision for children has found an acknowled-
ged place in much museum work and in some places museums have
been brought into very fruitful cooperation with the public
educational system.

Attempts to use tangible objects as educational material for
young people are no new development. A good teacher, or an
understanding parent, ha- always shown the child things of interest
and beauty, encouraged him to handle them when this wasreasonable
and helped him to follow up his interest in practical ways. There
is indeed nothing new in this approach; seeing is believing and
feeling and doing are even more so.

The great national museums of Science and Art at South
Kensington, established in the middle of the loth century, were
among the first large museums in the wcrld to be deliberately
founded with popular education in view. Since 1864 the Victoria
and Albert Museum has circulated loan collections of pottery,
fabrics, metalwork, woodcarving, drawing and design to recognised
schools of art and to museums attached to such schools; in 18So
the system was extended to museums and art galleries not connected
with schools and r9o8 saw books and lantern slides on art subjects
included in a further extension to a wide variety of schools of
all types. This development reflected the gradual awakening of
an "adult" museum to its responsibilities for the education of
young people.

The initiative in providing museum facilities especially for
children came not from London, but from the provinces. In 1877
the liorsfall Museum in Manchester, in 1895 the Educational
Museum at Ifasiemere and in 1899 the Educational Museum at
Selby were opened as popular institutions. The philanthropic
citizens who founded these individual ventures saw the need for
enlivening the education of the masses by demonstrations and the
handling of material. They wished to encourage art insight into
broader artistic and coltural themes than were at that time
considered the province of the schools, for there the newly introduced
compulsory education had to concentrate almost entirely on
instruction in reading, writing and arithmetic.

These pioneers were ahead of their times, and significant and
important though their efforts were in terms of their contemporary
environment, they had little influence upon the general museum
movement and most other institutions continued to restrict
themselves to their accepted functions of collecting and preserving
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specimens and displaying them more or less effectively to a public
which was assumed to have sufficient educational and cultural
background and enough mental curiosity for the material to have
real meaning for them.

It is significant that none of these early educational museums
were for children only. They were termed "educational" and
were thought of as serving uninformed people of all ages. They
were planned on the assumption that people would wish to learn
about their world if they could do so by means of observation,
comparison and experiment, rather than by instruction and
exhortation. This was a revolutionary assumption to make and
even in those cases where the museums became dormant after
a spell of activity as at Selby their efforts have importance
when viewed alongside the rudimentary facilities for popular
education at the time.

At liaslernere children were specifically catered for from the
foundation of the museum: classes were held for children from
local schools and children were welcomed in the museum in their
spare time. An examination was held twice a year and prizes
were given; many children assisted voluntarily in the collection
of natural history specimens and in their display and maintenance
in the museum; the drawing of exhibits has always been popular.
The educational work of this museum has always depended largely
upon enthusiastic voluntary helpers and upon the strong community
spirit which they create and keep alive.

In Manchester cluing the first world war some school buildings
were requisitioned as hospitals and some displaced classes worked
in the museums and art galleries. So much benefit and enjoyment
were derived from the children's contact with the exhibits that
organised cooperation between the museums and the schools was
introduced after the war. Teachers were selected from their
schools and allocated to give courses of lessons in the museums
to the schools. These teachers continued to be paid by the
Education Committee of the City Corporation and were under
the direction of the Education Officer, but they spent all their
time in the various museums of the city.

The Ilorsfall Museum was a pioneer in two other types of
museum work with children: first, a loan scheme for schools of
all types, started soon after the establishment of the museum,
operated for many years; secondly, when the museum was passing
through a bad period in rot? its appeal for children was enlivened
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by the establishment of a Children's Theatre for local young people
in their leisure time.

The theatre was open on one evening a week. All plays were
chosen by the children and produced largely by their own efforts.
The theatre was in a separate room adjacent to the museum
building, but the exhibits played their part in its endeavours,
for suitable objects were often extracted from the cases and adapted
to serve as stage props. There was a wholly "club" atmosphere,
entirely different from that normally associated at that time with
a museum, and this probably at times became exaggerated and
assumed too great a place in the affairs of the museum. Such
a complete swing over to informality is understandable when one
remembers the unnatural and largely unwelcome emphasis upon
formal instruction and rigid discipline in the elementary schools
of that period, more particularly in a poor district of a large city.

However, this individual excursion away from formal instruction
for young people in a museum was unique and seems to have had
little, if any, affect upon the main progress of museum work. In
rota a Children's Museum was arranged as part of a Child Welfare
Exhibition in I.ondon, but this was a temporary arrangement and,
again, not in the main line of development in museum work.

Another notable piece of pioneering work with children took
place in the Victoria and Albert Museum during the first world
war. A voluntary worker gathered round her the children whom
she found wandering about the galleries during the school holidays
and arranged specific activities for them. With very limited space
and virtually no equipment she arranged "exercises" (as they were
then termed) in drawing, weaving, embroidery, pottery etc. All

these were based upon exhibits in the museum and each child's
work was linked with the specimens by frequent demonstration
and comparison. A room was set aside as a studio in which the
children could do their "exercises" without interfering with the
adult visitor to the museum. Unfortunately these facilities did
not outlast the war.

During the period immediately following Ivo many public
museums were encouraging the visits of children by reducing or
abolishing entrance fees for child visitors and by approving visits
of organised parties, and a growing number of people came to regard
education, at all its levels, as the primary function of museums.
Some Education Authorities appointed a special demonstrator to
give lessons to school parties in the museum and in many cases
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there was close and friendly cooperation between museum
authorities and education departments. Special demonstration
rooms were set aside in one or two museums; in other centres,
although no specialised teachers were permanently appointed to the
museum staff, teachers in the schools were given opportunities
beforehand of seeing the material they were subsequently to discuss
with their classes.

Circumstances and opportunities varied enormously from place
to place but by the mid nineteen-thirties it was not at all uncommon
to find museums in many parts of the British Commonwealth
providing lively instruction of a good standard for the young
people who . were brought there by their teachers. During the
past rs years, however, educational theory has developed very
considerably and the provisions made in museums before that
period are now seen to be inadequate and in many ways
contributing less than their best to the education of our children.
A new conception of education is now accepted, which acknowledges
the great importance of child activity and of individual study,
and stresses 'the need for providing suitable opportunities for these
whenever possible.

Doubt is now cast upon the value for many children of the set
lecture, however well it may be presented. It is realised more
and more that all children should be treated individually, that they
think and understand at very different rates and that many who
do not easily. appreciate words, either written or spoken, will
respond keenly when faced with a practical situation anti will
develop sensitivity and awareness through their personal activity.

These ideas are gradually becoming current in schools of all
types in the British Commonwealth, but there is as yet little
realisation by museum specialists of their importance and little
sympathy towards the introduction of activity methods into
museums. It is understandable that this should be so in
institutions Which have in the past regarded their function as
mainly that of the preservation of exhibits; yet it is along such
lines that developments are to be anticipate if museums arc to
make a live contribution to present day education. 'the following
sections will 'therefore record the development and consolidation
of earlier techniques of museum education and will indicate also
a few newer ,methods and the principles upon which these are
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PART 11

THE PRESENT POSITION

I. TYPES OF MUSEUM SERVICES FOR CHILDREN

The following are the services most frequently provided for
young people in museums in the British Commonwealth:

r. Children may be admitted to an adult museum as individual
visitors and by arrangement, in organised school parties.

2. One or more rooms may be set aside to serve as lecture
rooms or workshops for children. These rooms are often equipped
with a film projector and radio; they are not necessarily used
for purposes of exhibition, though specimens are often brought
there for demonstration.

3. Material of special interest to children may be displayed,
either temporarily or permanently, in a special children's gallery
to which both children and adults have free access.

4. In a large municipal museum in one city a separate
Department of Education has been operating for the past six
years. The department ranks equally with the older departments
of the museum and is staffed by teachers, has separate offices and
lecture accommodation on the premises and can also use the
museum galleries for classes at any time. This department also
produces visual education material for use in municipal schools and
has staff specially engaged upon this work.

S. In a number of smaller museums a Schools Organiser is
appointed either by the museum or by the education department.
In some cases one such teacher will have his or her lime divided
between a number of museums in an area. Some authorities have
appointed School Liaison Officers who work to coordinate the
needs of the schools with the museum facilities available. In a
few cases this coordination is carried out by a committee of
teachers, museum officials and education administrators.

G. In a few municipal museums, controlled by the education
department of a city, a number of teachers are employed to work
both with children in school parties and with those visiting
their leisure time.
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II. METHODS OF USING THE SERVICES

Children have contact with museum material in four main
ways: -

r. By class visits to the museum
2. By individual or group visits in leisure time
3. By the loan of museum material to the schools
4. By a museum in the school

z. Class visits

There are few museums in the British Commonwealth which
do not make special arrangements for visits by school parties.
But merely to allow school parties free admission to a museum is
rarely considered to be enough; some form of direct help is
necessary if a visit is to have its fullest value. The unguided
viewing of specimens is found to leave a confused and exhausting
impression upon a child, for even a small museum has too many
items on view for the uninitiated visitor to grasp much of its
meaning without help.

There is great diversity in the type of help given by museums
to school parties:--

a) Oral instruction

(i) Oral instruction is given by an official of the museum. This
may or may not have been discussed beforehand with the class
teacher and much of the potential value of the talk will be lost
if there has not been some such cooperation. An introductory
talk is given in some cases and the group is then free to wander
about at will, observing those things which particularly interest
them, and they may have a summing-up talk at the end. The
relative success of this method is found to depend upon many
factors: the extent to which the museum specialist has a good
approach to young people, the watt to which the class teacher
has prepared the children's minds and feelings for the visit, and
the type and standard of child.

A "general tour- of a museum with a class of children is now
much less frequently attempted than formerly and there is fairly
general recognition of the fact that some concentration of interest
upon specific exhibits or particular themes is necessary.
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(ii) The instruction is given to the class by the class teacher.
This method has the advantage that the teacher knows the children
and can deal with those exhibits which are of particntar interest to
them; but there is often found to be less stimulation in listening
to a familiar voice and it is rarely that the teacher has the requisite
knowledge of the exhibits. In certain instances this difficulty is
avoided by courses of instruction for teachers beforehand or by
the distribution to them of leaflets or sets of notes about the
exhibits.

(iii) The instruction is given by t.achers appointed to deal with
the school parties visiting the museum. This method is increasingly
in use; the advantages are that these teachers arc familiar with
the museum material while at the same time they are skilled in
handling children.

b) Instruction giving place to actr.ve methods

The methods of dealing with museum material so far mentioned
tend to be mainly instructional in character; that is, the children
visit the museum for a talk about the exhibits and formal instruction
is assumed to be the most appropriate means by which they learn.
But more museums are now bringing their methods into line with
contemporary educational theory and practice andareexperimenting
with means by which the child can participate in the visit to a
greater extent than is possible when he is merely listening.

Not all museum material lends itself readily to any form of
direct participation by children, but this is obviously important
if they are to feel a personal interest in the specimens and to
appreciate and understand them to the fullest extent. An object
in a locked glass case is very remote and unreal and if museum
lessons are to give life and reality to school studies the exhibits
must be felt to be real things and the children must be able to
handle them or in other ways feel a closeness to them Judging
the shape and texture of a specimen, working a model with one's
own hands, setting out a series of exhibits in a coherent order,
leads to a more real appreciation than merely attempting to grasp
fact; intellectually and theoretically. For children there is a vast
difference between some form of active participation and mere
looking on while someone else explains.

c) Types of prticipation by children
Participation in activities directly connected with the exhil-Xs

has been worked out along man- different lines in different
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museums, but in general it can be said that a great deal still
needs to be done in this matter. There are, of course, many
problems involved in attempting to bring young people into direct
contact with exhibits and each museum has to circumvent its
particular difficulties in the most appropriate ways. Here reference
can only be made to the main ways in which children participate
directly in activities based upon museum exhibits:--

(i) Handling exhibits during or after a talk. In many cases
this is permitted, but where original material cannot be handled
owing to its rarity or fragility specimens from the re rive collections
are, in many museums, put at the disposal of school parties.

(ii) In a number of museums certain exhibits are arranged so
that they con be set in motion by pushing a button and in one
or two large national museums these exhibits are arranged in a
special Children's Room. This push-button technique is undoub-
tedly very attractive to children and is a vivid way of conveying
a simple process or movement. If it is overdone, however, its
result is likely to be the reverse of educational, for if the child
is confronted with a succession of models which he can operate
he will tend to rush from one to another it. his excitement and
wi.l be unlikely to gain any real or lasting impression from his
visit. The act of pressing a button is so easy that it demands
no reai effort or thought: moreo.er, with the less academic type
of child it will seldom, if ever, lead on to the reading of a label
or the serious study of the mechanism. Excellent though working
models can be there are serious dangers in their random use.

(iii) Facilities for drawing are provided in a number of museums.
Either drawing is "permitted-, but no special provision is made
for it, or more usefully school parties are given pencils, paper,
drawing boards and stools. Drawing is surely one of the most
appropriate means of recording a visual experience such as is offered
by a rrot:eurn visit, and observation is found to be heightened
ond curiosity stimulated by such opportunity. Too great stress
should not, of course, be laid upon accuracy of representation;
or interest and spontaneity are likely to be lost and, in art galleries,
copying the paintings is not on the whole to be encouraged,

(iv) Dramatisation of historical or );eographical events with the
aid nf exhibits is a vivid means of bringing museum material to
life for school parties. Costumes, armour, small items of domestic
equipment etc. ate temporarily removed from their cases or --
more frequently can be borrowed front the reserve collections.



v) The four techniques described above are generally used in
conjunction with or following upon a good deal of verbal
instruction and when well used they serve as a very important
leaven to the weight of this. Certain museums have, however,
gone a stage further in their approach to school visits and have
drawn up a variety of textual and pictorial material of a simp:e
kind upon which and with which the children can assemble the
results of their explorations around the museum.

In some cases this material takes the form of straightforward
"Questions to Answer", in others it will involve a variety of things
to do : drawings or models to make, paragraphs to complete, themes
to work out, material to correlate, assemble or compare. Each
institution in which such methods are used will have a different
emphasis, but perhaps one general word of appraisal may be
relevant. On the whole s4_,,:h material is of greater educational
value the further it is remove.' from the realm of the "quiz".
The direct, factual question demanding the snap answer, but
involving little analysis or further thought and leaving no room
for shades of opinion or emphasis is not on the whole a worthy
method of approach to museum material, and in most museums
in the British Commonwealth its use would probably be regarded
with a certain suspicion. Perhaps the most important contribution
which museums can make to contemporary education is in the
realm of sensitivity, of visual discrimination and appreciation and
the aim is felt to be a gradual growth of understanding and
awareness rather than the mere acquisition of facts such as good
reference volumes can provide.

cl) The value of class visits

The maximum value is found to accrue where the following
four points are kept in mind:

(I) Close cooperation between school staff and museum staff is
essential if visits are to be really successful. Good preparation
and good follow-up are the most essential elements in any visit
and these are more likely to be appropriate if all the adults
concerned have cooperated in planning the visit.

(ii) A few museums make a point of staging exhibitions of
any interesting work done by visiting schools, either during their
visit or as follow-up work in the classroom. This is encouraging
and stimulating to school and museum alike,is invaluable in building
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up the children's self-confidence and can be very useful in spreading
sound ideas.

(iii) Few museums can cater for large numbers in a group and
even where they have adequalc seating accommodation it is
generally found to be far better for groups to be limited so that
all can see the exhibits which are discussed and can cooperate
without undue discomfort. Even more important is the fact that
where the group is unduly large, little more than instruction can
be attempted, the personal touch is lost and the visit therefore
loses most of its value. On the %%hole it seems likely that a visit
of too large a group is almost valueless and it would be better
if no visiti were paid at all.

(iv) The frequency of visits is important and many museums
arrange for classes to pay a series of visits : in some cases there
may be six visits in a series, in others a class will attend the
museum once a week throughout the school term or year. In
general it is thought better to provide the best possible service
for a smaller number of children than to try to cover a greater
number in a superficial manner.

2. Leisure lime visits by children

This type of visit is at present less well developed in the British
Commonwealth than organised visits by school parties. Most
mu_seulns welcome children visiting on their own, of course, but
comparatively few provide special facilities for them. In a number
of cases Saturday morning classes in art, nature study, puppetry,
drama etc. are held in a "club" mariner and prove popular with
the young people; special film programmes for children are
sometimes shown; special children's lectures are well patronised
in some areas; selected exhibitions for children, either in a separate
"children's gallery" or in a section of the normal adult museum,
are another feature in some museums. Children's centres in a few
large museums are a new development and this type of facility
seems likely to spread. Here children help in the display of a
selection of exhibits and undertake all manner of practical activities
based upon the exhibits. Some museum children's centres organise
Field Study outings to collect and study natural history specimens
and to explore things of historical or geographical interest in the
neighbourhood.

Museum activities in the form of games, puzzles and the
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compilation of booklets and charts all based upon the exhibits are
a useful and attractive means of helping the young people to look
purposefully among the exhibits and to make both visual and
mental connections between those which are related to one another.

The extent to which such informal methods are used as a means
of interesting young visitors varies greatly from place to place.
In general, the success of such work seems to depend upon a friendly
and informal atmosphere, upon the provision of a varied and
changing series of practical things to do and upon the skill with
which the staff is ab'e to combine "playway" methods with an
earnest concern for the true meaning and standard of the museum
material. For such activities to be appropriate and of value, it
is found that they always need to be directly connected with the
museum exhibits and must be a means of directing attention to
them. They should not be a distraction from the exhibits and
there should be no attempt to reduce the adult material to a merely
childish level; the aim should be to ensure that when he approaches
the museum exhibits the child is mentally alert, emotionally
receptive and able to grasp whatever is within his natural reach.

There is little enthusiasm in Great Britain for the development
of museums intended exclusively or even mainly for children.
It is felt that there is a value in the child's contact with adults
who are also out to learn, and that he can thereby be helped
to see the material in truer perspective. In museums planned
exclusively for children there is always a danger that standards
both of display and of interpretation may be unnecessarily low.

A small number of museums in Great Britain have developed
a similar approach both for school parties and for children visiting
in their leisure time, and where this integrat'on of the two types
of visit can be achieved it is considered important and likely to
help in h:idging the unfortunate gap which, in contemporary
society, so often exists between people's attitude to their work
and their leisure.

In one or two cases museums organise children's activities on a
competitive bask, but in general this is found to be unnecessary
and is considered harmful. Young people have remarkable powers
of concentration hen they are really interested and are normally
willing to do a job for its own sake and not for any extraneous
ends, In a world which is increasingly competitive and where
voluntary effort is on the decline it is important to encourage
children in cooperative ventures rather than to foster the
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competitive element in their natures. For the same reasons
museums in Great Britain do not on the whole give prizes for
good work or for replar attendance; it is felt that unless children
come for the sake of whatever it is a museum can offer them on
the non-material plane, their coming has little worth.

3ifuseum Loan Schemes

In areas where good museums are few and children have little
opportunity of benefiting from museum visits, a loan service to
schools can be extremely valuable and many such are in operation
and others are being planned. Such loan services are provided
either by an individual museum or art gallery when it is
autonomous and separately organised -- or more often by a Local
Education Authority, in which case it may be developed as a
separate unit and not be based on a museum proper at all.
"Museum Service" in such a case then signifies the loan of material
of museum type and standard. Items of souvenir type and interest
would not generally be considered worthy of inclusion.

The normal public museum caters for a wide range of age groups
and must exhibit objects of general interest. Its contribution is
general, whereas that of a Museum Loan Service is limited in that
it provides for specialised groups of people according to age and
type. The material is lent to schools for a period and the children
thus have greater opportunity for its examination than if they
visit a museum once only. Many of the objects loaned are replicas
but these are not regarded as necessarily being inferior substitutes
for the real thing : in many quarters it is considered of greater
value to introduce Roman pottery. for example, to a child by
showing him the replica of a whole pot than it is by confusing
him with a series of genuine fragments.

Topical loan services in Great Britain distribute to schools and
youth clubs the following types of material : objects, real or in
reproduction; models; charts; diagrams; photographs; films;
filmstrips and gramophone records. This material deals with most
of the subjects on the school curriculum and with many others
which cannot strictly be descrilxd as school topics. The articles
are presented either as single pccimens for examination and
where possible handling, or several specimels are presented as a
unit arranged for comparison or to illustrate a developmental
process. The loan of borrowed specimens is not general, as it is
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sometimes necessary to damage or detract from the intrinsic value
of an item in order to display it properly.

Staffing conditions vary enormously between different areas and
types of scheme, but one particularly successful Loan Service in
Great Britain has an Organiser, an Assist?.nt Organiser, an
Administrative and a Technical Assistant, in addition to clerical
staff, carpenters, vanmen etc. Another large provincial museum
has recently inaugurated a scheme whereby a teacher demonstrates
museum specimens in secondary schools throughout a widely
scattered rural area.

Material assembled for loan to schools is judged by these qualities
among others : suitability of medium to topic; clarity of presenta-
tion; attractive appearance; simplicity of exposition; logical
development of a theme and absence of irrelevant detail. In
addition there are certain principles whi_h are considered important
by those providing or using loan material :

a. The material borrowed must fit into a previously planned
lesson or series of lessons and should never be used as a
core round which to build a lesson.

b. The teacher must always decide on the type of exhibit
borrowed.

c. The children should never copy the material provided.
though it is valuable for them to be encouraged to
supplement this material by making their own models,
drawings, charts etc.

d. While notes are sometimes sent with the loans they are
not intended as a plan for teaching, but as a guide to
give the teacher an outline of the material.

e. The value of handling whenever possible cannot be over
stressed.

Loan services organised by Local Education Authorities lend
material primarily to schools but they also provide for youth
organisations, agricultural and other institutes, colleges of all
types, Army Education Corps, teachers in training etc.

The spirit which now characterises the more progressive schools
in Great Britain is favourable to methods of teaching which involve
the use of practical equipment analogous to the contents of a
modern museum collection. The influence of l'estalozzi and
Froebel is growing among educationalists and their principles are
seen to affect even the planning and organisation of loan material
for young people.
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4. Museums in Schools

Many of the larger Grammar Schools throughout the area which
have a traditional connection with the Universities have tended
to make for themselves collections similar in principle to those
used at the Universities. These became general School Museums,
supplemented by departmental collections of specimens and models.
These school museums range from small neglected collections stored
away in glass cases in corridors, to museum collections housed in
separate buildings of large Public Schools. Some of the latter are
perhaps too good to be preserved only for the use of the school
and their resources should be known and used by a wider circle
of people.

The departmental collections in schools of all types are not
usually thought of as "museums", but their function is indeed
that of a museum in the wider sense in which the term is coming
to be used. The present increasing tendency towards greater
freedom and activity in all forms of education in this country
requires the use of more equipment and apparatus by children
and more and more schools are making, acquiring and displaying
this type of material. .fany schools situated far from a city do
useful work in combining the running of a small school museum
with material borrowed periodically from a public collection; in
this way children are encouraged in the use and arrangement of
specimens and stimulated to visit larger museums when they can.

TECliXICAL AIDS tx MUSEUMS

During recent years there has been a great increase in the use
of technical aids in museum teaching. Many museums have one
or more of the normal "aids" : film or filmstrip projector, radio,
gramophone, lantern. epidiascope. These may be used as an
introduction to the main material of a school visit or as a summary
in conclusion; in particular circumstances a visit may be made
sold:: in order to see a film programme or to heararadioprogramme.
Film programmes for leisure time children are a feature in some
museums.

Accommodation for the use of these technical aids is equally
varied : ranging from a well-equipped classroom or lecture hall
into which selected exhibits may be brought for viewing and
handling before seeing a film, to the temporary installation of a



screen and a projector in one corner of a small gallery. The
micro-projector is one of the newest and most interesting technical
devices used in museums and can do a great deal to add significance
and understanding in a natural history museum.

There is a widespread feeling that none of these technical aids,
valuable though they can be, should be used too extensively. The
main value of a museum visit comes from contact with real, unique
or precious objects and there is a danger that pictorial material
may sometimes be regarded as a substitute for the real thing;
or that films which in themselves may be well-produced may come
to be thought of merely as a means of entertainment in a museum.

IV. SPECIAL FACILITIES FOP. HANDICAPPED CHILDREN

Museum collections are of particular value in the training of
physically handicapped children, whose general sensitivity is usually
neightened as a result of their handicap. In many museums blind
children are encouraged to handle specimens whenever possible, the
deaf are granted special facilities, and in those places where prac-
tirAl and active methods are in use with normal children it is found
that those of low mental calibre can derive particular benefit from
their use.

Series of illustrated talks to patients in the poliomyelitis wards
of a local hospital have been given successfully by the staff of
one museum education department; in another instance the curator
of a museum was asked to give a series of talks to girls and women
in a London prison. Such extensions of museum education work
are growing in the British Commonwealth and indicate some of
the varied ways in which museums can serve the social and
educational needs of their areas.

V. MUSEUM FUNCTIONS CARRIED OUT BY OTHER DOMES

Any review, however brief, of museum services to schools in the
British Isles would be incomplete without mentioning the work
of a number of other organisations whose functions overlap with
those of museums propel.

Our museums are not on the whole endowed with adequate
funds for the display of special temporary exhibitions, neither are
they equipped with sufficient staff to select and arrange such
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frequently changing material as the public, both young and old,
would like to see. Their prime responsibility is usually felt to
be to their permanent collection. During the past decade a
number of other organisations have realised the widespread need
today for the presentation of ideas and ideals in visual form if
they are to be understood and appreciated by a public which is
in other ways so largely fed upon pictorial matter and for whom
serious reading has little attraction. The following are among the
more prominent organisations which provide exhibitions on themes
which can rightly be considered within the sphere of museum
education :---

1)Thc Arts Council and the Council of industrial Design. These
are public bodies, supported by grants from the Treasury, but
enjoying a large measure of autonomy in their policy and methods.
The Arts Council is responsible, inter alia, for the assembly and
circulation of art exhibitions throughout the British Isles and for
the stimulation of Art Centres in smaller towns and rural areas
not served by an Art Gallery. The Council of Industrial Design
has a flourishing Education Department and offers to schools,
colleges and youth clubs a wide variety of visual material on all
aspects of industrial design. This includes wall charts, booklets,
portable exhibition boxes, design folios, photographs and models
for the practical demonstration of problems of domestic design.
They also lend films, filmstrips and lantern slides.

These services are available to museums as well as to schools
and colleges of all types. To museums, the education department
of the Council %rill !end exhibition stands for the display of any
material bearing upon industrial design, thus helping to overcome
one or the practical problems in displaying temporary material
cm contemporary themes.

) The National Association of Girls Clubs and Allred Clubs,
a large voluntary organisation which fosters club activities for
young people after they leave school, has also a scheme for the
distribution of material which can cell be termed "museum
exhibits". They lend to their clubs, upon payment of transport
charges only, a variety of specimens, many of which are grouped
according to countries of origin. These include booklets and
pictures, maps and charts, samples of products. examples of local
craftsmanship, books recipes, a gramophone record or two of
local tunes, a description of a national dance, etc. They are
intended to be the basis of practical activities of the "exploring"
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type and help to encourage an interest in various aspects of life
in different parts of the world. This service caters for young
people who are mainly not of a type likely to be attracted to
normal museum material.

3) A number of Education Authorities in the British isles have,
during recent years, appointed a County Art Organiser and a
County Craft Organiser. These are in no way connected with
the Ministry of Education Inspectors in the various subjects. In
some counties the Organisers are responsible for the purchase and
subsequent loan to schools of original works of art or craftsmanship
and in this way children in schools far removed from an art gallery
can become familiar with first-rate material even where there is
no loan service from a museum or art gallery operating in their
area.

VI. LECTURES FOR TEACHERS

Many museums have for t number of years arranged courses
of lectures for teachers on the theme of the collections and such
information is of obvious benefit to the work of the schools. In
those museums in which practical methods are used lectures have
regularly been given in recent years to students in training and
to other groups of interested adults; these lectures have dealt,
not with the museum material, but with the methods developed
for the children's use and their possible application to other spheres.
Courses in more technical visual methods are also arranged in a
number of museums.

VII. Fts.tscr:

There is no standard manner in which museum facilities for

children arc financed. In those museums which are controlled
by the Education Departments of Local Authorities there is no
problem of allocation of funds since all the work of the museum
is considered to be educational; where the museum is controlled by
a separate department some arrangement is usually made whereby
funds are made available from the education grant. In the case
of the few private museums which undertake juvenile work
it is usually found that the Local Education Authority is able to
make a grant towards the cost of running a schools service. A

decreasing number of museums in the British Commonwealth make
any charge for admission, either to children or to adults.
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CONCLUSION

Most museums in the British Commonwealth are becoming
increasingly aware of their responsibilities to their younger visitors
and much thought and experiment are being devoted to the
problems involved. Much remains to be done : there is widespread
need to consider education in its broader meaning rather than in
relation only to instruction; there are opportunities for the
production of publications of a new type designed to encourage
children's active participation; there is need to consider the
opportunities of museums in the sphere of sensory training and
of emotional development; and, in relation to content, consideration
needs to be given to making museum material more relevant to
the daily lives of young people by including more contemporary
material. All these aspects are very much in the minds of those
who are working in this sphere, as are also the dangers of a too
rapid growth, in particular the danger of over-organisation and
of rigid standardisation.

Children themselves probably differ comparatively little from
one part of the world to another, but the facilities for living and
learning provided for them, the attitude of adults, the degree
of freedom permitted, the ideas of what they should learn, no less
than the methods which are considered to be appropriate -- all
these factors differ enormously from one society to another, even
between nations professing a similar approach to contemporary
social problems. Education is not an exportable product, for it
depends largely for its effectiveness upon people and upon
circumstances; and museum education is no less individual ani
distinct than any other.

A large museum, svith a considerable department of education,
adequate funds, well equipped rooms and a team of teachers
of varied ability, cannot be compared in any particular with a
small institution having a restricted budget, no space in which
to carry out activities and having to rely largely upon voluntary
helpers for any other than the normal routine work. A museum
situated in n poor district of a large city cannot and should not
function in the same way as another where the local clienMe
is more favoured and where therefore a higher proportion of the
young people are likely to have greater powers of concentration,
of analytical thought and of persistence. Each director, curator
or teacher in a null-turn has a different responsibility, each group
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of exhibits demands a different emphasis and each locality has
different needs and offers distinct opportunities. It is essential
for anyone considering the development of museum work with
and for young people to consider these imponderables first and

only then to look into the details of what other people have done

in their particular circumstances.
There is probably widespread agreement in all countries that

young people can find value and help in museum specimens.
Interest in visual, tangible, "real" objects is general among all ages,

all types of people and all races; the contemporary problem is

how the material shall be presented and used so that the non-
specialist can best respond to it and appreciate its significance.

In the British Commonwealth realisation is growing that a new
approach is required in education; that methods of instruction
which were appropriate for centuries to the cultivated and interested

few are perhaps not appropriate to the majority today. The

problem of children in museums is only one facet of the wider
problem of popular education everywhere.
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CHILDREN IN THE MUSEUMS
OF THE AMERICAS



I

TYPES OF MUSEUMS DEALING WITH CHILDREN

IN
the Americas the museums that work with children may be

I conveniently divided into three groups. First are those, about
thirty-five, that have been established, staffed, and maintained
chiefly for children. In the United States these are called
"Children's Museums", the word "children" connoting indiscrimi-
nately young people of all ages through adolescence. A second
type of museum consists of those, about thirty in number, where
a separate department or museum area is maintained and staffed
mainly for young people. In many cases, but not always, this
type of museum is called a "Junior" museum. A third grouping
of museums, numbering between one hundred and seventy-five and
two hundred, consists of those that are established and maintained
for general museum purposes of collection, research and exhibition,
but which pay special attention to the needs of children and
maintain a department of special service for them. Almost all
of the general museums of the United States and Canada, a few
in Mexico, and a few in South America are found in this category.

II

LOCATION AND PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

With a few notable exceptions children's museums hive been
established in centers of urban population. Of the exceptions two
have been mobile museums serving rural areas, and two have
been a part of consolidated schools (1). Several of the children's
museums are housed in school buildings which in whole or in
part are no longer used for school pu.poses. The remaining
museums are housed in buildings that were formerly large and
elaborate residences. The two rural mobile museums have been
a success from the standpoint of their service, but neither of them,
by reasm, of lack of financial support is at present operating.
One of the best of the children's museums in the United States

(1) In many rural areas of sparse population in the United States and
Canada the educational facilities of lower and upper common schools base
been brought together in some more or ems central geographical situation of
an area and the pupils are tramported to and from their homes by motor cars
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is housed in a large and well equipped former school building
which was abandoned for school purposes simply because larger
and more modern plants were erected nearby. The former
residences where the remaining museums are housed are solidly
built and fairly economical to maintain, except in the matter of
heating. The rooms, however, are small for public purposes, and
are even smaller when permanent cases or dioramas line the walls.
Few of the museums are well lit, but also, few of them are in
use except in daylight hours and lighting is therefore not too
important. In almost all of the museums space is set aside for
group work, for small projection rooms, fcr motion picture showings
or lectures, and there are many provisions for dark rooms for
photography, kilns for ceramics, and the like. In the nill,eums
where artistic expression is emphasized there are, of curse,
provisions for studios and similar work rooms.

Not many museums have adequate provision for pre tection
against fire, and only a few are equipped with metal fire escapes
or automatic sprinkler systems. Most of the museums use their
cellar and attic spaces for storage and for storage vaults, but in
none of them is the storage space either convenient or adequate.
As a rule there is a minimum of office space, and even this is
frequently established in a hallway or entrance where an office
worker can be useful both for such work and for supervision or
as an attendant.

Among the children's museums there is one that is unique, an
urban museum in a trailer coach. This museum stores its excess
material, establishes it periodically in the trailer coach, which is
arulpted to it and for which the coach is adapted, and the coach
is moved from location to location as the need may arise.

Insofar as the junior and general museums are concerned their
characteristics are in the main similar. Like all other museums
these are usually classified by content as art, science, natural
science, science and industry, history, anthropology and the like.
They are universally located in the larger centers of population,
but arc distributed, in North America, throughout t6e land.

ORGANIZATION, SPONSORSHIP, AND PERSONNEL

There are in general three forms of organization among the
n-iuseums that Ivork with children. One form is that of a private
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and privately supported institution; a second form is that of a
public and tax-supported institution; and a third form is an
institution that partakes of both forms of sponsorship and support.

In the privately supported museums there is as a rule a lay board
of trustees that makes itself responsible for the policies under
which the museum operates. It selects the director of the museum,
approves the selection and appointment of all other workers, raises
the funds that are used for its support, allocates the budget, and
in many cases gives active voluntary help in carrying out the
programs with the children. In the museums that have both public
and private support there is usually a similar lay board of trustees,
but as a part of this board there are representatives of the public
body through which the public funds are derived. Some of these
museums are maintained by the States, or by State universities,
but most of them are sponsored by cities and are connected either
with the public schools, as school museums to which children
are admitted as individuals in out-of-school hours, or as parts of
park, welfare, or recreation divisions of the city governments. Of
the museums supported entirely from private funds, some of the
art museums are sponsored by local art institutes. One of the
children's museums is sponsored by a graduate group of a college
sorority. Many of the museums that work with children do so
under active sponsorship and support of the Junior Leagues of
America (2), and the American Association of University
Women (3).

The methods of securing the financial support that all these
museums require is as varied, almost, as the museums themselves.
Membership in the museum itself is an almost universal form of
money raising. This is generally an adult form of contribution,
but in sorry: museums there is a membership fee for children,
rarely for participation in the program of the museum itself but
usually for some specific part of that program. in art museums
this fee helps to defray the cost of the materials used. As it
aces not directly concern our subject, we need only mention in

(1) The junior Leagues of America consists of nation-wide associations of
young women, most of them moderately well-to-do and many of them with
growing families, whkh interest themselves in local community problems and
enlist their membershipc actively in their solution. Children's museums have
been a major interest.

(j) The American Association of University Women has branches of col-
lege and university graduates throughout most of America. The establishment
and support of children's museums has been one of its major activities for
many years.
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passing the numerous other sources from which Museums derive
their funds, such as through Community Chests (4), endowment
funds from gifts and legacies, the rental of objects, fees charged for
travelling exhibits, etc.

A major source in some museums is the sponsorship of theatrical
productions, intended primarily for children, or of lecture or
motion picture series, either for adults or children, with the
proceeds used for carrying on the work with children. In one
instance a group of women dedicates its entire time and talent
for several weeks before the Christmas season to the making of
wreaths and holiday decorations, an activity that returns to that
museum several thousands of dollars for operations.

Several children's museums are utilizing their space and facilities
during morning hours, when work with the schools does not
prevent, for the operation of nursery schools (children from two
to six years of age) at a fee that enables the museums to add
substantially to their incomes.

Museums that exist apart from other educational institutions and
depend entirely upon taxation for support tend to become devoted
largely to exhibition and research, although a few such museums
carry on good work with school classes and several of them
maintain splendid circulating collections. There are a number of
museums, however, that are maintained as part of a park,
recreational or welfare system, or as part of the public schools or
university, whose service is preeminent and almost exclusively
devoted to the interests of children.

The professional personnel of the museums that work with
children is generally recruited from among those who first had an
interest in the material:: of the museum and later became its
advocates with children. The leaders of children in the science,
art, and anthropology museums are those whose first training was
in those fields. There seems to be little common background
among the ditt.Ciors or staffs of children's museums. Some have

(4) In the United States and Canada it is common practice for the various
organizations of a community that depend upon the charitable contributions
of the populace, to pool their interests and needs and to participate in a
campaign once a year for the necessary funds, collected either as cash or
pledges. The Red Cross, which has many outlets other than disaster relief, the
Boy Stouts, the Girl Scouts, the Campfire Girls, various health and s Ware
organizations. such as the local hospitals and so on, are frequently combined in
a Community Chest Campaign for funds, in which, on occasion, some museums
participate.
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been teachers in public or private schools, some have been
specialists in one or another field represented within the museum,
some began their association as volunteer leaders from the lay
boards sponsoring the museum, transferring to the professional
staff when a need arose, and some seem merely to have been

available when a vacancy had to be filled. There have been only
a few attempts in the United States, and none elsewhere in the
Americas, to set up training schools or other opportunities for

training of museum docents, leaders, workers, and the like. Two
of these have been general apprentice programs in connection
with museums, and there are a few instances of university courses,
primarily for teachers, dealing with technics of museum

instruction. In technics for exhibition and preparation as well
as curatorial responsibility the chief training programs have been
of the apprentice type, and of professional training on a college

or university level there has been none.
Many of the museums, particularly the children's museums, have

a small professional staff and a large volunteer group. These
volunteers, people of talent, energy, and with a sense of the need
for their service, form a most important part of the teaching staff

of these museums. For the most part they are energetic workers,
humble in the face of both their responsibility and their ignorance,
and anxious for any form of guidance that will help them to help

children. In many museums they carry out the most routine jobs
of clerical work, of attendance upon registration desks, of cleaning
and refurbishing exhibits, with cheerfulness and 1:lacrity, relieving
the professional staff for duties no less urgent but more rewarding.
Without such willing workers many museums would find it

impossible to continue their services.

IV

CO.. TENTS OF MUSEUMS FOR CH V.DREN

There is great variation among museums for children in type
and amount of content. In general the children's museums have
some materials from a number of different subject fields, with
most of their content centering about phases of natural history
and ethnology. In a number of the larger museums. the collections
are separated by rooms or galleries into various categories, such
as history, natural history, art, science, anthropology and the like.
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The smaller museums frequently have some materials from each
of these fields, but often only a small amount in any. These
collections come from varying sources. Most of them are procured
through the indefatigable efforts of the staffs of the museums and
the lay people sponsoring the work. Accessions are usually by
gift, but on occasion by purchase, and in many instances have
been built up by the efforts of the children themselves who have
collected, studied, classified and labeled extensive collections of
minerals, shells, insects, and the like. Industrial exhibits, such
as of cotton, lumber products, coal-tar by-products, and ores and
metals, are often supplied by local or national dealers or
manufacturers. Much material in ethnology is supplied to these
museums by donors who have collected in their travels such items
as native crafts, dolls dressed in native costume, weapons, utensils,
and clothing. Many museums added materially to portions of
their collections by gifts from returning servicemen during the past
two wars. During the past decade, and especially since the end
of the last war, many of the larger museums have been rebuilding
and refurbishing their exhibitions. As a result much fine specimen
material has been discarded to provide for new, and the old
materials, such as mounted birds, and animals, insects, scale
models, small habitat groups or group studies, excess shells, minerals
and so on, have been redistributed, mainly through the efforts of
a national foundation, to the smaller and needier museums. Only
a few of the children's museums have collections that are
comparable in either quality or quantity to those of the adult
museum:, a fact that can only be deplored.

Most of the children's museums maintain small collections of
live animals, such as snakes, rabbits, fish, mice, skunks, raccoons,
hamsters and squirrels. A few, favorably situated, have outdoor
nature trails where trees, shrubs, flowers, ferns, and minerals are
labeled for Identification or study. A few of the museums have
small planetariums which show simply but not too accurately the
position of the stars at various times and the movement of the
planets.

Among the museums that work with children or maintain junior
departments there are many whose content is incomparable; but
their collections are often weighted heavily in some one direction.
Even so, however, a balance is often struck by reason, in the
museums of art especially, of the extensive practice of temporary
loan exhibitions.
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Almost all of the children's museums as well as the junior and
adult museums have materials for circulation by loan to schools,
churches, clubs and societies, and in some cases to individuals.
These materials vary greatly in variety and quality but in general
the contents are comparable in quality to that upon exhibition.
Practically the entire service to children of two large museums is
through materials circulated to them. The prime service of one
of the great state museums is through its circulating collections,
both to children, mainly in schools, and to adults.

Circulating materials are of various kinds. Slide collections,
now most usually the small colored slide on film, or the film strip,
and collections of mounted pictures for display purposes form the
largest part of the materials for circulation. Almost all of the
smaller museums and many of the larger ones are dependent upon
the use of motion picture film from rental sources for their general
motion picture programs for children. There are few, if any,
museums that do not have at least 16 mm. sound projectors.
Portable dioramas, either three-dimensional miniatures of the
museum's fullsized habitat groups, or cut-outs set up in diorama
form, or representational dioramas, are quite general. They are
usually set up in wooden boxes, similar to suitcases, and often
are equipped with electric bulbs and light cords so that they can be
interiorly illuminated. There are many variations of the diorama
and diorama case, but in all types the purpose is the same, namely
to develop a way of taking small portions of the museum to the
user. Cased collections are frequently found. These are often
small portions of permanent collections in the museums that are
set up for study purposes. They bear titles such as "Rodent
Teeth", "Claws and Paws", "Sea Shells of the Florida Coast".
"The Story of Cotton", "Birds of Spring", and so on. In some
places small boxes or suitcases filled with artifacts are supplied
for study purposes. These may be "Crafts of the I hilippines",

tlrican Carvings" and the like. A few museums rlevelop more
elaborate exhibits in a series of cases with titles such aq. Varying
Cultures of the American Indian", "Man and His Tools", and
"Atomic Energy". In a great many places the cased collections for
circulation consist mainly of single specimens such as mounted birds
or animals. In several n scums recording.: are available for loan.
and in two there are transcriptions of radio programs, together
with accompanying colored slides.

In many museums their circulating collections are mainly used
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to serve the schools, or are used only within a nearby and limited
area. In such cases there is rarely a charge for the loan and it
is usual for the borrower to call for the material at the museum
and to return the loan to the museum after a limited time. Several
of the larger museums maintain rather elaborate services that may
encompass great distances for the transportation of motion pictures,
slides, or specimens. In the case of collections of art materials
it is common practice for the criginating museum to charge a fee
for the loan, and the borrower generally pays the charges for
transportation of the loan in both directions and such additional
charges (for packing, insurance, draying, and the like) as may be
`recurred. In all but one case, that of a large state university,
all charges for the transportation of circulating collections,
dioramas, cases, pictures, motion picture film, slides, or whatnot,
are borne by the borrower, whether sent by mail, express, or
by truck, As a rule liability for loss or damage must be borne
by the borrower, although there is much irreplaceable material
circulating among museums. In the experience of the largest
lenders there is an extraordinarily small amount of loss or damage.

V

PROGRAMS

Although in most cases the programs of the museums are designed
for children, they are, because of the very nature of the museum
itself, built about a core that is the material of the museum. There
are, then, two aspects of the material that can be and that are
dealt with, nawly, on the one hand the material itself, its
characteristics, its occurrence, its character, its properties and so
on, and, on the other hand, the meaning of the material in relation
to some phase of understanding outside itself. The one may be
thought of as direct learning, and the other as interpretative. !loth
forms are directives in program building.

Among the programs devoted to direct learning by children there
are two general types, those that are developed for dealing with
groups, and those that are designed for individuals. The direct
programs for groups deal largely on school days and during school
hours with schools, and in after ;school hours and on Saturday
mornings (and occasionally afternoons) with special interest
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groups (5). The school groups constitute a large and an almost
universal service. Wherever a museum is located almost without
exception the schools make use of its contents, and usually for
direct teaching and learning. Because of the limited staffs of all
the museums and the great demands upon them, all museums have
estzblished some form of registration of class groups ahead of
time so that schedules can be prepared and personnel and materials
can be made available at needed times. A few museums try to
prepare teachers and classes for the visit to the museum so as
to make the time spent of greatest benefit. One method is to
prepare the teacher in advance, either through a general instruction
class to which the teacher is urged to go, or through a required
visit to the museum for a conference with a member of the museum
staff prior to the class visit. Both of these methods have high
value but are difficult to develop universally throughout a teaching
corps. Because of the great demands upon teachers' time it is
difficult to persuade large numbers of them, under present
conditions, to take the extension work necessary to become expert
in the museum material; and the pre-class visit is difficult to
arrange and costly in time and effort. An alternative attempt
that has value is used in several museums. A question sheet
is prepared that emphasizes the points to be brought out by the
pupils' visit and this is considered item by item with the pupils.
In some museums this sheet is sent to the teacher some days
before the projected visit, and in othrr museums the pupils spend
a short time discussing the matter at thP museum before spending
time in the halis. Either method requires patient and thorough
consideration to be of value.

In after-school hours the facilities of all of the children's
museums are devoted to programs for non-school groups and for
individual children. In group programs these museums and some
museums of science or natural science and anthropology provide for
museum "clubs", whereas in the museums of art the group
programs are generally classes where the children do individual
work under group direction. The museum club as a rule is a
small group of children interested in some phase of work in which
the museum has material or opportunity such as at "Afineralou

(5) In the united States and Canada the school season usually extends
from early September to the middle or end of June. The school wreck is
Monday to Friday, inclusive. The school day is a variable, but is geDerally
of about sin hours in length, often with added time for a luncheon period.
8:S0 A.M. to :oo P.M. is general.
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Club", an "Insect Club", a "Photographic Club", a "Bird Club"
and so on. This group meets at regular intervals and devotes its
time to collecting, studying, classifying and preparing for exhibition
the materials which its members have interest.

The direct forms of learning carried on for individuals are usually
of sub-curatorial type in the children's museums, in which children
are encouraged to follow through with primary interests, to learn
honest scientific methods of study, and to investigate at first hand
the characteristics and properties of real materials so as to draw
personal conclusions. All of this is, of course, done under the
guidance and, when well done, the indirect direction, of members
of the museum staffs. The course of events with any child varies,
but in general he is led from a general interest or liking to one
that is specific and direct. This, in turn, may lead to collecting
outside the museum (in the case of some fields, such as birds,
possibly to recorded observation), to guidance within the museum
in study and annotation, to classification, and frequently, to
preparation of materials for personal use, such as iierbaria, or for
exhibition or display.

In the museums other than children's museums these individual
forms of direct learning are rarely attempted, partly because of lack
of space and staff for sucb work, and partly because if space and
leadership is available it is used (or the interpretative type of
program.

The interpretative programs are also designed both for groups
and for individuals. Interpretative work with the schools is
rather rare, partly because there are great pressures when children
visit the museums to have the materials treated in direct fashion
as a part of the specific school curriculum, partly because few
museums are to broad in scope as to provide the extraordinary
breadth of material needed for interpretative teaching, and partly
because direct teaching is easier and teachers are accustomed to ft.
In the art museums particularly and in the children's museums
much fine work is carried on with groups the greater part of which
is devoted to crafts and craft technics, although many museums
have a weekly "story hour" for the pleasure and interest of little
children (6). There are many opportities for both group and

(5) Many museums have a real problem in developing individual work with
children because small brothers and sisters accompany their elders to the
center. In many places a nursery or kindergarten type of supervision is a
neemity.
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individual work in ceramics, in photography, in jewel cutting and
polishing, in home-crafts, such as weaving, caning, rug hooking,
we -k in leather or parchment, and the like, and in a multitude
of activities of specific interest to boys and girls, such as model
airplane building, making of radios or other electrical equipment,
casting and polishing plastics, painting and drawing and the infinite
variety of products resulting. In several instances museums have
small presses, and children are able to write, set, and print their
own news bulletins, as well as labels and posters.

The technics used by museums to carry their group programs
are many, varied and ingenious. Much of the method used is,
of course, exposition and questioning, with "gallery" talks carried
on by lecturers. It is quite usual to find children gathered together
in classrooms or auditoriums when they enter the museum in
groups for preliminary discussion of what they are likely to see
and do. It is less usual to have a similar period for discussion
and summary at the close of visitation. Many technics are based
on the length of time a child is likely to be in the museum and
the breadth of purpose that he or his leaders may have. In the
larger cities and the larger museums it is customary for pupils
to visit for either a half or a whole day, whereas in the smaller
museums an hour is generally the time allowed for classes. The
reason for this lies less in the amount or quality of material than
in the fact that in the larger cities the effort both in time and
money is much greater than in the smaller cities where often most
of the pupils are within easy walking distance. For the same
reasons the pupils in the larger cities tend to visit the museum
(as class groups) less often than in the smaller places. In the
smaller museums, however, there is a grossing demand for

visitation from the near-by rural consolidated schools. Since most
of these schools are served by motor buses that are for the
exclusive use of the pupils and their teachers, and since these buses
are otherwise idle during the hours that schools are in session,
there is increasing use of them to transport pupils on field trips
and to museums.

In those museums where weather permits, as it does for most
of the museums along the southern tier of the United States most
of the time, and for other museums in the early fall or late spring,
field trips arc common practice. Many museums carry on field trip
programs, or day-camp programs as they are sometimes called,
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during the summer season when the common schools are not in
session.

The financing of tie transportation of pupils to and from
museums is often a soiree of difficulty and is solved in many ways,
dependent upon the facilities available and the need. In smaller
communities, as has been said, walking to and from the museum
is the rule, and this applies to schools close to museums in the
larger centers. There, however, distances from more remote
schools are frequently great and walking is impractical. Where
transportation is publicly (usually municipally) owned, children are
generally permitted to ride without charge to and from the museums
Ly whatever mode of transportation is available, bus, street-car, or
subway. This privilege is confined to certain morning and
afternoon-hours, and tie class groups are usually required to be
accompanied by more than one adult. It is quite usual for several
parents to go with a group. The problem of risk or liability for
injury to pupils is frequently a deterrent to this form of visitation,
since in mary states the liability of school divisions ceases when
pupils are off school property, even though under the direction of
school officials. In such cases the teacher himself is legally liable
in case of accident, and it therefore becomes a rule that teachers
require the written permission of the parent for a child to make
the trip and the consequent assumption of liability by the parent.
Where transportation is not publicly owned it is rare that charges
are waived by the companies in the interests of the school pupils
or of the school programs. Under such circumstances each pupil
pays his own way, and there is generally some means provided to
relieve the embarrassment of pupils who are unable to do so.

In many places the individual aspects of interpretative programs
are indistinguishable from their group aspects, since the products
of either are the 5.31 le. In any event it probably makes little
difference in the enc whether a child works by himself or in a
group if he is working for a product that he himself recognizes
and wants, and the matter of whether it is done as a part of a
group or alone is k rr;ely a matter of administration. Certain
museums have done much to stimulate more or less independent
activity on the part of children without the incentive or pressure
of group participati .n. To this end the staffs have prepared
many devices that pct as stimuli to activity and lead children
to seek answers to prcblems or questions, in the pursuit of which
it may be hoped that they learn how to question and answer for
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themselves, one goal common to almost all forms of education.
Some of these devices are often called games, but the game element
is largely a challenge to one's self rather than rivalry of someone
else, and the learning consists in completing the question, matching
the part of the puzzle to another part, as in a jigsaw puzzle,
filling in a form by seeking the answer in given exhibits, replacing
missing parts, removing surplus factors and the like. Such devices
on low levels occasionally become mere sensory activities, but if
the subtleties increase with the ability of the children to understand
and react to them they may become higrly educative and on the
highest levels resemble research. Other devices consist of indoor
explorer or treasure-hunting trails. There are many variants of
this device, in which the central core is about the same, namely
a written set of clues or questions that point a "trail" or path
through the museum from which a child can make his own
deductions or interpretations. In many museums efforts are made
to stimulate such individual exploring, or activity with games,
question boards, or similar devices, or production of finished
products, by rewards or recognitions. In some cases these are
elaborate and progressive from stage to stage, with some final.
(or terminal) recognition of importaace, In one instance a local
newspaper offers rather substantial prizes for completion of various
units, in another the museum holds "recognition" days, in another
the names of children are published from time to time in a local
bulletin, and in several museums there is a practice of having
an annual temporary exhibit of the products of the work of
indiv idoal children.

As may be noted there is no single form or pattern in the
museums of the Americas in dealing with children, neither is there
a universally accepted philosophy nor a common purpose.
Throughout, however, there is a common ideal, that accounts for
the indefatigable work of the staffs, the interest of the sponsors,
the cooperation of the patents, the recognition of the value of
museum work ty the community, and the active participation of
hundreds of thousands of children; namely, "Ve shall know the
truth, and the toith shall make you free".
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LIST OF MUSEUMS CONDUCTING
CHILDREN'S WORK

This list which inevitably does
of countries has been compiled
P. Florid and C. Russell.

AUSTRALIA

Adelaide

Adelaide Children's Museum
North Terrace
Adelaide.

Ptak
Western Australian Museum
Beaufort Street
Perth.

Sydney

The Australian Museum
College Street
Sydney

AUSTPIA

Gras

Landesmuseurn Joanneum
Raubergasse to
Graz,

Vienna

Graphische Sarnmlung Albertina
Augustinerbastei 6
Wien (1).

BF LCIVNI

brussels

Institut Royal de.; Sciences Nato-
relies

ISerxice hlucatit)
31, rue Vautier
Bruce/es

Mush P.oyal d' if ist oire Na t u rent
de Belgique

yr, rue Vautier
BruNelles 131.

Musts ros aux d'art it d'W.stoire
iSenice toducatill
Parc du Cinquantenaire
Bruselles.

not fully cover a certain number
with the help of Mme Cart,

CANADA

Ottawa

National Gallery of Canada
Ottawa.

National Museum of Canada
Ottawa.

Que,:)ec

Museum of the Province of Quebec
Plains of Abraham
Quebec.

Saint John
The New Brunswick Museum
Douglas Avenue
Saint John, N. B.

Toronto
Royal Ontario Museums
(Extension Department)
too Queen's Park
Toronto (5).

Came
Santiago

Mused Historic° Nacional
Casilla 076-1
Santiago.

DEN)4 ARK

Copenliague

National Mused
Nebenhasn.

Odense

Hans Andersen's House
Odense.

Erac

DaNk
Royal Zoological Society of Ire-

land
Phoenis Park
Dublin.
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FRANCE

Path
Musee de Illomme
Palais de Chaillot
Paris (r6').
Musee du Louvre
(Educational service for all

national museums)
Directi,in des Musses de France
Palais du Louvre
Paris (I").
Musee Pedagogique
29, rue d'Ulm
Paris (5`)
Pa lais de la Decouverte
Avenue Franklin-Roosevelt
Paris (3').

leLLA2m

Reykjavik

Natturugripasafrad
P. 0. Box 532
Reykjavik.

IRAQ

Baghdad
Iraq Museum
Baghdad.

Gouda
Stedelijk Museum e het Catharina-

Gasthuis
Oosthaven ro
Gouda.

Grornlo

the Grolsch Museum
Lievelderstr. A 53
Groenlo.

ro,r in g

Geologisch-Mineralogisch Instituut
Melkweg r,
Groningen.

NL1 EF.RLANDS

nuirrdani

Koninklijk Imtitutit voor de Tro-
pen

(Educational Service)
Mauritskade
Amsterdam.

Museum sin KeininkliA Ir.stituat
voor de TriqCTI

iinnacusstra3t 2
Amsterdam.

Rijksmuseum
Stadhouderskade 42
Amsterdam W.
Stedelijk Museum
Paulus Potterstraat 33
Amsterdam.

Zo6logisch Museum van Amster-
dam

Plantage Middellaan 53
Amsterdam

42

1.cirIcn

Stedelijk Museum "De Lakenhar
Oude Single 32
Leiden.

Nijmegen

Museum Canisiuscollege
Bergendalscheweg Sr
Nijmegen.

Rottredam

Museum voor Land-en Volliert-
kunde

Willernskade 25
Rotterdam.

Srhiedrlm

Stedelijk Museum
Hoogstraat nr
Schiedam.

Surrk
Fries Scheetwaart Museum
NI( insand r2
5:leek, Friesland,

M. Michichgc5ir!

Natuurhistorisich Museum van het
R. N. Scrninarie Iteekvliet

Ceekhaut B r23
St. Michielsgestel,

Tkc Hague
Gerneentemuseurn. thrust ihrior

Schone Kunsten
Stadhouderslaan 41
Den Han
ikfusearn %o-.r let Ondelv.ijs
Itero!.tcrhuiygra2t r E
Den 111,1g.



Tke Helder Gothenburg

Museum den Helder Konstmuseum
re Vroonstraat Gotaplatsen
Den Helder. Goteborg,

Tilburg Riihsska Konstslojdmuseet

Natuur-Historisch Museum
Vasagatan 37-39

Paleisstr. 20
Goteborg.

Tilburg. Malmo'

Utrecht Malm5 Museum
Museum ten dienste van het On- Malmo.

de r wijs
Nieuwe Gracht 41 Stockholm
Utrecht, Armemuseum

Ricfclargatarl
NOM AY Stockholm.

Bygdoy Musikhistoriska .fusect
Norsk Fore museum Floragatan 3
(Educational service) Stockholm.
Byploy ved Oslo. Nationalmuseurn

Oslo Sidra Blasieholmshamnen

Nasjonalgalleriet
Stockholm.

ilniversitetsgt. 33 Nordiska Muscet
Oslo. Djurgarden

Norsk Folkemuseum
Stockholm.

Oslo. Skansen

Stavanger
Skansen, Stockholm.

Stavanger Museum
Stavanger.

PAXS5T

Dacca

Dacca Museum
5 Scretariat Road
Ramna, Dacca.

Rajdrrhi
Varenda Reteareh Society Mascara
Rafshahi.

N1'1,0

Hors;
Marcum Narodosse
Al. gen. Sikorskiego 3
Warsra

Cw IDES

Falun
Bergslagets Museum
Falun.

Stadsmuseum
(Educational service/
Geitgatan
Stockholm.

State is Etnografiska Museum
Museivigen, Djurgarden,
Stockholm.

Staterts Itistoriska Museum
(Educational service/
Storeatan 41,
Stockholm.

Stockholms Stadsmuscrim
Gatizatan
Stockholm.

Tekniska Mused
Museivigen, Djurgarden
Stockholm O.

555112121 AAP

R; tcl

Zoologist-her Garten
Rirsigstrasse sr
Past!.

913
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Bern Glasgow

Naturhistorisches Museum Glasgow .W Gallery and Museum

Bernestrasse eg Kelvingro ;e

Bun. Glasgow.

Schweizerisches Scioto 'museum Tollcross Children's Museum

a, Helvetiaplatz Tollcross Park

Bern. Glasgow

TASIM IA
Harlem ere

Hobart
The Educational Museum
High Suitt

Tasmanian Museum Haslemer t, Surrey.

Hobart. Hastings

UNITIID KINGIDOrd Public IS'useum and Art Gallery

Aberdeen
John's P ace

Aberdeen Art Gallery and Indus-
Hastings, Sum...

trial Museum Width'
Schoolhill
Aberdeen.

flit chin Afuseura
Payne's Park

Beljari
Hitchin, Herts.

Municipal Museum and Art Gal- Aura arn oe
lery,

Stranmillis
Dick Institute
Ki/marn ock, Ayr.

Lcictstrr

City Museum and Art G.ii!cry
New S' ilk
Leiccste

Bristol
City Art Gallery
Queen's Road
Bristol.

City Museum
Queen's Road,
Bristol.

Cambridge
Cambridge and County Folk Mu-

seum
2, Castle Street
Cambridge.

Cardiff
Amgueddi's Cenedllethol Cymru
National Museum of Wales,
Cardiff.

Dundee
Municipal Museum
Albert Institute
Dundee, Angus.

Ed intuo gh

Royal Scottish Museum
Chambers Street
Edinburgh 1.

94

La elrvrib
Letchworth Museum and Art Gal-

lery
Broadway
Letchworth, Herts.

Li spool
Liverpool Public Museums
Carnatic Hall, Firoswood Road
Liverpiol

London
Horniman Museum and Library
Forest Hill,
London (S.E 231.

Geffryo Museum
Kingstand Road
Londoi (Er).
Geololical Museum
South Kensington
London tS.W.)

(D4
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Imperial Institute
Imperial Institute Road,
South Kin.singten
London (S.W.7).

London Museum
Kensington Palace
London (W. Si.

Natural History Museum
South Kensington
London (S.W.)).

The Science Museum
South Kensington
London (S.W.7).

Victoria and Albert Museum
South Kensington
London (S.W.7).

Luton

Luton Museum and Art Gallery
Wardown Park
Luton, Bedfordshire.

Maidstone

Museum and Public Library
Chi/1*ton Manor House
Maidstone, Kent.

Manchester

Iforsfall Museum and Gallery
Every Street, Aneoats
Manchester.

Queens Park Gallery
Harpurhey
Manchester (9).

Norwich

Norwich Castle Museum
Castle Meadow
Norwich, Norfolk.

Reading

Museum and Art Gallery,
Reading, 13rrlis

Rochester

Eastgate House Museum
High Street
Rochester, Kent.

Rothe say

Bute Museum
Stunt Street
Rothesay, Buteshire.

Salford
Royal Museum and Art Galleries
Peel Park
Salford 5, Lancashire.

Tenby

The Tenby Museum
Castle Hill
Tenby, Pemrokeshire.

Tottenham

Tottenham Museum
Lordship Lane n' 17, Bruce Castle
Tottenham, MidI.

Wan:tick

Warwick l'illISCUm
Warwick

Fork

York Castle Museum
(Education Service)
York.

JAMAICA

Kingston

Institute of Jamaica (Junior Cen-
tre)

Kingston.

U. S. A.

Type I. Cbildretes Museums.

Atlanta

Children's Nature Museum
844 Clifton Road, NE
Atlanta 6, Georgia

Amsterdam

Public School Museum
Perk ins Street
Amsterdam, N.Y.

Baltimore

Junior Museum
Baltimore Museum of Art
Wyman Drive
Baltimore LP., Maryland.

Berkeley

Tahloma Museum of Natural His.
tory

Camp Tahloma Wildlife Refuge
Tilden Regional Park
Berkeley, Calif.
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Boston

Children's Art Center, Inc.
38 Rutland Street
Boston, Mass.

Brooklyn

Brooklyn children, 5 Museum
Brooklyn Avenue and Park place
Brooklyn, N. V.

Cambridge

Cambridge Museum for Children
Longfellow School
Broadway,
Cambridge 39, Mass.

Charlotte

Charlotte Children's Nature Mu-
seu ril

325 N. Cecil Street
Charlotte, North Carolina.

Colorado Springs

Colorado Springs Fine Arts Center
3o West Dale Street
Colorado Springs, Colorado.

f)cativille
Ho %vine Children's Museum
Deatsville, Alabama.

Dower
Children's Museum
Denver Art Museum
13oo Logan Street
Denver, Colorado

nctroit
Children"; Museum of Detroit
52c5 Cass Avenue
Detroit 2, Mic'higan,

Duluth

Duluth Children's Museum
1132 E. Second Street
Duluth 5, Minnesota.

Forth Worth
Forth Worth Children's Museum
1306 Summit Avenue
Fort Worth, Texas.

Hartford
Children's Museum of Hartford,

Inc.
609 Farmington Avenue
Hartford, Connecticut,

Indio:00h
Children's Museum of Indianapolis
3010 N. Meridan Street
Indianapolis 8, Indiana.

Jacksonville

Jacksonville Children's Museum,
Inc.

rob; Riverside Avenue
Jacksonville 4, Florida.

Jamaica Plain

Children's Museum
66 Burroughs Street
Jamaica Plain 30, Mass.

Kalamazzo

Kalamazoo Museum
355 S. Rose Street
Kalamazoo, Michigan,

dforscheater

Currier Gallery of Art,
192 Orange Street
Manchester, New flamgdhire.

.tfiihrxta
Mishawka Children's Museum
Mishawka, Indiana.

Morristo:on

n Children's Museum
Maple Avenue School
Morristown, New Jersey.
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Nashville

Nashville Children's Museum
724 Second Avenue South
Nashville ro, Tennessee

Palo Alto
Palo Alto Junior Museum
1451 Middlefield Road
Palo Alto, California,

,;.11" r

Pasadena Junior Museum
Pasadena Art Institute
46 N. Los Robles
Pasadena r, California.

San Francisco

Junior Museum
boo Ocean Drive
San Francisco to, California.



San Pedro
Cabrillo Marine Museum
3770 Stephen IL. White Drive
San Pedro, Ciffornia.

Washington

Children's Museum of Washington
Western Avenue at Military Road,

NW
Washington as, D.C.

Wilsonville

Travelling Museum of Shelby
County

Hornaday Memorial Foundation
Wilsonville, Alabama

Type II. Aetna Institutions
with Departments containing
Exhibits and activities for
Children

Buffdo
Albright Art Gallery
I:85 Elmwood Avenue
Buffalo, New York.

Dancir

Dallas Historical Society
Mall of State, Fair Park
Dallas r, Texas

Detroit
Detroit Institute of Art
5:oo Woodward Attu
Detroit, Michigan

Mouston

Museum of Fine Arts of Houston
Main and Montrose Boulevards
Houston 5, Texas.

Los .4 ngeles

Los Angeles County Museum
:Position Park
Los Angeles 7, California

.1/ont(Thir

Montclair Art Museum
3 South Mountain Avenue(
Montclair, New Jersey

Montgomery

Montgomery Museum of Fine Arts
:o5 High Street
Montgomery., Alabama.

Newark

Junior Museum, Newark Museum
{Educational Director)
49 Washington Street
Newark a, New Jersey.

New York

Children's Rooms of the New
York Public Library

476 Fifth Avenue
New York 18, N. Y.

Junior Museum, Metropolitan Mu-
seum of Art

Fifth Avenue at 82nd Street
New York, N. Y.

Norfolk

Norfolk Museum of Arts and
Sciences

Lee Park
Norfolk 7, Virginia.

Omaha

Joslyn Memorial Art Institute
(Educational Director)
:219 Dodge Street

Omaha, Nebraska.

Philadelphia

Philadelphia Museum of Art
(Educational Director)
:oth and the Parkway
Philadelphia 3o, Pa.

The University Museum
(Curator of Education)
33rd and Spruce Streets
Philadelphia 4, Pennsylvania.

Pittsburgh

Carnegie Museum
(Curator of Education)
4400 Forbes Street
Pa burgh r,t. Pa.

Pirisfiefd

The Berkshire Museum
Pittsfield, Massachusetts.

Pro:idence

Art Museum of the Rhode Island
(Childrens Program)
School of Design
:24 Benefit Street
Providence, Rhode Island.
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Reading

Reading Public Museum and Art
Gallery

Reuling, Pennsylvanle.

St. Louis

School of Nations Museum
The Principia
St. Louis, Missouri.

San Diego

The Fine Arts Gallery of San Die-
. go
lialboa Park
San Diego is, California

Sun Francisco

California Peace of Vie
Legion of Honor
Lincoln Park
San Francisco at, California.

Springfield

Museum of Natural History
2,0 State Street
Springfield 5, Massachusetts.

Staten Island

Junior Museum, Staten Island Ins-
titute of Arts and Sciences

75 Stuyvesant Place
Staten Island r, New York.

Trenton

New Jersey State Museum
Trenton, New Jersey.

Tuscaloosa

Alabama Museum of Natural His-
tory

University of Alabama
Tuscaloosa. Alabama.

Iraskiigton

Smithsonian Institution
Washington 25, D.C.

Wiimington

Delaware Art Center
Park Drive at Woodlaivn Avenue.
Wilmington, Delaware.
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Type 3. Adult Institutions
with School Service Depart-
ment but not Special Exhibits
for Children.

Akron

Akron Art Institute
14o East Market Street
Akron, Ohio.

Albany

Albany Institute of History and
Art

(Children's Committee)
125 Washington Avenue
Albany, New York.

New York State Museum
State Education Building
Albany t, New York.

Albuquerque

Museum of Anthropology
University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New :Mexico.

,al fine

Big Bend Memorial Museum
lion IA
Alpine, TeN35.

A ndovcr

Addison Gallery of American Art
Phillips Academy
Andover, Massachusetts.

Ann Arbor

University Museums
Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Auburn

Cavu.a Museum of lL tory and
Art.

Auburn, New York.

Baltimore

Walters Art Gallery
(Director of Education)
boo N. Charles Street
Baltimore, Maryland.

Barites:Mr

Woolaroc Museum
Bartlesville, Oklahoma.
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Baton Rouge

Louisiana Art Commission Gallery
Old State Capitol
Baton Rouge, Louisiana.

Bear Mountain

Bear Mountain Trailside Mut-eurr,,,
Bear Mountain, New York.

Beloit

Theodore Lyman Wright Art Hall
Beloit College
Beloit, Wisconsin.

Bloomfield Hills

Cranbrook Institute of Science
Bloomfield Is, Michigan.

Bost on

Institute of Contemporary Art
133 Newbury Street
Boston 16, Massachusetts

Museum of Fine Arts
(I rtstructor)
465 Huntington Avenue
Boston, Massachusetts.

New England Museum of Natural
History

too Chestnut Street
Boston, Massachusetts

New England Museum of the So-
ciety for the Preservation of
New England Antiquities

HI Cambridge Street
Batton 14, Massachusetts.

/Ire:if/yr:

Brookhi n Museum
(Curator of Educationl
(astern Parkway
Brooklyn 17, New York.

Bat,i,!Vo

Buffalo Museum of Science
Humboldt Park
Buffalo II, New York.

Cambridge
Semitic Museum. Harvard Unis era

city
6 Divinity Avenue
Cambridge 35, Massachusetts

Canton
Canton Art Institute
1)1) Market Avenue North
Canton 3, Ohio.

Canyon

Panhandle-Plains .Museum
Canyon, Texas.

Carbondale
Museum of Natural and Social

Sciences
Southern Illinois University
Carbondale, Blinois.

Charleston

Carolina Art Association
Gibbet Art. Gallery
135 Meeting Street
Charleston, South Carolina.

Charleston Museum
Charleston 16, South Carolina.

Ch Jri al te

Mint Museum of Art
Charlotte, North Carolina.

C bleat°

Art Institute of Chicago
(Educational Dept.)
Chicago 3, Illinois.

Chicago Historical Society
Clark Street at North Avenue
Chicago 14, Illinois,

Chicago Natural History Museum
Roosevelt Road and Lake Shore

Drive
Chicago 5. Illinois.

Museum of Science and Industry
3; th and South Shore Drive
Jackson Park, Chicago 37, Illinois.

Oriertal Institute
University of Chicago
Chicoco 37,

Psychological Museum
Illinois Institute of Tech:17,10:y
33,50 Federal Street
Chicago, it tnois.

Cincinnati
Cincinnati Art Museum
E len Park
Cincinnati O. Ohio.
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Cincinnati Museum of Natural
History

Central Parkway at Walnut Street
Cincinnati, Ohio.

Taft Museum
3:6 Pike Street
Cincinnati 2, Ohio.

Clearwater

Clearwater Art Museum, Inc.
Clearwater, Florida.

Cleveland

Cleveland Health Museum
So: z Euclid Avenue
Cleveland 6, Ohio.

Cleveland Museum of Art
(Supervisor of Children's classes)
East Boulevard
Cleveland 6, Ohio.

Cleveland Museum of Natural His-
tory

vita Euclid Avenue
Cleveland a5, Ohio.

Western Reserve Historical Society
16915-m825 East Boulevard
Cleveland 6, Ohio.

Columbus

Columbus Gallery of Fine Arts
4So East Broad Street
Columbus rs, Ohio.
Ohio State Archaeological and

Historical Society Museum
High Street at r5th Avenue
Columbus. Ohio.

Cr cord
Concord Antiquarian Society
Cambridge Turnpike and Lesina-

ton Road
Concord, Massachusetts.

CV0,;(r5i01, n

Cooperstown Children's Museum
Cooperstown, Nei. York.

Co51tortoi

Johnson-Hurnrickhouse 'Memorial
Museum

Sycamore Street at Third
Coshocton, Ohio.
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Dada:

Dallas Museum of Fine Arta
Fair Park
Dallas, Texas.

Dayton

Dayton Public Library Museum
215 East 3rd Street
Dayton 5, Ohio.

Dearborn

The Edison Institute
Dearborn, Michigan.

Des Moines

State Department of History and
Archives

History Building
Des Moines 19, Iowa,

Detroit

Detroit Historical Museum
445 Merrick Street
Detroit 2, Michigan.

Elmira

Arnot Art Gallery
235 Lake Street
Elmira, New York.

Eric

Erie Public Museum
Sixth and Chestnut
Erie, Pennsylvania.

Eugfru.

Museum of Natural History
University of Oregon
Euaene, Oregon.

Evansville Public Museuru
216 NR' Second Street
Evansville 5, Indians.

flint
Flint Institute of Art
215 \ \'. First Street
flint 3, Michigan.

Feel Tienriderria

Fort Ticonderoga !sfuseuin
Fort T7,tricrogs, New York.



t

Fort Irayne
Alien County-Fort Wayne Histori-

ci,1 Milseurs,
r4:4 Spinney Court
Fort 11.nyne, Indiana

Fort Wayne Art Museum
ro:6 West Berry Street
Fort Wa) re, Indiana.

Freehold
:Monmouth County Historical M-

soriation
70 Court Street
Freehold, New Jersey.

Irtninnt
liar es Memorial
Fremont, Ohio

Gant

GC r Cr a Nature Museum
J unior School
Gezeva, New York.

Gran,/ Rapids
Gmod Rapids Public Museum
Wrisbinaton and Jefferson Avenues
Cr,,hrl Rapids, Michigan.

/1,3'

Neville Public Museum
tru South Jefferson Street
Green Bay, Wisconsin.

Crr+nr

Greensboro Historical .Meseurn
Rich,-rdson Memorial Ciic center
::o ('hush Street
Greensboro, North Carolina.

Wasbinaton County Museum of
Fine Arts

Ilaverstma n, Maryland.

Ilstrrov, r

Ibrtmouth College Museum
Hanover. NEW Hampshire

it:r.ttibnre
Fort Hunter Museum
ft I) :
Harrisburg. Pennsylvania

Hartford
Art Museum, Wadsworth Athe-

neum
Hartford 3, Connecticut.

Hastings
Hastings Musson
House of Ye-terday
Hastings, Neirraska.

Hotland
Netherlands Museum
Holland, Mit hi zan.

Het.shot
Museum of Natural History
Box zo7S
Houston, Tess.

indionapolis
John Herron Art Museum
16th and Pennsylvania Streets
Indianapolis. Ichiaria.

City
Museum of Natural History
State rnivenity of Iowa
Iowa City, Iowa.

frvington
children's Museum in lrvin4on
t,a Main Street
Irvington, Ng-it York.

fr,l(rion City
Missouri Resources Museum
State Capitol Building
Jefferson City, Missouri.

A./M(11f Cit y

Kansas City Museum
351S Gladstone Boulevard
Kansas City 'akisvori

William Rockhill Nelson Geer)
of Art and Atkins Museum

4355 Oak Street
Kn'rsao City 2, Missouri.

The Brick Store Museum
zit Main Street
Ken ,e'Ailk, Maine.

Michigan State Historical Museum
cr.r. N. Wasbinzton Avenue
1 ansina, Ntichimr.
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Laurel
Lauren Rodgers Library and Mu-

seum of Art
Laurel, Mississippi.

LatIMICt

Museum of Natural History
University of Kansas
Laurence, Kansas.

Lincoln

University of Nebraska Art Galle-
ries

Morrill Hall
24th and U Streets
Lincoln 8, Nebraska.

n

J. B. Speed Art Museum
Third and Shipp Streets
Louisville 8, Kentucky.

totcelf
Whistler's Birthplace
243 Northern Street
Lowell, Massachusetts.

.1fasilion

Massillon Museum
212 Lincoln Way E
Massillon, Ohio.

3filteozekce

Milwaukee Art Institute
7;2 North Jefferson
Milwaukee a, Wisconsin

Milwaukee Public Museum
(Curator of I:iliac-alio:0
818 West Wisconsin Avenue
Milwaukee 3. Wisconsin.

Minnearofie

Minneapolis Institute of Art
2oe E zath. Street
Minneapolis 4, Minnesota,

Museum of Natural History
University of :Minnesota

14 Minnesota.

Unisersity of Minnesota Art Gal-
lery

NliinraprOis 11. Minnesota.

Walker Art Center
1710 lyndale Avenue
Minneapolis 3, Alinnesota.

302 f

Moortefoam
Thunderbird Museum
Mt. Laurel Road
Moorestown, New Jersey.

3fcrristown
Morristown National Historical

Park
Boo 749,
Morristown, New Jersey.

Mystic

Marine M'sceum
(Educational Director)
Mystic, Conn.

Pequot-sepos Wildlife Sanctuary
Mystic. Connecticut.

Bedford

Old Dartmouth Historical Society
and Whaling Museum
New Bedford, Massachusetts.

Brans-a,:rk

Geology 'Museum of Rutgers Uni-
versity

New Brunswick, New Jersey.

1Vashington's Headquarters and
Museum

74-78 Liberty Street
Newburg, New York.

New Hawn
Peabody Museum of Natural His-

tory
Yale University
New haven, Conn.

Yale University Art Gallery
New Haven, Conn.

London

Lyman Allet Museum
too Mohegan Avenue
New London, Conn.

Ara, Orlr,:ns
Isaac Delgado Museum of Art
City Park
New OrlGris to. Louii:i t

5". P"I X(,%
Mariner's Museum
NOlr.rt News, Vircinia.



War Memorial Museum of Virgi-
nia

Newport News, Virginia.

Sr.,, Fork

American Museum of Natural His-
tory

Central Park West at 79th Street
New York 24, New York.

Chase National Bank Collection
46 Cedar Street
New York :5, New York.

Museum of Modern Art
Wirector of Education)
TI Rest 53rd Street
New York :9, N.Y.

Museum of Non-Objective Painting
io7: Fifth Avenue
New York, N.V.

Museum of the American Indian
Ileye Foundation
Broadway at 155th Street
New York 32, N.Y.

New York Historical Society
(Junior Supervisor of Education)
Central Park West at vrth Street
New York :4, N.Y.

New York Zoological Society
New York Zoological Park
New York 6o, N.Y.

Norfolk

Hermitage Foundation
North Shore Road, Lochaven
Norfolk 8, Virginia.

Norman

University Museum
Norman, Oklahoma.

Ncricick

Slater Memorial Museum
Norwich Free Academy
Norwich. Connecticut.

Noire.Hanic

Stir-nee Museum
tnicrsity of Nacre )lame
Notre. Dame, Indians

Oberlin

Allen Memorial Art Museum
(Librarian and Instructor)
Oberlin College
Oberlin, Ohio.

Olympia

State Capitol Historical Association
air West 21st Street
Olympia, Washington

Paterson

Paterson Museum
268 Summer Street
l'aterson, New Jersey.

Philadelphia

Academy of Natural Sciences
19th and the Parkway
Philadelphia 3, Pennsylvania.

American Swedish Historical Mu-
seum

igth and Pattison Avenue
Philadelphia 45, Pennsylvania.

Commercial Museum
34th below Spruce Street
Philadelphia 4, Pennsylvania

Franklin Institute Museum
rDirector of Education)
:oth and the Parkway
Philadelphia 3, Pennsylvania.

Pittsburgh

Buhl Planetarium and Institute of
Popular Science
Federal and West Ohio Streets
Pittsburgh 12, Pennsylvania.

Portland

Portland Art Museum
SW Park and Madison
Portland, Oregon.

School of Fine and Applied Art
The Instructor)

Tr; Spring Street
Portland, Maine.

Pro ride nor

Roger Williams P4rk Museum
Providence, Rhode Island.

Richmond

Valentire Museum
lets Fast Clay Street
Richmond, Virginia.
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Virginia Museum of Fine Arts
Richmond, Virginia.

Riverhead

Suffolk County Historical Society
West Main Street
Riverhead, Long Island, N.V.

Rochester

Memorial Art Gallery
(Director of Education)
University of Rochester
University Avenue
Rochester 7, N.V.

Rockland

Farnsworth Library and Art afu-
SCUM

Elm Street
Rockland, Maine.

Saginaw

The Saginaw Museum
11.6 N. Michigan Avenue
Saginaw, Michigan.

St. Johnsbury

Fairbanks Museum of Natural
Science

St. Johnsbury, Vermont.

St. Joseph
St. Joseph's Museum
rith at Charles Street
St. Joseph 13, Missouri.

St. tonir
Academy of Science of St Louis
Museum of Science
Oar Lindell Boulevard
St. Louis 8, Missouri.
City Art Museum of St. Louis
Forrest Park
St. Louis c. Missouri.

Division of Audio-Visual Education
4466 Olise Street
St. Louis 8, Missouri.

St Paul
Minnesota Historical Society
St. Paul 1. Minnesota.
The Science Museum

Un is ersity As roue
St Paul r. Minnesota.
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San Antonio

Witte Memorial Museum
Brackenridge Park
San Antonio (7, Texas.

Santa Fe
Museum of Navajo Ceremonial Art
Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Schenectady

Schenectady Museum
37 Steuben Street
Schenectady 7, N.V.

Scranton

Everhart Museum
(Curator of Education)
Nay Aug Park
Scranton so, Pennsylvania.

Sot f tic

Seattle Art Museum
(Director of Education)
Volunteer Park
Seattle, 1,Vashington.

Washington State Museum
University of Washington
Seattle, Washington.

South Bind

Northern Indiana Historical So-
ciety

it: South Lafayette Boulevard
South Bend, Indiana.

Springfield

Illinois State Museum
Second and Jackson Streets
Springfield, Illinois.

George Walter Vincent Smith Art
Museum

227 State Street
Springfield 5, Massachusetts.

Museum of Fine Arts
46 Chestnut Street
Springfield 5, Massachusetts.

Springfield Art Museum
Springfield, Missouri.

Sturbrage
(114 Sturbridge \
Sturbridge, Nfassachuseits



Syracuse

Syracuse Museum of Fine Arts
407 James Street
Syracuse 3, New York.

Syracuse Museum of Natural Scien-
ce

Lyman Hall, Syracuse University
Syracuse, New York.

Terre Mute
Shelden Swope Art Gallery
Terre Haute, Indiana.

Toledo

Toledo Museum of Art
Toledo 2, Ohio.

Tulsa

Philbrook Art Center
(Educational Director)
:727 Rockford Road
Tulsa, Oklahoma.

Utica

Munson - Williams- Proctor Institute
312-3IS Genesee Street
Utica 4, New York.

Wall ham

Gore Place
Waltham 54, Massartusetts

Waihington

Corcoran Gallery of Art
Washington 6, D.C.

ll'est Palm Beach
Norton Gallery and School of Art
Pioneer Park
West Palm Beach, Florida.

1Viehita

Wichita Art Association
401 N. Belmont Avenue
NVichita. Kansas.

Wilmington

Historical Society of Delaware.
Old Town Hall
Wilmington 24, Delaware.

Williamsburg

Colonial Williamsburg
(Director of Education)
Goodwin Building
Williamsburg, Virginia.

Worres1 et

Museum of Natural History
Is State Street
Worcester, Massachusetts.

Worcester Art Museum
(Curator of Education)
55 Salisbury Street
Worcester S. Massachusetts.

Yonkers

Hodson River Museum at Yonkers
Trevor Park
Yonkers, New York.

Foungstot,

Butler Art Institute
524 Wick Avenue
Younestoun, Ohio.

Zanesville

Art Institute
Nlapte and Adair Avenues
Zanesville, Ohio.

kV% SIT

Honolulu

Honolulu Children's Museum
P.O. Bon 3530
Honolulu 1I.
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Condit, Louise, E pluribus unurn, The story of an exhibition
in the Junior Museum, Metropolitan Museum of Art. (American
heritage, New York, vol. 2, Feb. 1948, p. ri-14)

This account of one of the Junior Museum's periodic offerings for
school children describes the selection of the exhibit theme, the °Netts,
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Reviews briefly the series of cur,ent exhibits of the rnicroworld, the
production and use of wood, a coal mine, a model electric railroad and
the Navy Department's display of radar as latest developments in the
fields of science and industry.

Corning, Hobart M. Mansion willed to Omaha schools becomes
Hoard of Education headquarters and houses new Children's
museum. (School 112,11 lgt-Mtni end school supply and equip-
wolf rues, New York, vol. 14, Nov. -Dec. 1944, p. 95-100).
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influence ',jinn the (-realise mock of the if aidIttS and upon the put ils'
sicorr.us and (realise learriine A justification is Lis en in ler 11 F. of tic
rn175,cuni'l 'salur5 for all acv as an a,:cnt of c.--.1a111 with
and neizfsh,Thr,-.4., and a: an 10 f,t,,r to pouf =ii Ir. nine. ant a

roadenine. of know;ehze
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Dale, Edgar. Audiol visual methods in teaching. New York.
The Dryden Press, 1947, 53o p. Index.

The accounts of Exhibits and Museums in chapter 6 indicate a change
in the general concept of such services from "collecting" as an activity
to providing for a "diffusion of knowledge". A review is given of
educational services available from museums.

Derbyshire Education Committee. Museum service. Derby, 1949,
33 P.

An illustrated account of the work of the Derbyshire museum service
in lending material to schools.

Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Canada. Assistance to schools
from museums and art galleries, (Education bulletin, Ottawa,
n9 r, 1938).

Dorokbov, A. Moscow Gallery co-operates with schools in

educational work. (The .11nscunts journal, London, vol.
n" 12, March 1947, 239-240),

Duval, Paul. Toronto's Art Gallery explores education, (Saturday
night, Toronto, vol. 6 t , Sept. 1945. p. 16).

Eckhardt, Ferdinand. Methodik der Cehungen im Betrachten
von Kunstwerken. (Intonational( Zcifschrift Jiir Erzichangs-
wissenschaf 1Vien. 5. Jahrgang 3. lieft, 1949).

Eckhardt, Ferdinand. Kunsterziehung voni Museum 2US. In :
lusische Erziehung. Ernst Klett Verlag, Stuttgart, 1950.

(Report of a paper given to the KunstpVagogische Kongress,
Fulda, 1949).

Eckhardt, Ferdinand, Erziehung zur Kunst. (Geistige
Munchen, Juli 1951).

Educational news and editorial comment. The educational
program of a metropilitan museum. (Tire Lionel:tory school
journal, Chicago, vol. 46, April 1946 415.417).

Reviews briefly responsibilities of the supervisor of education for the
Museum of Science and Industry in Chicago and indicates such pro-
gram topics in general science for boys and girls as "The Evolution of
Telling Time", "Automobiles from then to now'', and ''The story of a
newspaper".

Elliott, Bernice. This museum belongs to the children. (The
Nation's schools. Ness. York, vol. 30. Dec. 1942, p. 20-22),

A descr'pti,m of the physical setting and program of the Childrc
Museum of Roston, Emphasims principles of good arrangement for
eAhiMI-4. of staff under,tandina of children's needs. and of ei-ioyeiati,d)
betucen school and museum staff members in planning

i5 pli ed on the Stimulus ovoid for rtsealioz leut
lkik and On ol'i.'etonilies f sminz esecpti,,a1 elo/licn
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Elwonger, Ruth. Museums for children. (Recreation, New
York, vol. 39, Nov. 1945, P. 3S3-401, 445).

Accounts are given of opportunities for boys and girls to join "What-)
"Why", and "How" clubs and of the effects of museum services upon
growth of children's interests and upon community sponsorship of the
services. Proposals are made for community sponsorship of a "system
of satellite neighbohood museums-.

Fitzjohn, Audrie E. The museum and the child. (Tkc Museums
journal, London, vol. 40, no & to Jan.-Feb. 1941 p. 267-271,
p. 292-296).

Describes methods of using museum material plth children, with special
reference to experience at Leicester.

Folch y Torres, J. Conversa :non el rt .ostres sobie la vislta de
les escoles als museus d'art. (Botheii del; Afv.seus d'Ari le
Barcelona, vol. 5, n" 49, Juny 1935, p. 565-174).

Paper read at a Teachers' meeting in Barcelona in rots on collabora-
tion between education and museum stalls and on school visits to art
museums. (Reviewed in Mduseich, information mensuelle, 4o/41,
juin-juillet r, 35, p. 47-4S).

Foley, John P. &c Anastasi, Anne. flle work of the Children's
Federal Art Gallery. (School and &tidy, New York, vol. 45,
n'. 1253, Dec. 3s, 1938, p. S59-861).

A report of a community art center service for children developed
during the economic depression to serve all children to help develop
their freedom of expression.

Forbes, John Ripley. A museum for your children. (Recreation,
New York, vol. 39, 91, Oct. II:45, P. 360-633).

In concluding an account of muse-inn activities of interes' to children
the author shows how small cnniiunities as well as large cities can
nrcarsi/e, secure proper staff members and offer a museum to children.

Forbes, John Ripley. Children's museums for every community.
(Mr- Nation's srools, Xev York, vol. 37, May 1946, p. 20-22,

A travelling rouseu-n opens new horizons fo: rural school chiliren.
Programs of fun and discovery in nr.to,,i1 and social sciences as well
as movies, radio and "live" exhibits are included as both teachloa ;ids
and extensions of children's esperieases.

Garrison, Mrs. William Lloyd, 3rd. Children's museum;.
(Sim-a educational ne:cs, San Francisco, vol. 36. Feb. 1940.
P. 3;1.

Gives a brief history of the 40 sears of service risen by the 11r7,41>
thidreo's 'fuseurir and includes a list of rz such center et's-ratio:
during coin in cities lxciltd in the ("Hurd States

11
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Garrison, Mrs. William Lloyd, 3rd. Nature for the city child.
(Recreation, New York, vol. 34, April 1940, p. 29-31).

Shows the social as well as the learning values for children in museum
club activities and in responsibilities taken for the care of exhibits.

Garrison, Mrs. William Lloyd, 3rd & Shippen, Katherine.
Bees and children. (Ilygcia, Chicago, vol. 21, n1 2, Feb. 1943,
P. 157-159).

A detailed account of a six year old's Bee Club in the Brooklyn Chil-
dren's Museum, its study of the habits and sock' organization of bees,
and skills required to care for them,

Glasgow Corporation. Educational Experiment 1941-1931, 67 p.
The work of the Education Department of the Glasgow museums and
Art Gallery, particularly in dealing with organised visits of school-
parties.

Glover, Katherine. Workshops of wonder, Children's museums
are creative laboratories of leisure. (The Child, Chicago, Feb.
1949, P. 13, P. 114-116).

A graphic account is given of the rich museun, services provided for
children in fourteen cities. Illustrations show the cooperative reia-
tie whips between museums and the schools, and the experiences pro-
vided by the museums for school children.

Goverman, Lorraine. Turtle ? Snuffbox ? Canoe ? Ask Miss
Wing. (Minnesota journal of (direction, Minneapolis, vol. 29,
n" 16, April 1949. P. A4)

Describes the founding of the Duluth Children's Museum, the co-ope-
ration of the Board of Education in operating the museum and the
services provided for school children.

Gunther, Erna. The museum and the public schools(Washington
Starr curriculum journal, vol. 7, May 1948, p. 16-20).

Looks forward to a program of museum development in the Stare of
SVashinglon with special reference to school needs. The author indi-
cates art, social and natural history as principal types of service to
consider and suggests initial steps to take in preparation for a museum.

Harrison, Molly. An organic approach to architectural apprecia-
tion at the Geffrye NIuseurn. (Arehitectural dolga, 1.ondwi
July 1944. p. 160-266).

A copiously illustrated article on one aspect of work with children at
the Gefirye Museum.

Harrison, Molly. Draft plan for a contemix.rary educational
(77b .1/ seer ur;ic journal, 1 onr4on, %.01, 45, n' 9. 14..c.

4945 P. 153-154 ).
A memorandum on the preconditions for tqat)11,j,inz a rn,),.cum
would help children to understand the r,,ntrn)ptAr) %%q1.1 and Ilsir
0:ice in it

1 t 2
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Harrison, Molly. The use of museums by junior children.
(National Frocbel Foundation bulletin, London, n° 51, April
194S, p. 12-13, and n° 52, jut), 794S, P. 7-4)

Harrison, Molly. A new approach to history in a London
museum. (Museum, Unesco, Paris, vol. 1, IV 3-4, Dec. t948,
p. ISS-192).

The use of material in the Geffrye Museum, London, to assist in the
teaching of history.

Harrison, Molly. New educational methods in a London museum.
(Schlol nature study journal, London, Oct. 1949, p. 50-51)

Harrison, Molly, Museum adventure: The story of the Ceffrye
Museum. London, Univ. of London Press, 195o, 176 p.

Harrison, Molly. The museum in education. (The Times
educational supplement, London, n' 1776, May 13, 1949, P. 314).

An evaluation of the education work of MUSEUMS in the United States
including school and holiday services for children.

Haupt, Charlotte. The elementary school museum, how it can
happen and what it can do. (Ohio schools, Columbus, vol. 26
Jiec. 1945, P. 416-417).

The substitution of small room exhibits for the noon-time "waiting
lines" of children led to the beginning of an elementary school museum.
Initial loan exhibits were provided by the Natural History Museum.
.A "one idea plan" was devised to sustain children's interest and resulted
in exhibits on such topics as ''Stone Age", "Baby Transportation",
"Iridescence ". These are now in circulation among several school
buildings.

Hawkes, Sacquetta. Museums and general education. (The
Husain:5 journal, London, vol. 46, n" 9, Dec. 1946, p. 161-166).

A paler read at the Brighton Conference of the Mi.scuros Association.

Heggen, Carol. Worcester's museum of miracles. (Coronet,
Chicago, vol. 24, Sept. 1948, p. 54-58).

Describes a new life riven to the local Natural History Museum through
developing u inter outdoor programs and a summer day-camp for chil-
dren as well as developing loan collections for schools, a periodical and
a second museum center for children in a crowded district of the city,

Heise, C. G. Grunds;itzliche Erw5gungen zur Umgestaltung des
Museurnswesens. (Kunstchronik, Nliinchen, 4 jahrgang. Okt.
19511. Report of a paper given to the Kunsthistorikertag.

1951.

Heller, Carolyn M. (ed.) The young child in the mu cum.
New ;irk, Newark MU`CUII1, 1936. 27 p.
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Hoban, Charles F. The museum extend_ the class room. (Arts
in childhood, series 11, Bulletin 4, 1947, p. so). (Association
for arts in childhood, New York).

Points to the Philadelphia museums as exciting places where people go
for "dramatic experiences among rich collection of achievements of
past and present, far and near". Recounts the well-related services
provided for children by the Academy of Natural Science, the Art
Museum, the Zoo, the Commercial Museum, the University Museum.
and the Atwater Kent Museum.

Folke. 31useer och skolor. (S.,1-nska inusccr, Stock-
holm, 193S, p. 5-20). (Museums and schools).

Holzhauer, Mildred. The Newark Museum's summer program
for young people (School ads, lloston, vol. 45, May 1946.
p. 300-301).

Describes the Junior museum's summertime four day weekly program
of arts, crafts and modelling clubs open to all museum members.
Goals include development of keener appreciation and understanding
of man's creative work in the fields of arts and science.

Howard, Rossiter. Principles of museum education. (Museum
;cork, Providence, vol. 6, Nov.-Dec. 1923, p. 121-124)

Johnston, Frances. Saturday morning at the Art Museum.
(Food for though'. Organ of the Canadian Association for adult
education, Toronto, Feb, 1947, p. 18.32).

Klein, Ernst. Ilandledning vid nagra lektioner i Nordiskri museet
och Livrwdkarnmarr...n. Stockholm, 1935. (Teachers' guide to
lessons in the Nordiska Mused and royal armoury).

Komorzynski, Egen. Schulbesuch im museum. (Oestem
Lehrtrz! &rue, \Vicn 4. ihrg. 11 Heft, Nov. 1950).

Lameere, Jean. La conception et l'organisation modernes des
musics d'art et d Idstoire, partie Le role educatif, les relations
avec les ecoles. (Moustion, Paris, vol. 12. 1930, p. 290-296).

Lefrancq, Jacques. Le rule social des musses : on eNemple beige.
CU east-ion, Paris, vol. 3, 1927. p. 244-251).

Lenkei, Susan. 'The role of the children's museums in modern
prilazoo. (5 typeu (Men pages. Translation of an article in

b's, Budapest. n' 7, 1945).

Lesltvoix, Rene. Le point de VIM dun educateur sur le rOle
lfuceum, Cneseo. Paris, v)). 2, n' 3, 1949 i'

Tr4
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Lindsay, Sir Hany. Educational work of the Imperial Institute.
(The Schoolmaster, London, vol. rso,. ri° 2164, Jan. IS, 1951,
p. 86-S7).

The work of the Institute in using its collections to teach children
about the people and products of the British Commonwealth.

Livesay, Anne. Museum on wheels. (Illinois School Board
journal Springfi ld, vol. 16, First Quarter, 1949. p. 11-12).

A count of visitors to the Illinois State Museum showed such a small
fraction of State visitors that a travelling museum unit has been pro-
vided to take to the schools the history of the State from its past to
the present.

Livesay, Anne. Wonders of our world. (Illinois (duration,
31ount Morris, col. 37, p. 260-26r. :March 1949).

School services made available by the Illinois State Museum throuzli
its museurnmobile include science exhibits ranging from archaeology to
zoology, publications, a loan service, and organized ciass visits to the
State Museum in Springfield.

Low, Theodore Lewis. The educational philosophy and practice
of art museums in the United States. New York, Columbia
University, Teachers College, 194S 245 p. (Contributions to
education, n" 942).

Includes the development since IS70 of educational proizrams in art
museums. and a summary of current opinion about the ;dace of museum
instructional Kesices in the school programs.

Lunsingh-Scheurleer, D. F. School en museum. (Tijdschrift,
01>;.coling, Irctenschrip, Kirituur-!nschcrming, n° 6, as maart.
1944. p. r -6).

McCurry, Harry 0. Educational v..ork in Canadian museums.
(Huss 7ri:2, Uncsco, Paris, vol. 1. 3.4, Dec. 1948, p. 127-130).

McQueen, H. C. E :oration in New Zealand : an

account of experiments assisted by the Carnegie Corporation of
New York. Christchurch, New Zealand Council for educational
research, 1942. 64 p. (Studies in education, n' 7)

Maul:Inter, Harland. Mu.seums don't have to be stuffy. (The
Sat irdey po31, Philadelphia. n' 221. Jan. 15. 1949
p. 32-331. Condensed in the Reader's Digest, Pleasantville.
n- 54, April 1949, p. 27-30.

fle.serihes 'live- scientific and technical eamt-,tts realm to
ni:,chirer)., and human life pti)% i,i01 in PjA11, for cliildrci vrrlf
as adults.

Manter, Mildred E. Children's Clubs and museum games.
(1/werwr Washington. vol. 15, to 2, May 15.1037. p. r, -7l.
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Melton, Arthur W. Problems of installation in museums of
art. Washington, American association of museums, 1935, vii.
269 p. (American association, new series, n° 14).

Melton, Arthur W., Feldman, Nita 0. & Mason, Charles W.
Experimental studies of the education of children in a museum
of science. Studies in museum education, edited by Euward
S. Robinson. Washington, American association of museums,
1936, C7, eo( p. (American association, new series, n" 13).

Mexine, J. NIus6es et expositions pour les enfants. 1/9301,
p. 93- ro6.

Organisation of regular and circulating exhibitions by the Moscow
educational museum, tsescription of different experiments carried out
concerning children's education through

Moberg, Carl-Axel. Bra museilektioner (Tieliiir:i; for
Stockholm's Folskskolor, nov. 1949, p. 3-5).

Comparative idudy of the different methods adopted by 5riedidr.
illani5h and Nor%ccaian museums for children's edt.cation.

Moberg, Carl-Axel. Rappurt sur les programmes creducaii,,,n des
musees sth"dois, 193o. 2 types., ritten p.

llonsen, Courtenay. Museums where children may touch as
wen as look. (clijornia jow,h2/ of el (moiler y
Sacramento, vol. 13, Feb. 1945. p. 172-ISO).

stimulating account of principles and policies esseatial for effectixe
museum programs and services that meet children's needs. Thee
include facilities scald to child sift, rInscly interrelated ActiNitit=. and
exhihits enriching the currirulur.r. SUirV.e$.1.1071S are offered for raral ac
...s mill as tit.- school Caildren.

Moore, Eleanor M. Youth in museums. Philadelphia. Univ. of
Pennsylvania Press, 194 r, so,; p.

.3. survey itport of the maa5cum work for children and your, per-,'.a in
owl. a hundred art, historical and seiertina rarra-cums in the Ui.itel
States and (.3r.:10.3 is prt-ChRed lath descriptions of activities. raNi, a-
tion5, r.51.ihir5, and co ..Irrale, c endeaso7.:.

Moss, Doris, .1n ar,cnal for dtmoctacy at )ork.
;5, l)ec. h)1;, p, tot-too).

i'r o.rars of tie museum- a unii of t' c
and radio Oiid n of the 1;oard of c,!rhation.- are I

Sr imporrart part in guidri_ of of 5 ,o
r. c .5 for rd..-
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Matter, Persia, The Junior museum retrospective exhibition at
the Newark Museum. (School arts, Boston, vol. 4S, n° 7, March
1949, 11 224).

The Junior museum marked its so years of service with an exhibit of
its activities including the art. nature work, and crafts of the 4 year-olds
on through young people of high school age. The Junior Museum is
recognized as a vital force in the community.

Les musks et l'enseignement. (Museum, Paris, Unesco, vol. 1,

n" 3/4, 194S).

luscum and Schule. Berlin Zentralinstitut fair Erziehung, and
Unterricht, 1930, 152 p., 16

Papers read at the Conference held by the blerlin Cent,a1 Institute of
education and instruction in April 5929 on relations between schoo's
and museums, The proceedings together with illustrations of school
children's works are included in the volume. Detailed review in Mua
2./01, Paris, vol. 17/tS, top, p. 213.

Nev, i' education telkAship. Cultural heritage and the child.
Report of a conference. (.Ye.:;' education frito;,.ship IrtrUctiu,

London, n" 59, Oct. 1949, p. 4-6).
A report of a conference on children and museums and art galleries.

New Notes (Aria-kiln //critugc, New York. vol. 3, n'' 52, Feb.
tot.)). American Assuciat:011 for State and local History.
coop.rstown, Nev.- York.

Announces the drilcation of a mitseummobile by (.e fllinois Stf.e
.'du=rum. This transient musgum is designed to take exhibits to schools
of the State. I:non ra as a "cab-cwerenginc- type of vehicle, it has
33 feet of cvaution space. Tie current :t relate the 1-11.t.,ry
of Illinois.

(ioict, champ d'activitt et place. des musi,es &enfants clans 13

col!ectivite. Rapport do t'onilte ICOM riuses &enfants. Mexico-
City. 22 octobre 10947, to p.

Pallat, Ludwig. Le muse et Pecole. (310usciott, Paris. vol. 9.
19:9, p. 236-243).

Palmer, Jacquel5tc. An educational experiment at the Natural
I Museum. tNationdl Fmcbcl Fewrdaticrt bratti$:.

n 63, April 1950, p. 6-to).
The establishment of a Children's Centre at the Museum, and its
vith unaccompanied child visitors,

Palmer, Jacqueline. An experiment in voluntary study: Children
at the Natural I ti-tory Museum. I Ti-no-s cdlcollicir;.2/

suPPer4021, London, May 12, 1950, p. 362).
The establishment of t Junior Naturalists' Cab
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Parsons, Beatrice. Docentry in the children's museum. Detroit
public schools, Division of instruction, Detroit, Board of
education, 1949, 27 p. (Publication 341).

I Ws the docent's work as including an understanding of children at
different age levels, ability to adjust programs to group size and time
available, and to capitalize on interests expressed by the boys and girls.
Examples of programs are included.

Piesker, H. G. Rapports de Peco le et des mus6es. (3louseion,
suppl6inent mensuel, l'aris, avril 1939, p. 3).

Review of a paper published in 11uscionskande, Heft 3, fo3,S,

Powel, Lydia. The Art Museum come to the school New York.
flarper and Brothers, 1944, 156 p.

Values achieved by museum-school cooperation during a three-year
high school experiment are suggestive for elementary school staff mem-
bers. Benefits cited for boys and girls include increased insight into
ex use of art in home and industry and its help in roirkinz us kind t
people around the world.

Purwin, Louise. Wonder--The beginning of wisdom. (The
educational Forum, Menasha, vol. 8, Nov. 1943, p. 69-73).

The development of the Palo Alto Junior Museum as a community
service was begun in to34 to meet the need for a leisure time center for
children and youth. Volunteer directors are considered as leaders not
teachers. They provide recreation clubs and guidance pro;,:rarrs.
Sciences and arts are emphasized.

Ramsey, Grace Fisher. Children see and do in this museum-
school. (The Na .iehools, New York, vol. 3z, Jan. 1943,
1,- 46-4S)

A joint project of the schools and the American Museum of Natural
History provided a full day program of activities for ,t,ildren of grades
5 through c. Interpretation of exhibits. movies. demonstrations and
the planetarium show children the foundation of our world. our civi-
lization. and our democratic ways of life.

Ramsey, Grace Fisher. Educational work in museums of the
United States. New York, ff. W. Wilson, 193$, 2S9 p.

Contains a detailed six-page bibliography on museums.

Ramsey, Grace Fisher & Cypher, Irene F. Mexican interlude.
'Wool arts, Boston. vol. 45, p. 259-261).

An adaptation of museum exhibits to the current learnin: interests of
boys and girls N%a.S demonstrated at the American Museum of Natural
History with a "Mexican Art and Craft Center. Children observed
craftsmen making pottery and jewelry, weaving cloth and baking

they saw movies of the dances and arts of Mexico: f.rard nolbc
music and saw native dances.

Rehnberg, Mats. Den organ iscrade skol unde ix isningen Sid
Stoekho'rnsmusecrna. (Szczisk.1 rinc(,p. Stockholm, 1o47. n 1).
111.gani,c(1 school education in the Stockholm museums).
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Reyher, Becky. Do you belong in a museum ? (Mademoiselle,
New York, vol. 24, Dec. 1946, p. 202.203, 333-336).

Discusses the responsibilities of a director for a children's museum and
the preparation needed for this type of work.

Rhoads, Mabel Gordon. Pupils learn by asking at the Franklin
Institute, Philadelphia Public schools. (Curriculum news and
views, Philadelphia, June r947, vol. 2, p. 3).

What makes the stars twinkle ? Are there any people on Mars ?
These and similar questions are answered by demonstrations fitted to
the interests and ages of pupils served by the Institute.

Robinson, Edward Stevens. The behavior of the museum
visitor. Washington, American Association of museums, 1928,
72 p. (American association, new series, 5).

Robinson, Edward Stevens. University training of the museum
worker. (3fuscunr News, Washington, vol. 14, n" 9, Nov. 1,
1926, p. 7-S).

Role i.ducatif des musees, methocles actuelles et resultats. Compte
rendu de la reunion d'experts tenue a Paris en octobre 1927.
(House-ion, Paris, vol. 1/3, 1927, p. 252-265).

Russell, Charles. A philosophy of museum education. Depart-
ment of education, The American museum of Natural Ilistory,
New York, 1948. (Mimeographed).

Ryan, Jerry. Creative enjoyment at the l'alo Alto Junior
Museum. (School arls,1;oAon, vol. 47, June 1948, P. 335-338).

Started in dr prcssion years the museum now has its own building. is a
division of the city's Recreation Commission, and has an advisory
board. Close cooperation exits with the public schools in program
planning.

Schwitz, Hermann. La section romaine du Wallraf-Richartz
Museum de Cologne : un exemple de ]'utilisation des musks
par Tecole. (3/oracion, Paris, vol. 21/22, 5933, p. 22S-233).

Scottish Education Department. Libraries, museums and art
galleries. A report of the Advisory Council on education in
Scotlandlondon, II. M. Stationery Office, 5951, 54.5 P.

Selling, 0. Les activite's educatives des minces suedois. (.1/uscum,
Unesco. Paris. vol. 1, n'' 3'4 1945, p. 130-134 and p. 250-251).

Stettbacber, H. Scfmeinrische Schulmuseen and SchrIausstel-
lung n. fur Sch:z<i:cri5chr Urtfrtrichrs4 isca, Aarau,
21. Jhrg., 5939).
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Stretton, Grace. The museum and the school. Teaching of
history leaflet nu 6, Historical Association, 1949, It p.

Strombom, Sixten. L'education populaire au musk national de
Stockholm. (Houseion, Paris, vol. 21-22, 1933, p. Ss and p. SS-
89).

Suede. Les MU4eS et l'ecole. (Mouseion, Paris, vol. 49-50, 1940,
P. 75-94).

Swanton, E. W. Guide to the Hasiemere educational museum.
llaslemere, 1946, 12 p.

Swanton, E. W. A Country museum : The rise and progress of
Sir Jonathan Hutchinson's educational museum at Haslemere.
llaslemere, 1947, 253 P.

Todd, Irene. Ottawa children know their museum. (Canadian
geographical journal, Ottawa, vol. 42, April 1951, p 176)

Training for museum work. (Museum work, Provid,ence, vol. S,
n" 3, June r, 1930, p. 9-10).

Tullock, Margaret Dewolf. Brooklyn Children's museum :

What we do and how we do it. Brooklyn, 1950, 24 P.

United Kingdom. Board of education. Memorandum on the
possibility of increased co-operation between public museums and
public educational institutions. London. H. N. Stationery
Office, 1931, 45 p. (Educational pamphlets, n" S7).

Van der Stigcbel, J. W. B. Organisation and working methods
of the museum of education in The Hague. Den Haag, Museum
voor het Ondcrwijs, Ir. d, j, it p., 14 ill.

Van Gelder, H. E. De Musca en de Jeugd. Mededeelingen ran
den Dien:4 voor Kunsten en Wetenschappen der Gerneente-
's-Gravenhagf:, 1939, Deel VI, Eerste Stuk.

ItVieW in Mowriort, Farm, suppliment men5.urt. janvier to.to, p. c.

Van Gelder, H. E. De Musea tn de Rug& Mededeelingen an
den Dienzzt voor Kunsten en Wetenschappen der Gerneenta-
's-Cravenhage, Jaargang 1940. heel IV, Tweede Stuk.

Varied et sources of art museum. Water se/Rvie, Cincinnati.
vol. 1, April 8, 1949. p. 30).

An account of the books. colintiNn5 of print.,, ph,,tor3{,hz. slides. an i
ucckly frocram provided for Wool use th!oueh the Cirvirnati A-
Mu5.curn.
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Vitry Paul. L'education par les muskes. Bale, Ed. Holbein, 1938.
(In : vol 2 des actes du 14 Congres international d'histoire
de l'art, 1936, p. 192-203).

Weierheiser, Ruh W. A museum's "do-something" club. (The
Journal of education, Boston, vol. 127, Nov. 1944, p. 272-274).

The Buffalo Museum of Science offers a 6-week Summer program of
craft work related to topics selected by boys and girls io to 05 years
of age. Space is lacking for younger children. Groups are limited to
10. A general topic for each week's work is selected by vote. {See
also School Arts, Boston, 43; 18-120, Dec. 1943).

Winslow, Leon L. The standard school museum installation.
(American School Board journal, Milwaukee, vol. 117, Nov.
1948, P. 31-32)

Describes the construction of Baltimore's central school museum facili-
ties for continuing displays of the creative art of pupils from kinder-
garten through high school levels. Dimensions and building materials
as well Is brief accounts of children's work exhibitions are given.

Wittlin, Alma S. The museum : its history and its tasks in
education. London, Routledge & Regan, Paul, 1949, 297 P.
(International library of sociology and social reconstruction).
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INDEX

Academic approach, 23-26.
Accessions, 82.
Activity methods, 45, 39, 62.
Admission fees, 44, 47, 58, 61, 72.
Adolescents, 4, 7, 10, 16, 39, 46, 77.
Adult museums, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 56, 60.
Adults, 4, 5, 31, 39, 6o, 66.

s. a, : Adult museums.
America, vii, 7749.

s. : Canada; Children's Museums, America: Cnited States.
:Unction Association of Unitcrsily Women, ;g.

6, g.
Amsterdam, 41, 46, so:
Animals, live, 82.
Anthropology and ethnology, collections and teaching, 3. 6, I:, 37, SI, S1.

museums, 41, 73, So, 35.
Archaeology, collections and teaching, 3.
Army Education Corti, 65.
Art, Centres, 71.

, collections and teaching, 6, 7, 34, 63, Sr, 54:
-- ,exhibitions, 49, 71.
- museums and galleries, II, 26, 27, 31. 32, 33, 35, 42, 45. 73, SO, Si, 55.

, $. Crafts; Industrial Design,
.4els council, 71.
Auditoriums, s. : Childrea's rooms; Classrooms; Lecture and Ilicdnaion

rooms.
Belgium, 51.
Berne, so.
Biology, exhibits, so.
Blind children s. itandicai'ped children
Botany : $. 75:atural History.
Boy and Girl Scouts, Q so.
British Comra,mwealth, vii, 1, s5-74

-- Empire : $. British Coromonssea.th; Great 1:rit
Campaign for museums, SO.

Girl', .30
Canada, Sc.
Captions and descriptives notes, 0, 14, 17, 4o, 5i.

$ a. : Labels.
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Cass, porta'Ae, 83.
ilatalognes, sr.
Ceramics, S. 78, 87
Charts, 11, 14, 67.

s. a. : Diagrams.
Chemistry : s. Physics and Chemistry.

hild irr/f,art Exhibition, London, 53.
Children activities in museums : s. Children's programs: Work with

children.
Departments, 1, ro, 23, 77.
5. a. ; Department of Education; Educational Services; fu;;irr
hfusrums.

Gallery, 65.
s. a. : Children's Room.
museum, London, 53.
museums, vii, 3-It.

America, vii, 3, 6, 8, 9, to, ft, 37, 77,
52, 53, 435, 86.

, collections : s. Collections for children.
Europe, 6, 7, 37-38, 39, 66.

, staff, 8, 8o-St.
projirarns, 84-S9.

s. a. : Children's activities.
-- Room, 23, 35, .33, 63.

Classes and lessons, :3, 57, 6t-6:.
Classification, scientific, 3, 37-33.
Classrooms, if, 69, 70.
Clubs, 9, ro, 65, 72, Ss.
Collections, display methods, 4, 5, 4t.

, for children, 9-10, 40, 43, 81-54.
, permaneat : s. Exhibitions, permanent.
, rebuilding,

Commonwealth: s. British Commonwealth.
Community Chest, so.

Youth Centres, 9.
Competition, Gos,

s. a.: Prizes for children.
Copenhagen, 41.
Counra of In,rhotrill Dr,ign, 71.
County Art Organisers, 71.

-- Crate Organisers, 72.

Courses ter teachers. 43. 47.4,., SZ, :2, Sr, S,,k.
a. : Lecturers. (raining

Ctafts, ;;,, s!..
Curators : s. staff.
Dark rooms, for photograph!, -,s.
Deaf children s. Handicapped children
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Demonstration rooms : a. Children's Room; Classrooms.
Denmark, 47, 51.
Department of Education, Museums, 6o.

s. a. : Educational Services.
Diagrams, 14, ar, 5o, 67.
Dioramas and habitat group*, to, 5o, 82, 83.
Drawing, 4o, 57, 58, 63, 64, 87.
Dutch Indies : s. Indonesia.
Ecology, 12.
Education Authorities, a3, 27, 67, 68, 72.

-- Committee of the City Corporation, Manchester, 37.
Department, Council of Industrial Design, 71

Educational activities, 40, 41.
s. a. : Children's programs; Work with children.
Museum, Haslemere, 56, 57.

SServices, , 39e-4161Y:435' 57..6

s. : Department of Education.
Educationalists : a. Teachers; Museum educationalists.
Enquiry, made by children, 45.
Epidiascope, 69,
Ethnology a. Anthropology and ethnolocy.
Europe, 3, 6, 7, 9, 14, 19.

, Continental, 2, 37-51.
Vestern, vii.
s. a.: British Commonwealth; Children's Museums, Furope; Great
Britain.

Exhibition bows, portable, 71, 83.
of friawrs from tkc Museum of 4a.

problems, in general, si- 2 2
stands, 71.

Exhititions, didactic, 14. 16. 10, 40, 45-4U
. educational : a. 'Exhibitions, didactic

. for children, special, :o, ro, 5e, 64
s. a. : Collections for children.

. of children's work, 45, 46, 64. 69.
, of Nittings, 46.
, permanent, 9, 11-13.
, sue, 16-10.

temporvry, 11-13, 38, 7o.
s, a. Eshibil, circulatir,

Exhibits, cirkulaVoz. 49, 49, 80.
maP vial, 49, 50-

Expeditions, arihae,,!c_..tical and ;eolozical : a Field-trips.

Explanatory : Car,Iinrs and detAripti,,c
Extension ,t ork of rnw-curn5, 51.

rru:eurrA;
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Field-trips, 0, 51. 65, 87-88.
Film programmes, 60-7o, 8o, 83.

-- strips, co, 40, 67, 71, 83.
Films, 11, 24, 40, 43, 43, 5o, 65, 67, 61, 71, 63, 84.

s. a. : Projections; Slides.
Finance, 71, 79 -So.
Fine arts: s. Att.
Fire prevention, 75.
France, 45, 47, 49-44, so.
Free admission : s. Admission fees.
Froebel,
ec Gallery talks a, 87.

s. a. : Guided visits; School parties.
Games and tunics, 32, 65, Sq.
General Museums, 17, 18, 77, 75.
Gcograpby, collections and teaching, 6, 63, 65.

s. a. : 'Maps.

Geology, collections and teaching, 3, rr, 12, 42,
Girl Scouts : s. Roy Scouts.
Gramopbone,

records. 11, 45, 67, 71.
s. a, : Recordings.

Great Britain, 35. (,.s.
Habitat croups : 5. Dioramas and habitat groups.
Hague, The, .37-35.
Handicapped children, 70.
Handling of objets by children, so, 25, 43, 56, 63, 67, 65. 7o
Hasler:1(2re,
Heating, ;s.
Historical rc.,,nstitution, 4t,, 63.

0,110.tiotts and lea,:hinc. 6, 34, 34. 63. 65.
. 61,1,470m5. 41, 42, 78.

s Netherlands.
iier5j.if7 Nlanchester. 56, 57-55.
Hospital, ;c,
1C011, cii. 1.

-- , Children's Committee,
Education Committee.

Indonesia, 35. 46.
Indnstrial de6ign, 7:.

edibits. N.
Informal 3:Pro3(b :!:N, 5. a Activity Methods.

Juntor
KIndergacten,

,t,,r), 3. 4, 5. 13-0. 17. r0. 30. 3r, 63
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Laboratory equipment, Ir.
Lanterns s. Projectors.
Lecture and Projgction rooms, ro, 40, 45, 60, 69-70, 78, 147.
Lecturers, 42, 43, 58, 61.

- , training, 40, 47-48.
s. a. : Museum educationalists.

Lectures, 40, 50, 51, 59, 65, 80.
Lighting, 73, 83,
Loan services, 12, 19, 40, 40, So, 56, 57, 6r, 67-68, 69, 71, 72, 83-84.

-- , charges, 84.
, staff, 68,
, to museums, 7r.

s. a. Circulating exhibits.
, to schools: s. Loan services.

Local and re.donal museums, rt, 22.
s. a : Provincial .Muscurir,.

London. 5, 56, 58, 70.
Manchester, so, 57-58.
Map, 1r, It. 50, 71.
Mass eilueati,m, 56, 57, 74.
Membership fees, 70.

Mexico, 77,
Mobile museums, 49, 77,
Modelling : s. Painting and modelling classes.
Models. I I, iu 22, 50, 67, 68, 71, 87.

Working, 10, 11, 21. 42, 63.
Municipal museums, 37, co.

i'llorlme, Paris, 4s.
I.051 re, Paris, 39, 47.

. ped,,gogegire, Paris, 46, so

Berne, 5o,
Masewn education leaflets. 42.

- i,1ticationalists, It, 21, 28. 52, 41, 57. 60. 'Sc. SI.
a : Lecturers; Staff AcorS.ing vkith children.

fatir.tieio. 38, 61.
of 1:1;rc,Ition, The these, 37-311.
of 1 ig( Oslo, 51.
"mice, 67.
\corkers s. Staff.

l'MUSEVMS1

1.4(.,ft,-,,! .11t,;(unt, Ifas!ernere, 56. 57.
. Selby. 56. 57.

itcr,j rli lime 14 PI! , \lanchester. 56, 57.58.
1,,!if:rut 1oor Trot,s, Arnqerdant : Rnrrl Tropical .rn:tca-

dam.
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3fli5fr de l'Hootme, Paris, 4g,
du Louvre,. Paris, so, 47

dagvgique, Paris, 46, 50.
scolairc, Berne, so.

.ifirreasri of Education, The Hague, 37-35..
-- of Fine Arts, 0540, 51.

ifusraor vow ka Onder4ijc, Gravenhage Museum of 'Education, The
lfague.

Naij.'inalgolicriel, Oslo : .s. Museum of Fine Arts, Oslo.
.Notional Husccf, Kobenhavn : s. National _Museum, Copenhagen,
Notional 3151cunt, Copenhagen, 4 1

, Stockholm, 51.
Nordic MuNcum, Stockholm, ,30.
Nordiska Maser!, Stockholm : s. Nordic Museum, Stokholm.
Norsk Folkontisrum, Oslo, 43.
Poloii de Is !Mai:air% Paris, -to.
Rdiksinu<cum, Amsterdam. 41.
Royal Tropirr/ Ingitter, Amsterdam, 46-5o.

Schhtniasi VP. Bern ; V. Ntusile Sc,!: ire. Petrie.
501,7, u,( 14+4, London, i
South Kensington MIISCUVI A, London, 50.

Vichatil and Af,hca .Ifirourn, London, 56, 5S.

Muscurna and education. exhibitions, ;;.
. historical background, so-to. 55-50

, small, 15, 17, 41.
National A %foci:riot of Girls CNN and mired enk5, 71_72,

Morton, Copenhagen, 41.
Stockholm, 51,

Museums, ss, ts.
Natural MatOrY, collections and teaching. 3, te, 33, 35. 57, 65. Sc.

-- . museums, 41, 46, 70, ;
Nature trails, S1.
Netherlands, 44.
Nordic Museum, Stockholm, so.
,Vorsk Folkeortiscum, Oslo, 45.

Norway. 42, 44, 46.
Notes. descriptive : s. Captions; Labels,
Offices. 10, 73.
Organisation,

s. k. r Staff.
Organisations, rinsing out museum functions. 'c --s
Original specimens, 20, 40, as, 50, 5
0!40, 40, cr.
Painting and rgodellinc classes, o.

Dirouvrtfr, Paris. to.
Panels, for circulatinz rxhihitm'se, 4v.
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Paris. 30, 46, 47, 49, 50.
Participation by children, 57, 6:-63, 65, 68, 60, 82, 50.
Permanent exhibitions : 5, Exhibitions, permanent.
Peetalozzi, 68.
Photographs, 40, 67, 71.
Photography, 78, 87,
Physics and chemistry, experiments, 39.
Planetariums, 82,
Poland, 48, 49.
Pottery s. Ceramics.
Prisons, 7o.
Private collections and museums, 4:, 72, 78-79.
Prizes for children, 57, 67, 89.
Projects: s. Enquiry made by children.
Projection rooms : s. Ledure and projection rooms.
Projectors, 12, 35, 4C., 60, 64, 70, 53.
Provincial museums, r2, 56.

s. a. : Loral and kcjonal museums.
Public ruilF,Curn5, 07. 70.

Publications, 40, 50-51, 71, 73.
Puppett, 65.
Questio.maires, 27-33. 45-46, 50, ut, 85.
e Quiz D 5. Questionnaires.
Radio, 60.

programmes, 69, 83.

Recordings, 83.
s. a. : Graninplic,ac records,

Rrd Crop, So.
Red Indians : s. American Indians.
Replicas : s. Reproductions.
Reports, by children, 46.

Reproduction :Cr 40, 40-50, 67.
s. a. : Models.

Rift,nrarra c Amsterdam, 41.
Re).:1 Trotiod both ric, Amsterdam, V', 5o.
Rural areas, sr. 77.
Samples of products, 71.
Scandinavian countries, to.

S : Ierinr liS.; Nor so. ; Suoicn
School Liar >on (lathers, 60.

IllUSCL1r115, 10-11, 61, 60, 79.

14, 22-17, 30, 40, 4:-4C, 54. 01-65, tr', 64 55, 56, S7-88.
s. a : Transportation.

Berke Otliccrs, :7, to.
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Schools, cooperation of museums, 37, 33, 40, 41, 42, 43, 57, 59, 60-61, 70
s. a. : Circulating exhibits; Eidension

work; Loan services.

Museum Loan Services : S. Loan services.

-- Organiser, 6o.
Sciences and Technology, collections and teaching, 33, Sr.

museums, 31, 32, 33. 41, 46, So, 85.

Semi-public museums, 79.
Show-cases, 3,

, portable, 83.
Slides, 11, 23, 40, 43, 50, 56, 69, 71, 83, $4.
Small museums : s. Museums, small

Miiietiln, London, S.
Sociology, collections and leaching, 6, 37.
South America, 77,
Seard Arrisirrgton 31a eanls, Londol, 56.
Staff, s, Ir, IS, 41, 59.

children's museums : s. Chi,dren's 1111L,CIL111S.

, winking ash children, 1, Jo, 4o, 41. So.
voluntary, 40, 41.

State museums, U.S.A., 79, 83.

Stockholm, 30, 51,

Storage, 75.

Story hour a, 86.
Studios, 58, 78.
Supervision, 78.

Sweden, 6, 39, 42, 44, 46.

Teachers, 1, lo, is, 12, 27. 32, 37. 3s, 40, 42, 43, 44, 47, 48, 62, 85.

, cooperation of mu c.um workers, 23, 51, 61.
.5. a. Schoos, Cooperation of rnw.eurns.

Teaching aids,
s. a. : Technical aids; Visual education material,

programs in museums : s, Classes; Lectures;

Technical aids, 60-70.
s. a. : Cinima ; Films; Film strips; Oramophone; Lantern
slides; Projections; Records; Recordings. etc ; Tearhinz aids;

education material,

Theatre, 57, 65, So.

c Trail a : s. Nature trails; Visit. order.

Trailereoach museums : 5. Mobile museums.

Transportation of school parties. 57. S.

UNESCO,
United States, vii, 2, 7. 11. 13, 77. is. So. St, S5, S7.

5. a. : Children's museums. America
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Universities 69, 79
University Museums, 4, /9.
Victoria and Albert Museum, London, 56, 58.
Village schools : Rural areas.
Visits, educational : s. School parties.

, guided, 58, 65, 66, 85.
s. a. : School parties,
individual, 13, 33, 61, 65, 66, 86, 87.

, order, 18, 25, 89.
Visual education material, 6o, 71
Weaving, 58, 87.
Work-rooms, lo, 6o, 79.
Work with children, 1, 9-10, 22-33, 38, 51, 57-59, So.

s. a. : Children's programs; Clubs.

Young people : s. Children.
Youth camps, 51.
Zoology : s. Natural History.
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